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This month sees the resurrection of the 
stand-alone machine tool and related 
industry exhibition - Machine Tools Africa 

2017 — taking place at Expo Centre, Nasrec in 
Johannesburg from 9-12 May 2017. 

The MTMA (Machine Tool Merchants 
Association of Southern Africa) has endorsed 
the exhibition that will take place on a three-year 
cycle. The MTMA last held an exhibition for its 
members and other companies associated with 
the industry in 1997. The previous exhibition 
ceased purely for economical reasons.

Machine Tools Africa 2017 has been 
designed to showcase the very latest technology 
developments, machinery, products, services and 
solutions in this innovative sector. 

Machine tools touch every aspect of our lives from cell phones to cars, heart 
monitors to food processing equipment, computers to coffee machines — almost 
everything that’s used on a daily basis at work and at home. Quality tools and 
machinery are the backbone of the South African manufacturing industry. This 
important sector will take centre stage at Machine Tools Africa 2017 with all the 
latest innovations, products, services, technologies, trends and developments.

The exhibition will bring machinery alive through daily demonstrations and 
interactive displays. Manufacturers and suppliers will showcase a broad range 
of machinery, equipment, products and services involved in the machine tools 
cycle. This will include sheet metal and plate processing machinery, metal 
tube and pipe processing machinery, metal forming and metal cutting machine 
tools, machines for welding and for thermal and surface treatments, special 
purpose machinery for electrical and hydraulic, and mechanical, hydraulic 
and pneumatic driven devices. In addition, foundry and forging technology 
and equipment as well as bearing, gear generating, mould processing, 
manufacturing technology and equipment will be on display. Also in the spotlight 
will be robotics, mechatronics, automation hardware and software, additive 
manufacturing technologies, assembling, tools, parts and components, cutting 
tools and accessories, metrology, quality control, and systems for safety and 
environmental protection, all an integral part of the successful engineering shop.

Close to 100 companies will be exhibiting at Machine Tools Africa 2017. 
These companies will mainly be the local machine tool suppliers together with 
their international principals. Whether you are operating a job shop, service 
centre, production business or just a general engineering business there will be 
machines, software, tooling and accessories on display that could enhance your 
business.

The synergies that exist between all of these companies heightens the fact 
that we cannot operate in isolation and as a result the exhibition will attract a 
broader audience that will be mutually beneficial to all.

On the sheet metal side I know of at least eight fiber laser cutting machines 
that will be on display. When you consider the cost and commitment to have 
these machines on display, all cutting metal, you will realise the effort that the 
local suppliers have taken to show you the latest equipment available. Some 
of the machines were only launched at the recent EuroBlech 2016 held last 
October.

The CNC metal removal machines on display are equally impressive. 
There are too many to count but be rest assured they will include the latest 
innovations in this field.

Entrance to the exhibition is free so there is no excuse not to attend.  
The knowledge that you will glean from visiting  
this exhibition is immeasurable.  
I look forward to seeing you there.

EdITOR’S   cOMMENT
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When additive machining emerged a bit more than two 
decades ago, it quickly became a prototyping marvel. 
As design changes were made to a part or product, 

the result could be quickly visualised in a 3D solid part. 
Manufacturers also appreciated the tool, as it enabled them 
to see potential process problems in the actual cutting of the 
part. Modifications could be made on the fly without part  
functionality being compromised. Lastly, for the estimators, 
this tool allowed substantially better quote prepping.

Then it happened.
The materials being used for 3D printing evolved at  

light-speed and the market quickly realised this technology 
had production potential. Making a short run of parts on such 
a machine became a reality. While 3D printing machines are 
still 5-10 years away from being everyday shop production 
units, according to the best industry sources, another  
development has seen the fusion of additive and subtractive 
technologies into a new generation of hybrid machines. In similar 
fashion, seemingly incompatible technologies such as laser 
metal deposition and chip-cutting machines have emerged.

While some people believed that existing CNC technology 
has been patiently standing by, waiting to pass into  
obsolescence as additive manufacturing evolves to take its 
place, the well-proven CNC technology has been implemented 
on these hybrids. Whether the physical parameters involve 
laser gases, powdered metal deposition and inert atmosphere 
vacuum or five-axis rotation of a milling head or rotary table, 
the function of the control remains nearly identical.

In this way, a single control can run two varying  
technologies for fabrication and chip-cutting, either on a single 
channel or on a two-channel unit, often in tandem with a robot 
head, transfer mechanism or gantry for part articulations.

As you might have seen at the last IMTS, when that  
technology was introduced to the market, running a lathe and 
a robot on the same CNC was already possible, without the 
need for a secondary PLC and unique robot language  
commands. This has now gone to the next level, as additive 
and subtractive technologies are joined on the same machine.

And it gets better.
Parts made from titanium, stainless or disparate powdered 

metals are being built up, joined, machined or otherwise  
processed on these machines — today. Driven gears, for  
example, are now laser welded from machined and stamped 
components into a single assembly, on a single machine.

The CNC, when controlling these radically different 
machine operations, uses a modified set of code but not a 
different language, as was necessary previously with robotic 
integration.

Since advanced CNC units carry a secondary channel, 
the commands can easily be set up there, if not incorporated 
into the main channel. It all depends on the complexity of the 
motion and total number of parameters being controlled. The 
simultaneous control and monitoring of laser metal deposition 
and five-axis milling functions actually present little challenge 
to the high-end CNC on the market today.

Additionally, the remote operation of the CNC and  
independent “handshaking” between CNC and master PLC or 
other HMI units, are well positioned to facilitate integration of 
the hybrid machines with other devices in the shop or  
production department.

I cannot begin to know where things are headed from here, 
but the next decade will surely be an exciting and game  
changing time in the machine tool and fabrication world.  
Just remember, CNC is in control.

VIEW   POINT

By Randy Pearson, Business Development Manager, Siemens Industry Inc., 
Drives Technologies, Motion Control-Machine Tool Business. This article was first published in the March 2017 edition of 

Manufacturing Engineering magazine.

Hybrid machines, 
standard CNC work together
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Cutting tool and tooling system specialist Sandvik 
Coromant has unveiled a revolutionary new turning 
concept that offers improved machining flexibility and 

the potential for significant productivity gains. The company’s 
PrimeTurning™ methodology and supporting tools provide  
manufacturers, particularly in aerospace and automotive 
sectors, with the industry’s first true ‘all directional turning’ 
solution.

 Unlike conventional turning operations — which have 
remained largely unchanged for decades — PrimeTurning 
allows machine shops to complete longitudinal (forward and 
back), facing and profiling operations with a single tool. The 
methodology is based on the tool entering the component at 
the chuck and removing material as it travels towards the end 
of the component. This allows for the application of a 
small entering angle, higher lead angle and the 
possibility of machining with higher cutting 
parameters. Furthermore, conventional 
turning (from part-end to chuck) 
can be performed using the 
same tools.

 Sandvik Coromant 
believes that some  
applications could see  
productivity increases in 
excess of 50% through the 
deployment of PrimeTurning 
rather than conventional  
techniques. Some of these 
improvements are due to the 
small entering angle and higher 
lead angle, which creates thinner, 
wider chips that spread the load 
and heat away from the nose radius. The result is both increased 
cutting data and extended tool life. In addition, as cutting is 
performed in the direction moving away from the shoulder, 
there is no danger of chip jamming (a common and unwanted 
effect of conventional longitudinal turning). Higher machine  
utilisation due to reduced set-up time and fewer production 
stops for tool changes also enhances overall productivity.

 PrimeTurning will be particularly beneficial to  
manufacturing industries such as aerospace and automotive 
where there is a need to perform external turning operations 
in big batch productions or where multiple set-ups and tool 
changes are often required.

 “Experienced operators know that a small entering angle 
allows for increased feed rates,” says Håkan Ericksson, Global 
Product Specialist at Sandvik Coromant. “However, in  

conventional turning they are 
restricted to using entering 

angles of around 90° to reach 
the shoulder and avoid the 
long, curved chips that a small 
entering angle characteristically 
delivers. PrimeTurning solves 

these problems by combining a 
perfect reach at the shoulder and 
the application of 25-30° entering 
angles with excellent chip control 
and maintained tolerances. This 

innovation presents countless  
possibilities to perform turning  
operations in much more efficient and 
productive ways. It’s not just a new tool, 
but a totally new way of turning.”

 PrimeTurning is initially supported 
by the introduction of two dedicated 
CoroTurn® Prime turning tools and 
the PrimeTurning code generator, 
which supplies optimised  
programming codes and techniques. 
CoroTurn Prime inserts have three 
edges/corners; one for longitudinal 
turning, one for facing and one for 
profiling, thus delivering efficient 
edge utilisation and longer  
tool life.

 Two unique and dedicated inserts are offered: CoroTurn 
Prime A-type features three 35° corners and is designed for 
light roughing, finishing and profiling, while CoroTurn Prime 
B-type with its ultra-strong corners is designed specifically for 
rough machining. Suitable for ISO P (steel), S (heat-resistant 
super alloys and titanium) and M (stainless steel) category 
materials, nine CoroTurn Prime A-type and six CoroTurn Prime 
B-type inserts are currently available, with expansion to other 
materials envisioned for the future. The inserts are supported 
by 52 variants of tool holder, including Coromant Capto®, 
CoroTurn QS and shanks.

 The PrimeTurning code generator not only ensures  
maximum output but also process security with suitably  
adjusted feed rate and entry radius parameters. It creates  
ISO codes that are compatible with various CNC systems.

For further details contact Sandvik Coromant on  
TEL: 0860 101 008 or Mary-Ann Haylett on  
TEL: 011 570 9615, or email: mary-ann.haylett@sandvik.com 
or visit www.sandvik.coromant.com

INduSTRy   NEWS

cover story

Sandvik Coromant 
unveils a revolution in turning

Industry’s first ‘all directional turning’ solution offers improved machining flexibility, 
productivity and tool life.
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The machine, a Doosan  
VC 510 vertical  
machining centre with a 

dual pallet, was installed at 
Pressure Die Castings (PDC), 
a manufacturer of brass, zinc 
and aluminium castings and 
components to the local and 
international building  
hardware, plumbing, lighting, 
automotive power and fire  
protection industries.

“The revival of automotive 
OEMs’ demand for  
domestically produced  
castings and components is 
gradually gaining traction in 
South Africa, although it is no 
sudden phenomenon. We have 
been making inroads in this 
industry and for a number of 
years we have been supplying aluminium components into  
the OEM automotive industry. We have recently been awarded 
further contracts in this industry that necessitate us  
investing in equipment for our machine shop,” said Lance 
Deysel, Technical Director at PDC.

Doosan twin-table vertical machining centres
“We already had four Doosan VC 430 vertical machining 

centers, all with a dual pallets, and one Doosan Lynx 220 

turning center on our floor, 
which we are very happy with. 
Consistency in product is what 
the automotive OEMs require 
so it made sense for us to be 
consistent with our machines.”  

“Two Doosan VC510  
twin-table vertical  
machining centers were 
installed in November 2016 
and the third VC510 was 
installed in February 2017, 
the latter being the 1 000th 
Doosan machine to be 
installed in South Africa by 
Puma Machine Tools. A further 
Doosan Lynx 220 LSYX turning 
center was also installed in 
March 2017.” 

“Both the vertical CNC 
machining centers have a  

moving column with integrated rotary pallet changer, designed 
for high-volume production. They are also easily interfaced 
with automatic work holding equipment and rotary tables, and 
can be automated with a robot.”

“The VC 510 machines are equipped with a 15/18.kW  
10 000 rpm spindle, a 30-position (BT 40) tool changer and a 
rotary twin pallet changer. The XYZ strokes are  
762 x 516 x 570mm, and the table size is 860 x 570mm.”

“The total number of Doosan machines that PDC uses 

1 000th Doosan machine 
installed at PDC

Puma Machine Tools, the local distributor for Korean machine tool 
builder Doosan Machine Tools, has announced that it has recently 
installed its 1 000th machine in South Africa, since acquiring the 

agency and distributorship for South Africa in 2001

Puma Machine Tools, the local distributor for Korean machine tool builder Doosan Machine Tools, 
has announced that it has recently installed its 1 000th machine in South Africa,

since acquiring the agency and distributorship for South Africa in 2001.

Pressure Die Castings have recently won a 
number of OEM contracts to supply 

components. One of them is to supply an 
alternator mounting bracket for Ford Motor 

Company South Africa’s Puma engines

Pressure Die Castings will also be 
supplying Ford Motor Company 

South Africa LH engine mounting 
brackets for the Puma engines

Another contract won by
Pressure Die Castings is to supply
VWSA with pedal cluster housings

for the VW270 programme



now is nine.”
“Our strategy is to automate as much as possible of 

the mundane and repetitive operations in the foundry 
and machine shop. This is why some of the machines are 
equipped with robots that facilitate the part extraction.  
Auto trimming is another area where we will interface  
robots.” 

“However, we have not had to retrench staff as a result  
of these installations. Rather we have seen the benefits of 
productivity and quality.”

OEM contracts
“One of the contracts we are currently ramping up for  

and will be ready to supply in July 2017 is sub-assembly  
components for the new Polo vehicle that VWSA will be 
launching shortly. Once we are in full production we will be 
supplying between 9 000 and 10 000 components a month 
to Ramsay Engineering, who are the main contractors.”

“Ford South Africa has also awarded a few contracts and 
one of them is to supply three different engine brackets for 
the current Puma engine project. We are supplying  
approximately 24 000 components a month and this  
contract lasts until at least 2021.”

“Another contract, also for Ford South Africa, is to  
supply them with five different brackets for the Panther 
engine project, mainly for the exhaust system. We are initially 
required to supply 35 000 components a year. This contract 
is due to commence in 2018.”

New die-casting machine
“These orders entail die cast components, which are  

then machined. As a result we have had to increase our 
equipment portfolio in the foundry and also installed in  
April was an LK Machinery 630 ton high-pressure die  
casting machine. This brings to five the number  
LK high-pressure die casting machines that we have in the 
foundry. Most of these machines have been installed in 
recent years and this forms part of our strategy to upgrade  
all of our die casting machines. Some of the older models  
are close to 50 years old.” 

“Last year we also purchased of a 160 ton hot chamber 
HPDC machine from Taiwanese manufacturer Producer CO 
Ltd. It is the first fully automatic HPDC machine that we have 
installed at PDC and includes auto spray, auto cycle and auto 
picking and is typically producing three components every  
15 seconds.”

“Last year we also introduced a new process to our  
manufacturing capabilities. The new chrome plating plant  
is capable of processing 200 000 components per month 
with an OEE of 80%. The plating plant is fully automated  
and includes off line filtering and heating on the process 
tanks, reverse plating of jigs, auto dosing of chemicals  
into the tank and reverse plating in the Nickel tank, all 
designed to achieve optimum quality. PDC is not a jobbing 
operation and has reserved the full capacity for our client 
Cobra.”

“We are currently working on winning more contracts in 
the automotive industry which certainly looks buoyant for next 
five to seven years.”

Doosan Machine Tools, who are now owned by  
MBK Partners, manufactures a range of CNC turning  
centres, machining centres, horizontal boring mills,  
Swiss turn machines and double column machining  
centres, are represented in South Africa by Puma Machine 
Tools.

For more information contact Puma Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.pumamachinetools.co.za
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Bell wants to start plant in US

Listed manufacturer of heavy equipment for the  
construction and mining sectors Bell Equipment is  
considering establishing a manufacturing plant in  

the US, according to a newspaper report. However,  
chief executive Gary Bell said the opening of the plant in  
the US would not have much impact on jobs in the  
company’s South African operations.

Bell said the facility would operate in the same way as the 
group’s manufacturing facility in Germany, with most of the 
manufacturing “bits” and components exported in containers 
from its South African operations.

He added that with the group’s objective of growth in 
North American sales, it was prudent to investigate the  
feasibility of setting up a production facility in the US to  
allow better flexibility and a quicker response to improve  
customer experience and support additional market  
penetration in that region. Bell said they were currently  
exploring all the costs and cost benefits of establishing the 
plant in the US.

He said the company was likely to finish its investigation 
and have taken a decision on whether to establish a plant in 
the US by June. But it would take a further 18 months once it 
took a decision to proceed to get the plant operational in the 
US.

Bell stressed that for Bell Equipment’s core product,  
50 per cent of the world market was in the US. In 2013  
Bell Equipment reported its re-entry into the lucrative  
US market after more than a decade, resulting in a further 
200 people being employed at its Richards Bay manufacturing 
plant.

A joint venture with several renowned US construction 
investors resulted in the creation of a new business, Bell 
Trucks America, which was responsible for the distribution of 

Bell trucks into that market and the establishment of a  
franchised dealer network.

The return to the US market followed the termination 
of a licensing arrangement with John Deere in which Bell 
Equipment provided articulated dump-truck technology to the 
US market under the Deere brand.

Bell said at the time the company was getting a licence 
fee from John Deere, but this was small in value in terms 
of its entire operation, adding the most important aspect of 
its re-entry and expansion into this market was the annuity 
income that came from parts and service. The target then 
was to obtain a market share of about 10 per cent to  
15 per cent, which translated into sales of about 5 000 units 
a year.

It was anticipated that Bell Equipment’s turnover and 
profit would increase by an additional 20 per cent to 30 per 
cent over the following five to 10 years because of its re-entry 
into the US market.

Bell Equipment’s North American operations in the year 
to December contributed 6 per cent or R363 million towards 
total group revenue of R6 billion in the year to December, and 
16 per cent or R24.2 million of total group operating profit.

Bell said ADT sales volumes in North America in the year 
to December were disappointing but there were delivery 
delays into this market.

He said administrative compliance weaknesses that had 
caused the delays had been identified and attended to and 
should not disrupt any further deliveries into this market.

Losses totalling R140 million in the year to December 
from theft, fraud and misrepresentation by Bell Equipment’s 
entire management team and several other employees in 
its DRC operations knocked group earnings in the year to 
December.
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Truly innovative design  
concepts pushing utilisation  
of high-strength steels to  

the limits characterise this year’s 
four finalists for the Swedish Steel 
Prize. The winner will be announced 
at a ceremony in Stockholm on  
May 11.

“This year a record number of 
102 applications were sent in from 
32 different countries around the 
world. The high overall quality of the 
applications shows that this prize 
has an important role in promoting and even encouraging the 
industry to find new and innovative ways to use high-strength 
steels for higher performance,” says Eva Petursson,  
Chairman of the Swedish Steel Prize jury and head of  
SSAB’s strategic R&D.

Fermel mining vehicle, 
South Africa

One of the finalists chosen is 
a mining vehicle manufactured by 
South African company Fermel. 
Fermel has developed a unique 
range of multi-purpose vehicles for 
safe transportation in mines. The 
vehicles meet new, more stringent 
safety legislation and are intended 
to replace the re-built standard 
vehicles currently used. Design 
optimisation of the entire vehicle, 

including the car body, has given superior performance  
regarding personal safety, higher payload, agility, damage 
resistance, reliability and service life. All these benefits are 
achieved by extensive use of advanced high-strength structural 
and wear-resistant steels.

Fermel mining vehicle chosen  
as finalist for Swedish Steel Prize 2017 

SSAB has identified four finalists for the 2017 Swedish Steel Prize. 
The winner will be announced at a ceremony in Stockholm on 11 May 2017.
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The Bloodhound SSC project, a supersonic car that is 
designed not only to go faster than the speed of sound 
(supersonic), but to over 1 000mph (1 600km/h), has 

suffered yet further setbacks as the project struggles against 
financial and environmental pressures. 

Citing “short-term cash flow problems,” and flooding of the 
Hakskeen Pan in the Northern Cape province of South Africa 
where the record attempt will take place, Bloodhound SSC 
project director and former World Land Speed Record holder 
Richard Noble is confident 2017 is the year of milestones for 
the Bloodhound SSC.

Certain circumstances may have put a dent in the 
schedule, but the upside, says the vast team working on 
Bloodhound SSC, is that it provides additional time for  
engineers to generate more power from the car in the event 
that the final build structure is heavier than expected.

“It’s frustrating, I know; and the team are disappointed 
but we’re resilient and we’re going to make this happen,” 
Bloodhound director Richard Noble told BBC News.  

“The money is coming in but it doesn’t always match our  
planning and fit with the times when we need it.”

“While this is undoubtedly good news there is inevitably 
a time delay between pledges of support, contracts being 
signed and cash arriving. Anyone who runs their own business 
will be familiar with this and the need to be pragmatic when 
planning.”

“However, temporary delays do not change our direction 
of travel! 2017 will be a milestone year for The Bloodhound 
Project and we are determined to be out in South Africa,  
challenging records, next year.”

According to an official press release: “Hakskeen Pan 
flooded in January [2017] and then again [in March]. Allowing 
for similar events next year, and building in time to make final 
preparations to the track, we expect our advance party to 
deploy to the Kalahari in [mid] 2018.”

Not only is the project aimed at going faster that any  
other land-based vehicle has before, but it is also to assist 
in inspiring the next generation of scientists and engineers, 

The need for speed
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which is the overall objective of the project. The current 
record stands at 1 228km/h — Mach 1.02 — and was set 
by Andy Green in Thrust SSC in 1997. Green will drive the 
Bloodhound SSC car. Prior to that, the record was a speed of 
1014km/h, achieved by Richard Noble in Thrust 2 in 1983.

Bloodhound SSC is approximately 13.4 metres long and 
weighs 7.5 tons. The design is a mix of car and aircraft  
technology, with the front section being a carbon fibre  
monocoque (like a racing car) and the back portion being a 
metallic framework and panels (like an aircraft). The two front 
wheels sit within the body and two rear wheels are mounted 
externally within wheel fairings.

It will be powered by both a jet engine and a rocket, which 
together will produce more than 135 000 horsepower — the 
equivalent of more than six times the power of all the  
Formula 1 cars on a starting grid put together. Over 110 man 
years of effort have been invested in the design, build and 
manufacture of Bloodhound SSC.

Design
Bloodhound SSC is, without doubt, the most complicated 

car ever built. When finished, it will comprise over 3 500 parts 
(and 22 500 rivets), of which many have been designed and 
manufactured uniquely for this car. Consequently, Bloodhound 
is a very difficult car to describe in detail.

Bloodhound SSC is a hybrid construction because there 
are different requirements for the two ends of the car. The 
front section of the car (which consists broadly of the nose 
and the cockpit) is primarily made of carbon fibre composite 
while the rear section is made from metal. Each part of the 
structure presents its own challenges in terms of design and 
manufacturing.

Forward structure
The front section of the car consists of a carbon fibre 

monocoque, similar in concept to a Formula 1 tub.  
This provides Andy Green, the driver, with a very secure,  
rigid safety cell. It is also the most efficient way to form the 
complex curved design of the car in front of the cockpit and 
main jet engine intake.

The monocoque needs to take the aerodynamic load  
(air pressure) of up to 10 tons per square metre. As a result, 
it has taken more than 10 000 hours to design and  
manufacture.

It is made from five different types of carbon fibre weave 
and two different resins. Sandwiched between the layers of 
carbon fibre are three different thicknesses of aluminium 
honeycomb core (8, 12 and 20mm), which provide additional 
strength. At its thickest point the monocoque comprises  
13 individual layers but is just 25mm in cross section.  
Overall the monocoque weighs 200kg.

The monocoque bolts directly to the metallic rear chassis.
As a safety check, projectiles have been shot at the  

ballistic panels that will go on the side of the monocoque 
to ensure Green will be fully protected from stones or other 
debris hitting the car at high speed.

Rear structure
The rear of the car is a metallic structure that’s been  

constructed separately as upper and lower halves.

Upper chassis
The upper chassis houses the Eurojet EJ200 engine and 

the intake duct, and above this sits the fin. This half of the 
chassis is a ‘rib and stringer’ construction, similar to that 
used in the aerospace industry. The ribs are machined from 
aluminium billet and the stringers that run the length of the 
structure are made from titanium. The outer skin is also  
titanium in order to reduce the weight at the rear of the car 
but keep it stiff.

The titanium skin was both glued and riveted on to the 
ribs — a process that used 11 500 aerospace rivets. It was 
then ‘cooked’ in a giant autoclave (effectively a huge  
pressure cooker) at the National Composite Centre to ‘cure’ 
the glue, in a process that saw the temperature raised by  
5°C per minute, then baked at 175°C for one hour and 
allowed to cool overnight. Using both glue and rivets makes 
the upper chassis doubly strong, as either would be strong 
enough on its own.

Lower chassis
The lower part of the rear structure houses the auxiliary 

power unit, the jet fuel tank and the rocket system. It is made 
of a series of aluminium frames and bulkheads that are 
skinned in steel, using around 4 000 rivets to hold it  
together.

The furthest back portion of the lower structure forms 
the ‘rear subframe’. The rear suspension is mounted on this, 
together with the rocket thrust ring  — which transfers the 
thrust of the rocket into the chassis — and the parachute cans 
and attachment.

Underside
The underside of the front of the car — the monocoque —  

is titanium, while the floor of the rear of the car is made  
of steel plate. Both materials were chosen to prevent the  
bottom of the car from being worn through by the desert silt.

Hakskeen Pan
The Northern Cape team (all 300 of them) have removed 

over 16 000 tons of stones, by hand. All of this adds to the 
roughness and irregularity of our supposedly ‘flat’ desert  
surface.

The task set for the team was to scan the whole  
20 kilometre long by 500 metre wide track surface,  
measuring the elevation (height) in each square metre, to an 
accuracy of 10mm or less. That’s 10 million precision  
measured points, just for the main track surface (the safety 
zones either side were also scanned, which doubled the task). 
It’s fairly easy to measure one point accurately, or even  
several (surveyors do it all the time), but 10 million points 
spread over 10 million square metres? That was not practical 
until now.

Bloodhound SSC has two parachutes as part of its  
braking system. They can be deployed at speeds up to 
650mph. With a thrust to weight ratio 9:1, it will cover a mile 
in just 3.6 seconds.

For more information visit www.bloodhoundssc.com

Not only is the project aimed at going faster that any other land-based vehicle has 
before, but it is also to assist in inspiring the next generation of scientists and 

engineers, which is the overall objective of the project. The current record stands 
at 1 228km/h — Mach 1.02 — and was set by Andy Green in Thrust SSC in 1997
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Paramount Group, the African-based global defence and 
aerospace company has announced the launch of Mwari, 
a military variant of its Advanced High Performance Light 

Aircraft (AHRLAC) that comes with a South African designed, 
developed and tested advanced mission system. 

A high-wing, two-seat aircraft, Mwari is designed to  
incorporate advanced intelligence, surveillance and  
reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities and weapons systems. 

Combining AHRLAC’s flexible, multi-role platform with 
Paramount’s enhanced mission systems capabilities that are in 
service with several air forces around the world, the company is 
bringing an advanced and cost-effective aircraft to the market. 

Mwari addresses a key industry need by performing the 
combined tasks that previously required several separately 
configured planes. It integrates designs from attack helicopters, 
surveillance platforms and reconnaissance aircraft with the 
ability to carry surveillance, weapons, radar and electronic  
warfare systems. This has brought advanced operational  
solutions, historically requiring more costly aircraft or complex 
unmanned aerial surveillance systems. 

“Mwari is a world class capability that will enable developing 
countries to strengthen and diversify their security infrastructure. 
It offers the global industry a new, very cost effective and 
multi-role solution that will change the way global air forces 
procure and structure their air fleets. Mwari is a solution 
shaped for today’s modern threats like insurgencies, piracy and 
terrorism,” Dr Paul Potgieter, CEO of AHRLAC Holdings.

“Within Paramount Advanced Technologies we have over 
30 years of expertise in developing mission systems capabilities 
for our customers. We are world leaders in mission systems 
integration across fixed and rotary wing aircraft, having provided 
innovative solutions to some of the world’s leading air forces,” 
said Ralph Mills, CEO of Paramount Advanced Technologies.

“The development and production of Mwari is expected to 
provide a significant job and skills boost to the African  

aerospace industry as many local subcontractors will be 
involved in equipping the aircraft with a range of systems.” 

Mwari has been specifically designed for military tasking, 
and features a variety of configurations thanks to its innovative 
pod system design. These include patrol and reconnaissance 
with typical missions encompassing intelligence gathering, 
close air support and light attack capabilities. Mwari has the 
ability to carry a comprehensive weapons suite for specific  
mission applications. 

This announcement follows on the recent joint development 
between Paramount Group and Boeing expanding their 2014 
agreement to cooperate on an advanced mission system  
for a variant of Mwari. Boeing will develop its own integrated 
mission system for the aircraft enabling ISR and light strike  
missions for the AHRLAC safety and security, and military  
variants.

The Ahrlac first flew on 26 July 2014 and had accumulated 
50 hours by December that year. Key features of the aircraft 
include its pusher propeller design powered by a Pratt and 
Whitney engine and high wing for crew visibility (which also 
makes it suitable for training purposes), high cruise and dash 
speeds (maximum cruise speed is 270 knots and stall speed  
is 69 knots), payload capacity of 800 kilograms with full fuel 
and two crew, long operating range (1 110 nautical miles on 
internal fuel although range with external fuel goes up to  
2 256 nautical miles and 9.4 hours endurance), short take-off 
and landing (STOL) capability, including from semi-prepared 
landing strips, and interchangeable belly pod for a variety of 
sensors and weapons.

The company is presently moving into a new 15 000m² 
factory that is located at Wonderboom airport outside Pretoria. 
The new factory will be able to produce 24 aircraft a year. New 
machines that are being installed will be used to manufacture 
the AHRLAC include a fluid cell press, only the second of its 
kind to be installed in South Africa. 

Paramount Group unveils 
new version of Mwari aircraft
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“Volkswagen 
Group  
South Africa 

will ramp up  
production of the  
new Polo at the 
Uitenhage plant by  
the third quarter of  
the year,” said MD  
and chairperson 
Thomas Schäfer in a 
recent news report.

Production of the 
first confirmation  
models have already 
started. Most of the 
major installations 
were completed over 
the Christmas  
shutdown, with the 
last work due to have taken place over the Easter period in 
April. The Uitenhage plant will also produce a second new 
model, and possibly a third.

“The platform [to be used at the plant] is good for variants 
from pick-ups to sports-utility vehicles. A third model remains 
possible,” said Schäfer. He declined, however, to name the 
models to be assembled in addition to the new Polo.

The Uitenhage plant currently produces the existing  
Polo model, as well as 
the Polo Vivo.  
The Polo Vivo is a 
revised version of the  
previous generation 
Polo, offered at a 
lower price point.

Building the  
new-generation  
Polo is part of a  
R4.5 billion  
investment by  
VWSA’s German  
parent company into 

its South African  
facility, announced in 
2015. The investment 
will see the plant 
increase capacity from 
the current 120 000  
vehicles a year to  
180 000 vehicles a 
year.

The plant will 
move from a two-shift, 
five-day operation to 
a three-shift, 24-hour, 
five-day operation.  
The two assembly 
lines used currently 
will be merged into 
one. Around 60% of 
the volume will be 
exported to markets 

outside Africa. Employment at the plant may increase  
by between 300 and 500 people.

“We think we will reach the 180 000 unit capacity at the 
plant,” says Schäfer. The Uitenhage plant produced 123 000 
units last year, with the Polo and Polo Vivo South Africa’s most 
popular passenger cars.

VWSA recently celebrated the manufacturing of its  
1.25 millionth Polo. The milestone also marked 21 years  

of the production of 
Polo in South Africa.

As part of 
Volkswagen’s Africa 
strategy, the first  
Polo Vivos were 
assembled and sold  
in Kenya, from 
kits supplied from 
Uitenhage, this year. 
Output will be around 
1 000 units — in a 
new-car market of  
3 000 units.

VWSA to ramp up new 
Polo production 

Steel maker ArcelorMittal South Africa has announced 
that it was in talks to borrow R3.5 billion as part of a 
capital-raising plan.

The country’s biggest steel maker, however, did not specify 
what the funds would be used for, but has said previously it 
wants to refurbish existing facilities, including its Saldanha 
works in the Western Cape, and that an environmental  
cleanup would require investment.

The Vanderbijlpark based company said it had lowered its 
net debt to R290 million at the end of last year after raising 
R4.5 billion in a rights issue.

“ArcelorMittal is in the process of raising funds via a  
borrowing-based facility to the value of R3.5 billion as  
part of a capital raising for the entire business,” the company 
said.

As with many steel makers around the world, ArcelorMittal 
South Africa has been hurt by cheap Chinese imports and  
rising costs and has not made an annual profit since 2010.

The company has pledged to limit job cuts, increase black 
ownership and invest in supply in return for the government 
pledge to increasing tariffs on imports and also committing to 
buying local steel in the country’s infrastructure projects.

AMSA in talks to raise R3.5 billion

An aerial view of the VWSA plant in Uitenhage

Polo assembly
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South Africa’s downward economic spiral is best  
characterised by the shutting down of heavy industries. 
Major steel and aluminium facilities have gone in recent 

years, including those belonging to the giant Russian Evraz 
group, India’s Tata Steel and BHP Billiton. Now, with South 
Africa’s ratings downgrade to junk status, things are likely to 
get much worse.

One company that has been affected by the parlous state 
of South African manufacturing is the DCD Group.

Rebranded in 2012, it was built from the remnants of the 
once-mighty Dorbyl industrial empire, which had been plagued 
by alleged criminal dealings among executives. It is now 48% 
black owned, with Investec holding a similar-sized stake.

DCD has just started closing its world-class heavy  
engineering operations as a result 
of depressed market conditions in 
the global mining sector. This unit — 
within the group’s mining and  
energy division — has focused on 
manufacturing large capital  
equipment components for the 
mining industry from its plants in 
Vereeniging and Vanderbijlpark.

“For the past number of 
years, DCD’s Heavy Engineering 
Operation, situated in Vereeniging 
and Vanderbijlpark, has focused on 
the manufacturing of large capital 
equipment components for the 
mining industry. As a result of the 
depressed market conditions in the 
global mining sector, with very few 
new capital projects materialising, 
DCD’s Heavy Engineering Operation 
has been loss making since  
mid-2013,” said Digby Glover, CEO of 
DCD Group, in a statement released 
on 31 March 2017. 

“We have implemented a  
number of different actions to 
restore the business to profitability. 
These actions have not been  
sufficiently successful and the 
Group has had no choice other than 
to explore more aggressive alternatives in order to preserve 
cash.”

“Our analysis has included a broad range of issues — 
including market needs, the effect on various stakeholders, 
the current economic climate and outlook, the various  
businesses cost structures, contractual and commercial 
obligations, the businesses competitive position and future 
potential, to name a few.” 

“The decision process has been very complex and it is well 
understood that any option selected can have a significant 
impact on all stakeholders. Taking everything into consideration, 
it has been decided to exit the very heavy engineering  

(such as winders, mills and drums) related markets after  
completion of the current orders on hand. This decision 
affects both the South and Vanderbijlpark works. The exit 
from this market will be conducted in a responsible manner 
ensuring all commitments to stakeholders are met.” 

Glover added that the light and medium engineering 
parts of the business are to be consolidated into DCD’s joint 
venture business Gravico (Pty) Ltd trading as Gravico Heavy 
Engineering. This business will be run out of the North works 
and its focus will be on the mining and industrial sectors.

“We acknowledge that this decision will affect a number 
of people, but it is not possible to continue operating in the  
current situation. The process will start on 31 March 2017 
and will continue for a number of months to facilitate as 

smooth a transition as possible.  
A key part of the process will be 
continuous engagement and  
consultation with all affected  
parties to ensure that we move  
forward as effectively as possible.”

This announcement comes 
after the recent closures of  
DCD Venco in Newcastle and  
DCD Marine. It is also reported that 
DCD Wind Towers is in trouble.

DCD Group also makes heavy 
engineering products for the rail, 
defence, renewable energy and 
marine sectors. But these markets 
are also in deep trouble.

The group’s DCD Wind Towers 
facility in the Coega industrial zone 
near Port Elizabeth — a part of the 
heavy engineering division — has 
stood empty since November 2016 
as a result of Eskom’s refusal to 
sign agreements to buy power from 
South Africa’s renewable energy 
sector. The plant can produce up to 
200 wind towers a year.

The R536 million factory is a 
joint initiative between the DCD 
Group and two state-managed  
entities, the Industrial Development 

Corp and the Coega Development Corp. This means  
government-funded industrial development projects are being 
undermined by its own parastatals.

Glover says DCD Wind Towers has begun shedding jobs, 
and is likely to close completely if Eskom refuses to act.

“Cash runs out within weeks. This means DCD’s whole 
investment will be lost, with little chance that lenders will 
recover debt. This is ‘massive value destruction’ -140 jobs will 
be lost.”

Meanwhile, DCD Marine, the 114-year-old forerunner to 
the group, has been put into voluntary business rescue after 
two years of “very difficult trading”.

DCD Group exits 
the very heavy engineering industry

Planned rationalisation and consolidation of the DCD Heavy Engineering operation. 
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In a statement issued by DTI, DG Lionel October says this 
amount has been set aside for projected investments across 
all incentives to achieve sustainable growth and job  

creation.
October was briefing the Portfolio Committee on Trade and 

Industry on the key planned interventions by the department 
in Parliament.

October says the department’s target, as well as the  
entire budget for the new financial year, will be spent trying  
to industrialise the country and broaden the manufacturing 
sector as well as support businesses that have a globally 
competitive niche in the continent.

“The projected number of new jobs to be supported and 
number of jobs to be retained from enterprises is set at  
6 000 while 800 projects have been approved through our 
incentive schemes to support enterprises in different sectors 
of the economy,” says October.

October told Members of Parliament that the number of 
jobs might increase due to the upstream and downstream of 
jobs created in the manufacturing sector. He says it is  
well-known that for every one job created in the  
manufacturing sector, four other jobs are created indirectly.

However, that figure might go up to 24 000, in addition to 
the 6 000 jobs initially targeted, he says.

October says government manufacturing incentives,  
localisation and designation continue to strengthen the  
economy despite the negative global and domestic trading 
condition of South Africa’s products.

“The other biggest problem facing the economy is still the 
demand for our products and services. Our factories are not 
running at full capacity at the moment and the majority of 
these are faced with the decline of procurement from our own 
state-owned enterprises which have reduced their orders  
significantly especially in the locomotive sector,”  
he said.

October notes overall South African demand for goods 
from Africa also decreased by 7 per cent in the last quarter of 
2017 to R28 billion from R30 billion in the third quarter of the 
same year.

He said, even though the Southern African Development 
Community remained one of the biggest markets for South 
African manufactured goods in Africa — accounting for almost 
88 per cent of total manufactured exports to Africa — a lot still 
needs to be done to target the rest of the continent.

R15 billion set aside 
for new investment incentives — DTI
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The first South 
African Altair 
Technology 

Conference took place 
at River Meadow Manor 
in Irene, Gauteng on  
28 March 2017.  
This one-day event 
brought engineers and 
designers together 
from several industries 
to discuss the latest 
technology trends and 
developments around 
simulation-driven 
design and  
manufacturing in  
South Africa. With over 
50 participants and 
nine presentations from 
Altair and its customers 
the event was very  
successful and leads 
the way to future South African events hosted by Altair.

In his keynote presentation Chris Maxwell from 
Bloodhound SSC answered the question “Why Design a Car  
to Travel at 1690 km/h?” The Bloodhound SSC will attempt  
to surpass the world land speed record at Hakskeen Pan  
in the Northern Cape of South Africa in 2018. In his  
presentation Maxwell shared how the engineering community 
will benefit from the technology and experience gained from 
this iconic engineering adventure. It will inspire students to 
pursue careers in science, technology, engineering and  
mathematics and fellow engineers to strive for more  
innovation in their projects. Altair’s HyperWorks suite of  
computer-aided engineering tools has been used in the  
development of the jet and rocket powered car.  

Gideon Potgieter from Resolution Circle showcased the 
company’s process for developing an idea through to the final 

design. A special focus 
of his presentation was 
the challenges start-ups 
and large corporations 
alike face when getting 
an entirely new idea off 
the ground.

Clive Hands,  
lecturer in Mechanical 
Engineering at NMMU 
in Port Elizabeth and 
Project Manager of the 
NMMU Eco-Car project 
gave delegates insights 
into why the NMMU 
team decided to  
participate in the 
EcoCar competition, 
and how the students 
benefit from a project 
of this nature as well  
as from learning to 
work with simulation 

solutions such as Altair’s HyperWorks suite.
Other speakers throughout the day covered topics such as 

Augmented Reality and how the technology that was originally 
mainly used in the gaming industry is now starting to be 
implemented to develop innovative products. Last but not 
least, modern manufacturing methods, such as additive  
manufacturing, also had their place in the conference’s  
programme by showing how to design for additive manufacturing 
and how to use this technology to make better products.

“We are extremely pleased with the outcome of our first 
event here in South Africa and definitely see the need for 
more conferences of this nature. Altair is ready for the future 
and we hope to provide more such events, where like-minded 
people can gather to discuss ideas and trends in the industry 
for the South African market,” said Gronum Smith, Country 
Manager of Altair Engineering.

Altair holds first South African 
Technology Conference

Gordon Mayhew-Ridgers of Vodacom
and Gronum Smith of Altair

Doron Helfman of Altair, Clive Hands of the NMMU
in Port Elizabeth, Fiona Richardson of Altair and Chris Maxwell

from Bloodhound SSC

Nicholas Minnaar of Altair, Mitchell Kama of Kama Industries
and Christian Botha of Auto Industrial
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It was not so long 
ago that this  
fabricator  

provided turnstiles 
for most of the  
football stadiums 
used during the 
2010 FIFA World 
Cup and over three 
million ticketed 
spectators passed 
through Turnstar 
turnstiles. In fact, 
next time you enter 
a major sporting 
venue in South 
Africa you will most 
likely be guided 
through a Turnstar 
turnstile to enter 
the stadium. If you 
are a Virgin Active 
member take note of the waist height polished stainless steel 
product you go through before entering the gym, as it too could 
be a Turnstar waist height turnstile. 

Such has been the demand for Turnstar’s products since 
2010 that the company’s revenue has increased by  
50 per cent, just during the last three years. How?

Established in 1990 by Sid Sacks, Turnstar’s products  
offer a fit-and-forget solution and are known to be exceptionally 
reliable. Products are also now exported worldwide and have 
proven successful in some of Africa’s harshest conditions.

Turnstar is now one of Africa’s largest manufacturers of 
secure physical access control products, offering a host of  
solutions, ranging from turnstiles and revolving doors to vehicle 
barriers. A full research, design and development team is able 
to assist Turnstar clients from project conception to the final 
on-site installation phase.

You could say that the heightened security concerns are a 
big contributor to Turnstar’s growth and this cannot be denied. 
However, it’s the company’s willingness to adapt to market 
demand and the company’s changing production operation 
that have also made a contribution to the company’s significant 
growth.

Over time the company’s offering has evolved from that of a 
turnstile manufacturer. Today the company’s portfolio includes 
a full range of turnstiles, speedgates, revolving doors, man-trap 
cubicles, vehicle barriers, high security spike barriers and  
anti-terror rising bollards and road blockers. All products are 
either manufactured fully in-house or part thereof and then 
assembled in their own facility in Wynberg, Johannesburg.

Likewise Turnstar’s 3 500m² manufacturing facility had to 
adapt. The equipment on the shopfloor had also advanced in 
terms of technology and quantity. A number of disciplines that 
used to be shopped out are now done in-house and this has 
seen a substantial investment in capital equipment.  
This included a CNC machining center, a CNC lathe, a CNC pipe 
bending machine, a robotic welder and a powder coating plant. 

But as much as the company changed and enhanced its 

production facility to  
maximise output and  
quality, growing pains forced 
Turnstar to consider an 
alternative.

“Fortunately for us there 
was a run down and empty 
building directly behind our 
building. We managed to 
purchase the property and 
after some major alterations 
and refurbishment the two 
properties were seamlessly 
connected and we moved 
in just over three years ago. 
It also gave us the luxury of 
now having more than  
double — 7 700m² as 
opposed to 3 500m² — from 
which to operate from,” 
said Sid Sacks, the original 
founder of Turnstar.

“Additionally we have a further 1 000m² in our original 
building that we are using.”

“The move came at an ideal time because both our  
local and export orders had increased. It also gave us the 
opportunity to re-evaluate our production methods and  
processes. We were still outsourcing a number of processes, 
such as our press brake and laser cutting requirements.  
Shortly after the move into the new facility we purchased a 
Bystronic Xact 160, a 160 ton press brake with a bending  
width of 3 100mm and our existing Exactility 80 ton press was 
refurbished and is now referred to as a 2017 model.”

New Durma 4kW fiber laser
“We are now proud to announce the latest addition to our 

manufacturing plant. Late last year we commissioned a  
Durma 4kW fiber laser. The machine is capable of cutting up to 
20mm mild steel and 12mm stainless steel and will increase 
overall product quality and lead times.” 

“The laser cutter is also fitted with a tube attachment, 
which enables the company to laser cut holes on steel tube 
and pipe. Tube and pipe makes up a sizeable portion of our 
metal processing. We purchased the fiber laser as it is  
considered to be far more sophisticated, advanced and cost 
effective than CO2 laser cutters.” 

“Additionally we have just commissioned our second 
powder coating plant that has a fully automated seven stage 
preparation process and also includes a stainless steel nitric 
acid bath. Different finishes are required to suit the various 
climate environments and powder coating provides greater 
durability. We also offer hot dip galvanising but this process is 
outsourced.”

About design
“Because we have our own product lines, we have  

designers that help bring new products to market regularly.  
We can also use these designers to benefit our custom  
customers, whether it’s to tweak designs or develop  

Growing pains force Turnstar 
to more than double factory size

Turnstar’s new Durma 4kW fiber laser
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process improvements.”
“It has really helped attract customers to us. We can help 

develop products and bring them to market at the right price 
from the get-go, rather than going back two years later and  
trying to figure out how to take costs down.” 

“Turnstar’s products have to cater for both the security  
concerns as well as its overall aesthetics. For example full 
height turnstiles offer a high level of security whereas waist 
height and half height turnstiles are more comfortable, but less 
effective when it comes to security and crowd control.” 

“Our product ends up in all sorts of situations, from  
stadiums to corporate and financial institutions. Each product 
has to cater for functionality as well as take into account the 
environmental conditions endemic to the installation.”

Stainless steel polishing
“Close to 35% of our product is now made up of stainless 

steel components. The trend is very much to have a polished 
look because this gets attention for various reasons, but as far 
as I am concerned it is more effective when it comes to hiding 
weld lines and smoothing out surface blemishes.”

“In this department we have ordered a flat bed double belt 
finishing machine with flexible abrasive which enables the work 
of flat and round surfaces, as well as corners or edges of  
materials to be polished.”

“The working table with dimensions of 2 500 x 850mm 
allows the finishing of large structures up to 2 500mm long. We 

have asked the manufacturer of the machine, who is based 
in Europe, to design and provide us with a special adaptor 
which will allow us to do both rough and smooth finishing.  
The machine will be installed in the next couple of  
months.”

Turnstar was recently awarded with a contract for the  
supply and installation of bollards at the new Cableway Bridge 
that crosses the M1 motorway. The bridge, which is an  
extension of the Rea Vaya bus system, provides a new link 
between Sandton and Alexandra. In total eight bollards will be 
installed, four on either side of the bridge. The bollards will be 
used to ensure that only BRT buses are granted access. Four 
of the bollards are being supplied with a special design head to 
match the fall of the road. Special custom traffic light and  
control boxes will also be manufactured and installed.

Another interesting installation that Turnstar recently  
completed was to supply and install five speed gate secure 
lanes to Stellenbosch University in the Western Cape. The 
speed gates are installed at the entrance to a computer lab 
and currently protect millions of rands of equipment. The five 
lanes are installed in one row between the existing supporting 
columns of the building and are 900mm wide, allowing for 
comfortable access for students. With an opening time of less 
than one second, the speed gate secure lanes were the perfect 
fit for the university.

For further details contact Turnstar Systems on  
TEL: 011 786 1633 or visit www.turnstar.co.za

Turnstar have just commissioned their second
powder coating plant that has a fully automated seven stage

preparation process and also includes a stainless steel
nitric acid bath

Turnstar’s product ends up in all sorts of situations,
from stadiums to corporate and financial institutions. Each product 

has to cater for functionality as well as take into account the
environmental conditions endemic to the installation

 Industrial type turnstiles Three years ago Turnstar purchased a 
Bystronic Xact 160, a 160 ton press brake with 
a bending width of 3 100mm. The machine was 

supplied by First Cut

The new Durma 4kW fiber 
laser is capable of cutting 
up to 20mm mild steel and 

12mm stainless steel
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Red Bud Industries 
will be hosting a 
coil processing 

seminar at the  
Southern Sun  
O.R. Tambo 
International Airport 
Hotel in Johannesburg, 
South Africa, on  
21 June 2017.  
Attendees will  
learn about  
blanking,  
multi-blanking,  
leveling, slitting,  
and a new  
process (EPS®)  
for hot roll black  
material along with 
learning how to apply 
new technology,  
improve tolerances,  
produce optimum  
flatness in material, and maximise overall efficiency.

Featured speakers include Dean Linders,  
Vice President of Marketing and Sales for Red Bud Industries;  
Dr.-Ing Lutz- Stefan Henrich, Managing Director of  
Schnutz GmbH; Rob Barclay of Messerfabrik Neuenkamp 
GmbH and Jeff Herrell of Red Bud Industries.

If you would like to attend the seminar contact  
Dean Linders of Red Bud Industries on email  
dlinders@redbudindustries.com.

Stretcher leveller  
retrofit order for Allied 
Steelrode

Red Bud Industries 
have also announced 
that they have received 
an order for a 13 metre 
x 2 130mm stretcher 
leveller retrofit from 
Allied Steelrode,  
a steel service centre, 
located in Randhart, 
Alrode, Gauteng. The 
new stretcher will  
complement a complete 
Red Bud Line with a 
stretcher leveller that 
was installed in 2015 
at Allied Steelrode’s 
Meyerton facility.  

A Red Bud stretcher 
leveller can produce 

flat, stable material while operating virtually independent of 
incoming strip shape and severity. The unit also features Red 
Bud’s Suregrip® metallic grippers that prevent slippage when 
running high strength and/or oily material. The operator simply 
stretches the material until it is flat. The result is a flat product 
that will stay flat and is particularly well suited for laser cutting 
applications where flatness is essential.

The Suregrip trademark is registered with the US patent 
and trademark office.

For further details visit www.redbudindustries.com

Red Bud Industries to host 
coil processing seminar in Johannesburg

Also receives order from Allied Steelrode for stretcher leveller retrofit.

A view of the dedicated Red Bud Industries’ cut-to-length line with
Suregrip® stretcher leveller technology incorporated that was installed in 2015

at Allied Steelrode’s Meyerton facility

As of April 2017, Afrox will be offering tailor-made welding 
equipment rental packages to the South African market, 
affording customers the option to rent a selection of 

premium welding machines for short- to medium-term projects. 
This first-of-a-kind rental equipment offer from Afrox  
incorporates four models from the Miller range of premium 
quality welding machines for large industrial applications. 

Afrox has been the exclusive distributor of Miller welding 
equipment in South Africa for over 50 years. Miller welding 
machines are widely regarded as the superior choice for  
welding and provide the perfect combination of strength and 
refinement to get the job done. Bespoke rental agreements will 
give Afrox customers the choice of short or longer term rentals, 
delivery and collection options, maintenance packages, on-site 
service, and complete customer support through Afrox’s  
national Service Engineering Offer.

Other benefits of the Miller equipment rental offer include 
reduction of cost of ownership, availability of additional  
equipment requirements and a maintenance-free rental  
agreement.

Dewald Bodenstein, Afrox Product Manager, Arc Equipment 
says that this new rental offering is ideal for short-term  
projects, giving customers the opportunity to lease additional 
welding machinery that they may not necessarily want or need 
in the long term. “This offer is aimed at the market segment 
where equipment needs are project based, affording our  
customers flexible and cost-effective alternatives to purchasing 
new machines,” says Bodenstein. 

He adds that the rental packages will particularly benefit 
the fabrication, transport, petrochemical and mining industries 
and will be tailor-made and customer specific, offered on a 
nationwide basis in urban hubs.  

Miller welding equipment now available 
for rental from Afrox 
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Specialist steel products manufacturer 
Scaw Metals has invested R110 million to 
expand and modernise the production of 

large diameter chain and masterlink components 
at its McKinnon Chain factory in Vereeniging, 
Gauteng.

Large diameter chains are used in various 
industries for lifting applications, while the  
masterlink and subassemblies are sold mostly 
into the international offshore oil and gas sector. 
Specialising in high-grade chains, McKinnon  
produces all grades of welded chain including 
lifting, transportation tie down chains, several 
types of hardware chain, coal conveyor chain, 
kibble and mining chain.

The investment raises McKinnon Chain’s 
capacity to 10 000 tons per year of chain and  
2 000 tons per year of masterlinks.

“The revamp of the plant, the only one of its 
kind in Africa, 
is in line with 
Scaw’s  
strategy of 
focusing on 
value-added 
products. 
Despite 
the difficult 
economic 
climate and 
Scaw’s recent 
restructuring, 
the company 
has invested 
R1.4 billion 
in projects 
aimed at 
improving  
the competi-
tiveness and 
capacity of its 
four business 
units.” said 
CEO Markus 
Hannemann.

McKinnon Chain, which was founded in 1934 and moved 
to its current location 70km south of Johannesburg in 1984, 
forms part of the group’s wire rod products division. Scaw 
also produces grinding media, as well as cast and rolled steel 
products for use in the mining, rail, power, offshore oil and gas, 
construction, commercial and industrial sectors.

Housed in a new factory building adjoining the  
original plant, the investment comprises fit for purpose robotic 
machines, additional heat treatment capacity and a new long 
bed tester.

The fully automated facility is capable of producing up to 
four times faster than has hitherto been possible using the 
manual flash butt weld methodology. However, this manual  
process has been retained, together with the plant’s  
262 employees.

The new equipment will be used to complement the  
existing capacity, providing both economies of scale and agility 
to manufacture masterlink products respectively.

  “The new facility consists of four ABB robot arms, each 
with a reach of 2.1 metres and several process points,  
including a resistance furnace, former, welder, trimmer and 
press. During a production sequence three links can be  
produced simultaneously, making it possible to manufacture  
80 links an hour, a production rate that is considerably 
faster than the manual flash butt weld methodology currently 
employed,” said Wire Rod Products executive head  
George Katergarakis.

“The process begins with the first robot picking up precut 
bar lengths from the magazine and loading them into a 500kVA 
resistance heater. Once the bar is heated to 760 degree C it is 
transferred to the bending machine, capable of forming links 
from 20mm to 50mm in diameter. The links are then moved to 
a 500kVA resistance welder before entering a trimmer to shave 
off the weld flash. A robot then transfers the link to a 16 ton 
press for levelling ahead of heat treatment. Proof testing of the 
links is conducted in a new 500 ton long bed tester,” 

Hannemann describes the chain-manufacturing investment 
as a milestone for Scaw and a sign of the company’s  
commitment to local beneficiation, a stated industrial-policy 
goal of the South African government. Scaw is 74% owned by 
the Industrial Development Corporation, a State owned  
development finance institution.

Scaw Metals upgrades 
McKinnon Chain factory 
Expands chain-making capacity with R110 million

investment in automated plant.
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Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) director-general 
Lionel October has revealed during a recent speech that 
the new Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP) focused on 

supporting the agro processing and metals industries,  
including foundries and the casting sector is due to be 
released in April 2017.

“We are aiming to strategically support the foundry and 
casting industries as the core of broader manufacturing  
activities, if the new plan is adopted by Cabinet,” said  
October in March 2017.

The fact that October was addressing an audience that 
was supposed to be made up of South African foundrymen  
in the majority but was rather made up of academics,  
government officials and international association and  
supplier visitors probably influenced his remark.

“The government is committed to local production and  
we must support local industry. We have designated rail  
rolling stock, valves and now steel as products that must be 
produced locally. Parastatals must buy these products locally, 
which creates base demand for the industry.”

This iteration comes shortly after Trade and Industry 
Minister Rob Davies reported recently that he had signed 
off on the duties on downstream steel products as part of 
a “whole-value-chain approach” to supporting the domestic 
steel industry, which was being rocked by cheap imports as a 
result of a “global glut” of steel.

The statements from the high-ranking government officials 

were made at the very same time that Scaw Metals, South 
Africa’s only manufacturer of cast wheels for the rail sector, is 
busy getting its cast wheel plant up and running again after 
being moth balled for a number of months because promised 
orders for the local content factor in the government  
infrastructure upgrade programme were not forthcoming, it is 
reliably learnt.

“But to meet the expectations of the orders we are  
importing wheels from China, something that has been going 
on for some time I believe. To get the plant up and running 
will take a good few months. It does not happen overnight,” 
said the source, who wished to remain anonymous for obvious 
reasons.

If you look at the ownership, the Industrial Development 
Corporation (IDC) is the majority shareholder (74%) in the 
Scaw Metals Group. Main Street 510 (Pty) Ltd, consisting of a 
Black Economic Empowerment consortium holds 21% and an 
employee share ownership plan trust holds 5%.

The IDC, which was established in 1940, says on its  
website: “We are a national development finance institution 
set up to promote economic growth and industrial  
development. We are owned by the South African  
government under the supervision of the Economic 
Development Department. Our mandate is to contribute to  
the creation of balanced, sustainable economic growth in 
South Africa and on the rest of the continent. We promote 
entrepreneurship through the building of competitive  

Who are we to believe? 
October says new IPAP that is due to be released 

will support localisation.
 

Davies says DTI is also committed to downstream steel products.



industries and enterprises based on sound business  
principles. Our strategic business units work in three  
distinct areas: the services sector, within the mining and  
manufacturing sector and in the agro-processing and new 
industries environment.”

As we all know the only local customer for the Scaw 
Metals Group cast wheels would be Transnet. Transnet is fully 
owned by the South African government and on its website it 
says: “Transnet operates as a corporate entity aimed at both 
supporting and contributing to the country’s freight logistics 
network. It aims at developing South African industry, reducing 
the cost of doing business, while at the same time operating 
efficiently and profitably.”

To much fanfare, pomp and ceremony four years ago, and 
widely reported via all forms of media, it was announced: 
“Transnet has launched a R300 billion infrastructure plan  
that is set to create 588 000 new jobs in the South African 
economy. Through its Market Demand Strategy (MDS) the 
company, which is the custodian of rail, ports and pipelines, 
will spend R300 billion on capital projects over a seven-year 
period. The strategy, said the company, is aimed at expanding 
the country’s rails, port and pipeline infrastructure. This will 
result in an increase in freight volumes especially for  
commodities like iron ore, coal and manganese.”

One has to ask that if this plan was announced four years 
ago, and you have to take into account that the plan to spend 
R300 billion of the taxpayers hard earned money it must have 
been devised over a few years prior to the announcement, 
then why is Scaw Metals, also a government owned entity, 
only now getting the orders they were promised? And to top 
it off wheels have to be initially imported from China? And 
where were all the wheels being purchased from over the last 
few years because wheels are a consumable and do not last 
indefinitely?

But the intrigue does not end there. The Scaw Metals 
Group has long been a manufacturer of grinding media. The 
Grinding Media Division, situated at the Union Junction site 
near Johannesburg, Gauteng, is the largest producer of cast 
high chrome grinding media in the southern hemisphere and 
the leading producer and supplier of high chrome and forged 
grinding balls primarily to the African platinum, copper and 
gold mining industries.

When Trade and Industry Minister Dr Rob Davies reported 
recently that he had signed off on the duties on downstream 
steel products, at the same time Itac (The International  
Trade Administration Commission of South Africa is a  
schedule 3A Public Entity, created by the DTI through an Act of 
Parliament and established in terms of the International  
Trade Administration Act, No 71 of 2002, is tasked with 
administering South African trade laws, with its core functions 
as tariff investigations, trade remedies, and import and export 
control) recommended that tariffs be increased on welded link 
chains, grinding media balls, fasteners and certain wire  
products to bound rates allowed for under South Africa’s  
commitments to the World Trade Organisation.

For welded link chains and grinding media balls protection 
is being increased from 0% to 15%, while duties on certain 
wire products will rise from free of duty to 10%. The duties 
applicable to fasteners would rise from between 0% and 20%, 
to between 10% and 30%. Presumably these duties are being 
recommended in terms of protecting local industry against 
cheap imports from China and others. A positive move and 
one most of us will agree with unless it makes downstream 
manufacturers uncompetitive.

However, this is where it becomes baffling. Naledi 
Inhlanganiso Group, though a consortium and in partnership 
with the IDC, purchased the majority of the shares in the  
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previously JSE listed Dorbyl Ltd in 2013. The purchase  
included that of Guestro Foundry and Machining, now known 
as NI Foundry, which has been going through a major upgrade 
of its foundry manufacturing operations and which was  
reported extensively in this magazine. 

The company produces steel and iron castings,  
including grey, ductile and SG iron. Management has stated 
that: “Our focus has been primarily on the automotive  
industry in recent years, supplying fully machined SABS 
approved castings to the OEMs and others. With the major 
investment in equipment and processes that we are currently 
implementing, which includes increasing our melting and 
moulding capacities, we will aggressively be pursuing other 
automotive components and diversifying into other areas.”

Very good intentions but it has been reported that  
NI Foundry recently cast 35 tons of grinding media balls. 
Whether the company will continue to produce grinding media 
balls we will only find out in the future because it is currently 
closed for six weeks for a maintenance upgrade. But why 
grinding media balls, a new venture for the foundry, when a 
‘sister’ company — Scaw Metals — is well known for producing 
grinding balls?

But getting back to the 2017 IPAP release: IPAP was 
originally launched in 2007 and each year, the DTI issues a 
revised three-year rolling IPAP with a 10-year outlook in a context 
of rapid economic change and significant global uncertainty.

South Africa has implemented a number of industrial 
policy initiatives since 1994. However, it was not until 2007 
that a comprehensive statement of government’s approach to 
industrialisation and industrial policy was released. Cabinet 
adopted the National Industrial Policy Framework (NIPF) in 
January 2007. The NIPF set out government’s broad approach 
to industrialisation in the context of the Accelerated and 
Shared Growth Initiative for South Africa (ASGI-SA) and its  
targets of halving unemployment and poverty by 2014 through 
accelerated growth of at least 6 per cent from 2010.  
(Talk is cheap).

Leveraging public procurement
Amongst other statements, the DTI professed in this first 

IPAP document that: “Large-scale plans are being implemented 
to both upgrade and install new infrastructure (electricity, rail, 
and ports) as well as broader expenditure plans in areas such 
as ICT, health, housing, 2010 FIFA World Cup, and the taxi  
re-capitalisation programme. This public expenditure will  
provide a massive investment injection into the economy over 
the coming decade.”

“On the back of this investment arises a major opportunity 
to leverage the public expenditure, by ensuring that domestic 
firms are sufficiently competitive to capture significant  
portions of it; without compromising price and quality. 
However, substantial coordination will be required in order to 
maximise the linkages from the public expenditure 
programme. Industries and firms that previously supplied 
the parastatals have lost substantial capabilities with some 
no longer active due to low levels of investment over the last 
two decades. As a result, a range of coordination activities 
need to take place: Between public procurement managers 
and potential suppliers; amongst firms that can potentially 
form supply consortia; and between government departments 
particularly linking the DTI’s Customised Strategy Programmes 
(CSPs), DPE’s expenditure plans and DOL’s training plans.”

Fast forwarding a bit to 2010 IPAP was read out in 
parliament: “The Minister’s statement today, that the new 
plan will lead to the creation of 2 477 000 direct and indirect 
decent jobs over the next 10 years and that it will diversify 
and grow exports, improve the trade balance, build long term 

industrial capability, grow our domestic technology and 
catalyse our skills development.”

The revised Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP) tabled in 
2010/11 identified a number of sectors that have a high 
complementarity between investment and employment 
creation. Subsequent iterations of the IPAP continued to 
identify the potential of these sectors. The metal fabrication, 
capital and rail transport equipment sectors, including the 
foundry industry, have been identified in this regard. The IPAP 
set out to enhance competitiveness in the foundry industry, 
as this is one of the key drivers of the manufacturing sector’s 
overall competitiveness.

The fifth iteration of IPAP, released in 2013, covered 
specific action plans to spur industrial growth and reduce 
unemployment until 2016.

Cabinet approved the sixth annual IPAP 2014/15-2016/17 
for implementation with the overriding goal of IPAP 2014 to 
prevent industrial decline and support the growth and 
diversification of South Africa’s manufacturing sector.

The seventh issue of IPAP, launched on 7 May 2015, 
changed tact a bit and highlighted the development of a 
specific support framework for black industrialists.

The launch of the last IPAP in 2016 broke away from 
tradition by being launched at a factory in Benoni, as opposed 
to being held at an established industry or in parliament. The 
fact that the launch was held at Naledi Foundry was no 
coincidence, but would there be anything new in the latest 
version or would it be ‘same old, same old’? Minister Davies, 
speaking at the launch of the 8th iteration, highlighted that 
“There is now an even more pressing need for structural 
change in the economy”. However, Business Day had reported 
in October 2014 that the very same Minister “says the 
economy urgently needs ‘structural change’”.

The press release issued at the launch said IPAP 2016 
envisages nothing less than a massive, concerted and 
focused national industrial effort, intimately involving all the 
key stakeholders and economic partners.

And surprise, surprise public procurement was mentioned 
as a focal area with greatly enhanced and enforced 
compliance for localisation targets to be set for government 
departments and State-owned companies.

There was also mention of a strong focus on labour 
intensive sectors in particular agro-processing, the 
components manufacturing and subassembly subsectors in 
the automotive industry, rail, light manufacturing and 
engineering in the metals sector. Nothing new was proffered. 
Just a continuation of the same theme, but put in different 
terminology, since the first launch in 2007.

And now to the proposed 2017 release of IPAP.
“The government is committed to local production and 

we must support local industry. We have designated rail 
rolling stock, valves and now steel as products that must be 
produced locally. Parastatals must buy these products locally, 
which creates base demand for the industry,” said October. 
Something we have heard before?

But now came the latest industry buzz.
“In the next IPAP, we are emphasising the importance of 

preparing for the fourth industrial revolution and supporting the 
metals and casting industries to modernise and upgrade. 
Information and communication technologies, the Internet of 
Things and three-dimensional printing technologies are part of 
the major convergence of technologies in the sector,” said October.

But Mr October we need to get the basics right first and 
yes maybe, just maybe, the information and communication 
technologies might get the parastatal procurement officers 
red flagged if they try to order from beyond our borders rather 
than locally, but I doubt it!
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Rely IntraCast’s current 
Managing Director 
Mark Hughes and the 

current Managing Director of 
Walro Flex, Carlos Palinhos, 
have completed a MBO 
(management buyout) to 
become majority shareholders 
in the respective companies 
that will in future fall under a 
recently established industrial 
holding company Intakobusi 
Holdings (Pty) Ltd.

“We are very grateful to 
the shareholders of Allied 
Production Industries, the 
holding company that both 
Rely IntraCast and Walro Flex 
have been operating under, 
for allowing us to complete 
this MBO as we see it as an 
important milestone in 
realising our ambitions for 
both companies,” said 
Mark Hughes who has been 
the Managing Director of 
Rely IntraCast for the last 
seven years.

“Although Carlos and 
I are the majority 
shareholders of Intakobusi 
Holdings, the MBO has also 
afforded the opportunity for 
the current group Financial 
Director Emmah Raphela, 
and the two divisional 
directors — Peter Willers 
and Harry Erasmus — to also 
become shareholders of 
Intakobusi.”

“We specifically chose the name Intakobusi because of 
the symbolism that is associated with it. In the isiXhosa 
language spoken in South Africa Intakobusi is “the bird of 
honey” or more generally known as the honeyguide.”  

Rely IntraCast
Rely IntraCast, one of only four investment casting 

foundries in South Africa, specialises in precision casting in 
most commercially available alloys, including all grades of 
stainless steel, nickel- and copper-based alloys and 
nonferrous alloys.

The Boksburg, Gauteng-based company was formed in 
late 2006 when IntraCast Precision Castings was acquired 
by Allied Production Industries and was merged with Rely 
Precision Castings, a company that was established in 1953.

At the time, Rely Precision Castings had been producing 

lost wax investment castings 
for almost 25 years and was 
one of the largest investment 
casting foundries in South 
Africa.

IntraCast Precision 
Castings was formed in 
1995 and rapidly created a 
reputation for innovation and 
service.

Rely IntraCast is the only 
investment casting foundry 
in South Africa that is able 
to manufacture castings 
between 40 and 60 kilograms 
nett weight. Mould sizes are 
up to 50 kilograms. This is as 
a result of the commissioning 
of a 50 ton press five years 
ago. 

“The reason we can cope 
with such relatively heavy 
castings is that we have 
incorporated a robot into the 
production line. We installed 
our first robot about 20 years 
ago and fully believe in using 
the production capacity of a 
robot. In this case it is not 
physically and economically 
viable to use human labour 
when handling such heavy 
castings and this is where the 
robot takes over,” explained 
Hughes. 

Two other 20 ton presses 
have subsequently been 
installed, which took the 
company to the 10 press 

mark, ranging from 12 ton to 50 tons. The company now has 
the capacity to manufacture castings from a few grams up to 
60 kilograms and from one-offs to volumes of 100 000 plus 
for a single component, depending on customer requirements.

The company has also increased its melting capacity by 
purchasing a further two 100 kilogram furnaces.

Solution solving
The company prides itself on providing casting solutions to 

current methods of manufacturing. 
“There are a number of examples that I can give you 

but let me explain. Rely IntraCast uses the high-definition 
investment casting process, also referred to as lost wax 
casting, where high-quality tooling is used to produce 
fault-free polymer waxes, which are the patterns for forming 
ceramic moulds for producing net or near-net-shape castings 
in a wide range of metals, from volumes of one to 100 000,” 

Management buyout 
enables majority stake in Rely IntraCast 

and Walro Flex

Rely IntraCast, one of only four investment casting foundries
in South Africa, has recently been the subject of an MBO
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explained Hughes.
“In our business it 

is a matter of educating 
the potential clients. A 
big advantage is that we 
can cast over 200 alloy 
types, but it is the time 
factor — machining and 
time-to-market — that is 
the biggest cost saving to 
companies. We can 
produce near-net-shape 
castings at a fraction of 
the cost of machining 
solids, for example. It is 
this area that we 
continually work on and 
have put a greater 
emphasis on because 
those companies that are 
already using investment castings do not need to be 
converted,” continued Hughes.

“A recent case in point was a client who was importing 
his component from the US. He is involved in the glass 
manufacturing industry and the component requires 
threading and small holes. The material used is very hard 
and machining, tapping and spark eroding of the small holes 
was required, which are all time consuming operations. Once 
these operations were completed the component still had to 
go for heat treatment. We convinced him that we could cast 

the component in one and 
the end result is that he is 
now saving 30% on each 
component.”

“The technology of 
providing for threading and 
small holes on components 
when using the investment 
process has been around 
for a long time. However, 
it is a challenge to design 
the moulds and perform 
the casting methods so that 
the components attain the 
accuracy that is required. 
Coupled with the company’s 
experience in this area and 
applying the technology 
correctly we are now 
achieving very satisfactory 

results for clients.”
“Another example is a client who was having a simple 

bracket laser cut and then welded. Now he gets the bracket 
from us as cast with no machining or further operations 
required.”

“It is also in the area of materials that we are achieving 
great results. Because of the process involved in investment 
casting which allows for the production of components with 
accuracy, repeatability, versatility and integrity in a variety of 
metals and high-performance alloys we can easily convert 

Rely IntraCast specialises in precision casting in most commercially
available alloys, including all grades of stainless steel, nickel- and

copper-based alloys and nonferrous alloys
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a client from using one type of material to 
another type, that will result in huge savings 
for him, without compromising the  
specifications of the component.”

“With the installation of the 50 ton press 
we opened up a new sector of industry that 
the company had not been involved in before.”

The company specialises in the  
manufacture of investment castings to  
individual customer’s requirements in all  
air-melted alloys. The company supplies, 
among others, the automotive, steel making, 
mining, valve and pump, power generation, 
defence and glass making industries with  
precision castings for car door hinges, tap 
hole drills, hose couplings, valve bodies, 
impellers, boiler spacers, baffles and guide 
plates to both local and international markets. 

The company also offers rapid prototyping systems that 
create three-dimensional models by forming cross sections of 
patterns, using data from any computer-aided design (CAD) 
system. The transition from CAD to a physical model takes 
place in a matter of hours without tooling or machining,  
costing about 10% of the cost of manufacturing a prototype.

These models can then be used for design evaluation 
or directly as patterns for the casting of metal components. 
Using this technology, Rely IntraCast also produces  
cast-to-form tooling with precise investment casting.

3D Printing
“When a serious publication like Harvard Business Review 

declares, “3D printing is changing the way we think,” only 
those business owners with a head-in-the-sand mentality, 
excuse the pun, are going to dismiss it as more academia 
rhetoric. And they’d be making a mistake.”

“Computer-aided design (CAD) software has emerged as 
a great tool for shaping an idea into a product. But there is 
nothing better than designing real-life scenarios in order to 
gain the proper feedback on a design. By using 3D printing, 
manufacturers are able to cut out much of their secondary 
tooling processes, such as injection moulding, resin tooling, 
mould making, and soft tooling. This of course saves on costs 
and shortens the time to market dramatically.”

“I can also add that there are much tighter tolerances that 
can be achieved. However, the technology is very much limited 
to low-volume components or one-offs because of the current 
cost of the production based equipment presently available, 
but this will change in time.”  

“The technology gives companies the opportunity not  
only to save on development costs but also the ability to  
manufacture product locally that was previously imported.”

BGG Cable Manufacturing SA (Pty) Ltd trading as  
Walro Flex

This operation was originally a division of Allied Production 
Industries and traded under the name of Walro Flex, which is 
still the trade name of the cable the company manufactures. 
BGG Cable Manufacturing specialises in and is the only  
independent manufacturer of automotive wire and battery 
cable in Southern Africa. In 2003 the joint venture company 
BGG was purchased from its parent Gebauer & Griller of 
Austria and the two operations merged on the Walro Flex site 
in Alberton North, Gauteng.  

At the time of the purchase of BGG a technical transfer 
agreement was signed with Gebauer & Griller, a leading  
automotive cable developer and manufacturer in Europe and 
this technical relationship is still enjoyed today. 

Carlos Palinhos, the current Managing Director, was 
appointed to the position in 2013. Palinhos had previously 
worked at Rely IntraCast for the majority of his 20 years  
experience in the foundry industry.

“When I was appointed MD the company had a  
95% exposure to the automotive industry with the  
manufacture and supply of harness wiring to the local OEMs 
such as VW South Africa, Toyota South Africa, Ford South 
Africa and Nissan, amongst others.”

“I have gradually changed that mix and the automotive 
industry now only makes up 50% of our production.  
Non-automotive cable in the low to medium voltage range  
of highly flexible conductors, which are used in the  
manufacturing of low voltage switch gear and carbon  
brush assembly on electrical motors, are now very much  
part of our product range, as are many other specialist  
products.” 

Both companies boast ISO 9001:2008 and 
TS16949:2009 quality management certification and 
between them they employ 235 staff.

“We have an established team of directors in place with 
the drive, determination and vision to take the business  
forward to an exciting future. We aim to build on our  
long-standing business relationships, and continue to grow 
our business with clients and suppliers alike.”

“The name of the holding company and the ownership 
has changed, but the people, and their expertise, are all still 
here,” concluded Palinhos.

For further details contact Rely IntraCast on  
TEL: 011 914 1640 or visit www.rely.co.za or  
Walro Flex on TEL: 011 907 1563 or visit www.walroflex.com

Both Rely IntraCast and Walro Flex will in future fall
under a recently established industrial holding company

Intakobusi Holdings (Pty) Ltd

Walro Flex has also been the subject of an MBO 
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Due to high demand for premium SUVs, BMW’s plant in 
South Africa expects to start building the next-generation 
X3 in 2018 — a year ahead of schedule. Initially, the 

Rosslyn plant aimed for a production date of 2019 when the 
current generation 3 Series would have come to an end.

Tim Abbott, BMW Rosslyn manager said international 
demand for the X3, allied to quicker-than-expected conversion 
of the Rosslyn assembly plant, near Pretoria, had persuaded 
the company’s German parent to advance production of the 
SUV.

The current generation of the BMW X3 has been on the 
market for roughly six years, and the Bavarian brand is going 
to give it a well-deserved retirement soon when the all-new 
X3 arrives. This won’t happen until the summer of next year 
though, as a new report indicates the official debut of the car is 
planned for August 2017.

Until now, it was believed the car will debut in the first 
months of the year with a global premiere at the 2017 Geneva 
Motor Show. Now, BMW Blog is saying the next X3 will be 
unveiled in August, followed by a world premiere at the 2017 
Frankfurt Motor Show a month later.

Production of the vehicle is scheduled to start in August 
2017 at the company’s Spartanburg factory in United States, 
where the flagship X7 SUV will also be manufactured. BMW 
will also assemble the 2018 X3 at its Rosslyn factory in 
South Africa to ease the pressure on the American facility.

The Rosslyn plant has grown to be recognised as one of  
the best BMW production facilities in the world, with over 
60 000 3-series models being produced annually in left and 
right-hand configurations. The other impressive aspect of the 
plant has been its emphasis on local materials, as 80% of the 
parts are sourced from 47 local suppliers, with just 20% being 
fully imported. This has amounted to the creation of around 

36 000 jobs when the entire supplier network is taken into 
consideration.

With the large amount of capital being invested into the 
facility despite growing economic uncertainty, BMW has certainly 
shown that it is committed to South Africa in the long term.  
The estimated R6 billion investment is divided with around 
R3 billion going towards a new state-of-the-art facility adjacent 
to Plant Rosslyn for the construction of a new bodyshop, which 
will be in operation with the start of X3 production.

The bodyshop is also the highest single investment item in 
the upgrading of the plant, and is almost 50% larger than the 
current facility. Bridge-building methods were used to erect a 
new, higher roof for the assembly line. This was done to 
accommodate construction of the X3 assembly facility, while 
production of the current 3-series continued below. A new 
combined body store has been constructed that can house up 
to 132 painted or unpainted bodies. At 32 metres high it is the 
tallest building in Rosslyn.

Approximately R500 million of the R6 billion capital 
expenditure budget for the X3 was spent over an eight-week 
shutdown period in December 2016 and January 2017. Around 
1 700 people spent a total 1.4 million workhours at the plant, 
moving 2 225 tons of material into the plant, and removing 
1 959 tons from the facility. Around 226km of cabling were 
also put in place during the shutdown. The plant’s new body 
shop will increase the amount of robots used from 190 to 288.

A new training centre is currently under construction too, 
with 29 lecture rooms that include a virtual room which 
provides entertaining and engaging material. The additional 
R3 billion or so is being allotted to suppliers, launch costs 
and training programmes. At the time of the investment’s 
announcement, it was also the highest in the South African 
automotive industry’s history.

BMW’s plant in South Africa 
expects to start building the next-generation X3 in 2018

With the new X3, the plant will, technically, be designed for a potential 
maximum capacity of 71 000 units a year.

The South African Police Service, in its effort to curb the 
sale of stolen property by reducing the market, is calling 
upon dealers of second-hand goods and pawn brokers to 

apply for the renewal of their business registration.
At the release of the latest crime statistics, aggravated 

robberies were highlighted as one of the problematic crimes. 
Another area of concern is issue of cable theft, which has 
serious implications on our electricity and telecommunication 
infrastructure, which ultimately impacts on service delivery.

Therefore, every person who runs a business of dealing in 

second-hand goods in South Africa, had to apply to be 
registered under the provisions of the Second Hand Goods Act, 
2009 (Act No 6 of 2009).

All second-hand goods dealers who have registered from 
May 2012 onwards must note that the five-year registration 
period is expiring and registration to continue doing business in 
dealing with second-hand goods must be renewed.

The Second-Hand Goods Act, 2009 came into effect on 
30 April 2012 to regulate the business of dealers in 
second-hand goods and pawn brokering.

Second-hand goods dealers / recyclers 
must renew business registration

All second-hand goods dealers who have registered from May 2012 onwards
must note that the five-year registration period is expiring.
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Government is taking steps that include possible  
punitive measures to accelerate the pace of change in 
the development of black suppliers to vehicle  

manufacturers, according to a report by David Furlonger of FM.
Motor industry companies that don’t help develop  

black-owned newcomers are risking not only industry  
incentives but also their own future.

A new drive to increase black participation could lead, in 
extreme cases, to the industry-supported creation of direct 
competitors to existing players.

Significant black involvement in the industry is among the 
goals of the 2013-2020 automotive production & development 
programme (APDP), but it has been happening painfully slowly. 
Trade & industry minister Rob Davies, whose department 
manages the programme, has repeatedly expressed  
frustration at the pace of change.

Dave Coffey, president of the National Association of 
Automotive Component & Allied Manufacturers (Naacam), 
says that out of hundreds of suppliers dealing directly with 
vehicle manufacturers, only 15 are black owned.

Of those, he says, most supply services — for example, the 
manufacturing of product handbooks — rather than vehicle 
parts.

Now Davies has lost patience. At an automotive  

conference in Durban recently, he said future policy would 
demand measurable commitments by vehicle and  
components manufacturers to black supplier development. 
Companies failing to act could lose access to incentives 
offered through the APDP and its successor. These incentives 
include import duty rebates and partial investment recovery.

The same threat applies to companies failing to achieve 
level 4 in future broad-based black economic empowerment 
codes. The shape of those codes is the subject of intense 
debate.

The challenge for Davies is that the country’s seven major 
vehicle manufacturers, namely BMW, Ford, General Motors, 
Mercedes-Benz, Nissan, Toyota and Volkswagen, are all wholly 
owned by multinationals. So are nearly all the local components 
companies supplying parts directly to vehicle production lines. 
However, Chinese manufacturer BAIC, in the early stages of 
an R11 billion project to build a vehicle assembly plant near 
Port Elizabeth, has taken a different approach. Government’s 
Industrial Development Corp is a 35% equity partner.

Local industry executives say government has suggested 
foreign parents of 100% subsidiaries cede 10% to local 
ownership. The idea has not been well received. Volkswagen 
SA MD Thomas Schaefer says: “Companies have spent billions 
of rand here. They’re not just going to give it away.”

Another suggestion, says Coffey, is a profit-share scheme 
in terms of which companies would pay into a fund that could 
be used for black industrialisation.

Some supplier-development initiatives are already under 
way. Many companies have their own programmes. The 
nonprofit Automotive Supply Chain Competitiveness Initiative, 
supported by government, industry and labour, has played a 
pivotal role in broadening the industry’s supply chain base.

The Automotive Industry Development Centre trains and 
mentors potential black players. CEO David Masondo says 
some recently “graduated” after an incubation process lasting 
between five and seven years.

But Coffey says: “We don’t have five years. Government 
deadlines mean we have to find candidates now.” The 
immediate effect of black supplier development will be felt 
down the line. Components companies dealing directly with 
vehicle manufacturers are classified as tier one suppliers. 
They are provided with subcomponents by tier two, who rely, in 
turn, on tier three.

It is tiers two and three, mostly white-owned and 
independent, that will be expected to do most of the 
groundwork. Naacam is about to launch a road show 
encouraging members to sell off noncore activities to black 
investors — “or, even better, to the employees who work there” 

— but retain them as suppliers. For example, a metals  
company could hive off a press plant but continue to use its 
output in the business.

Coffey admits some companies will find it impossible to 
use this model but says those that resist without good reason 
could find customers encouraging others to move into that 
product space.

However, it’s not enough to identify black entrepreneurs 
and give them opportunities. Even the smallest widget or 
subcomponent must meet exacting standards demanded by 
multinational motor companies.

That means not only consistent product quality but also 
competitive pricing and reliable delivery.

That’s why Masondo says supporting companies, whether 
vehicle manufacturers, multinational components companies 
or tier two suppliers, must offer ongoing mentorship. That 
includes management training and helping to find markets.

None of this will be easy, but with the will, and the threat 
of lost incentives and revenue hanging over nonachievers, 
Coffey believes it can be done.

Davies wants the current 38% average local content in 
SA-made vehicles to rise to 60% in the next few years. Much 
of that, he hopes, will be provided by black suppliers. “We 
have to make it happen,” says Coffey. “There is no choice.”

Davies has lost patience
with motor industry companies

It is tiers two and three, mostly white-owned and independent,
that will be expected to do most of the groundwork. Naacam is about to launch

a road show encouraging members to sell off noncore activities to
black investors — “or, even better, to the employees who work there” — but retain 
them as suppliers. For example, a metals company could hive off a press plant but 

continue to use its output in the business
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Auto Industrial Machining was 
named Kaizen Champion at  
The National Kaizen Seminar  

and Awards function hosted by the  
AIDC at the Dolphins Leap Conference 
Centre in Port Elizabeth in  
March 2017.

In the presence of manufacturers 
across sectors and international  
manufacturing experts, the 
Johannesburg based company,  
involved in the machining and  
assembly of chassis and drive train 
components to clients including  
OEMs, claimed the top award for  
their winning Kaizen, “change for  
the better”. 

Natstan Wire was named the first 
runner-up and the second runner-up 
award was shared by Omnia Fertilizer 
and SJM Flex SA, for achieving  
significant improvement in  
manufacturing measured by  
Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE), 
the key component of which is machine 
downtime.

Tenneco Emission Control, Lumotech, Air Liquide, 
Continental ContiTech, Fry’s Metal, Auto Industrial Foundry, 
Auto Industrial Systems and Steel Best Manufacturing were 
amongst the entrants, showcasing its Kaizen activities that 
ranged from SMED, process variation, space utilisation,  
equipment modifications and material changes. A quantitative 
impact on the projects on showcase at the awards seminar 
totalled in excess of R9.4 million savings in operating  
costs.

Multiple JIPM global award winner Rakesh Atre,  
Vice President of Munjal Showa, and Lean Institute  
Africa’s Professor Norman Faull addressed 60 participants  
at the function and judged presentations made by  
each of the eleven companies, together with  
NMMU Industrial Engineering lecturer Mieshkah  
Ryneveld.

In his address Atre inspired automotive production and 
manufacturing managers with practical examples of how  
making factory machines lean can decimate costs and  
radically boost productivity.

“Manufacturing machines in-house was logical given that 
companies have daily design feedback from the workers that 
use those machines and the immediacy of repairs by in-house 
staff, which ensured repair response time was a fraction of 
imported machines,” he said.

Faull said that the TPM approach, which promotes enquiry 
to solve problems, invites us into a process of development 
and growth.

The Kaizen methodology typifies how leadership in  
South African business can improve conversations in the 
workplace, he said.

Kaizen is a business philosophy or system that is based 
on making positive changes on a regular basis, by asking 
questions, to improve productivity.

As a wholly owned agency of the Eastern Cape 
Development Centre, the AIDC introduced TPM into the  

South African Automotive Industry as one of a basket of  
services provided to assist Eastern Cape suppliers in its quest 
for competitiveness.

AIDC MD Hoosain Mahomed said the principles of lean 
manufacturing and TPM were applicable across all  
manufacturing sectors.

As a result the TPM Programme is now “one of the longest 
serving clusters.” 

Mahomed said TPM had become an essential and highly 
effective methodology for South African manufacturers to deal 
with rising costs and he invites more suppliers to participate 
in the proven methodology to sustain and grow its  
competitiveness.

For more information on the TPM programme and  
the TPM Club SA contact Bianca Ehlers on  
TEL:  041 393 2100 or visit www.tpmclubsa.co.za

Auto Industrial Machining 
named South African Kaizen champion

Auto Industrial has over 300 CNC machines on the floor
in their machining operations

“Manufacturing machines in-house was logical given that companies  
have daily design feedback from the workers that use those machines and 
the immediacy of repairs by in-house staff, which ensured repair response 

time was a fraction of imported machines.”
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The Rapid Product Development Association of  
South Africa (RAPDASA) will hold its 18th Annual 
International Conference in the first week of November 

2017. This year the conference will be held in Durban,  
KwaZulu Natal. No further details were available at the time of 
going to press. 

This event will bring together the leading  
innovators / entrepreneurs in Additive Manufacturing  
(3D printing) in South Africa, allowing them to share their  
ideas on innovation and product development using additive 
manufacturing. 

With respect to the conference theme, papers can be  
submitted under any of the following topics:

•	 AM	business	development
•	 New	AM	applications
•	 Impact	of	AM	on	the	intellectual	property	environment
•	 Design	for	Additive	Manufacturing
•	 Reverse	engineering
•	 Simulation	and	modelling
•	 Process	monitoring	and	control
•	 Material	evaluation	and	selection
•	 Post	processing	and	qualification
•	 Material	/	Process	development
•	 Product	development

Conference package
The conference will include:
•	 3	days	full	conference	participation
•	 Lunch	and	refreshments	(tea/coffee	breaks)
•	 Cocktail	function
•	 Gala	dinner
•	 Advanced	Manufacturing	Precinct	tour

The organising committee would like to extend a special 
invitation to SMMEs, entrepreneurs, inventors, engineers,  
product designers, toolmakers, production staff, technical 
directors and managers from industries involved in the design, 
development and manufacturing of products and components. 
You are welcome to participate and share experience and 
learning in the field of AM, or simply attend the conference and 
gain a better understanding of AM’s possible impact on your 
business.

Extended abstract submissions will open soon so keep a 
look out for the ‘Call for Abstracts’. All full papers are  
double blind reviewed and selected papers will be published 
in a special edition of the South African Journal of Industrial 
Engineering (SAJIE).

Online registration will also open shortly on the  
RAPDASA website www.rapdasa.org and an early bird  
registration fee discount will apply.

The 18th annual international RAPDASA Conference

The launch of a new R4 billion titanium beneficiation  
project for manufacturing titanium pigment at the 
Richards Bay Industrial Development Zone (IDZ) is a  

significant and commendable milestone in South Africa’s  
mineral beneficiation and industrialisation paths,” said Trade 
and Industry Minister Dr Rob Davies.

The project would see Nyanza Light Metals, a South African 
company, extracting titanium from the waste steel slag and 
beneficiating it to produce titanium dioxide pigment which 
was a critical ingredient in paint manufacturing, the trade and 
industry department (DTI) said in a statement.

“As government, we are delighted that our investment,  
both in terms of human and financial resources, will come to 
fruition when the titanium beneficiation project is launched 
in one of SA’s industrial zones. This is a significant milestone 
in the implementation of the country’s industrial policy action 
plan and the national beneficiation strategy. The DTI pulled out 
all stops to make sure that the project was a success because 
we realised the huge impact that it would have on the country’s 
economy,” Davies said in the statement.

“The R4 billion investment by Nyanza was good news  
for the country in general and the Richards Bay IDZ in  
particular. The project would be the largest single investment in 
the Richards Bay IDZ. About 550 permanent jobs would be  
created when the plant was operational, while 1 200 indirect 
and 800 direct jobs would be created during the construction 
phase of the plant,” said Davies.

The construction of the plant would start next year, while 

production was expected to begin in late 2019. The DTI  
extended a grant of R17.1 million to the company for  
feasibility studies from its special economic zones fund. It had 
also approved an investment allowance of R900 million and 
training allowance of more than R10 million from its 12i tax 
allowance programme.

Last year, the DTI conducted a scoping study to assess  
the economic viability of exploiting the bushveld complex 
magnetite deposits to produce iron-ore or steel and titanium 
through linking existing plants and projects. The outcome of the 
study included the identification of industrial opportunities to 
produce pig iron, vanadium redox batteries, as well as titanium 
pigment from the bushveld magnetite deposits. Among the 
identified opportunities was the Nyanza Light Metals project, 
developed to produce titanium pigment utilising the Evraz 
Highveld Steel waste slag that was dumped for over 45 years in 
the bushveld complex as feed stock.

South Africa had the second largest titanium reserves in 
the world and produced about 19.5% of global titanium slag. 
South Africa exported most of the titanium in the form of  
titanium dioxide or slag to Australia and Europe where the 
value addition happened and then re-imported the final  
finished product.

South Africa consumed 35 000 tons per year of titanium 
pigment, mainly in paint manufacturing. The Nyanza project 
would produce 50 000 tons per year of titanium dioxide  
pigment which it would sell locally and export to the rest of 
Africa and the Middle East, the DTI said.

DTI enthusiastic about R4 billion 
titanium beneficiation project 



The 18th annual international RAPDASA Conference
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In a breakthrough for South African military exports to the  
US and allied countries, Boksburg-based DCD Protected 
Mobility is contracted to provide more than 20 of its unique 

Husky 2G landmine detection vehicles to the US Department 
of Defence.

According to Cornelius Grundling, general manager  
of DCD Protected Mobility, the contract is part of a  
US$132 million order awarded to its US-based strategic  
partner Critical Solutions International through the  

US government’s Special Defence Acquisition Fund (SDAF), 
making DCD Protected Mobility the first company in  
South Africa to have been recognised at this level.

The SDAF was set up to facilitate advance procurement  
of major defence equipment which was in high demand by  
governments allied to the US — to reduce the long delivery  
lead-times for these foreign military sales.

“The Husky is a central element of the route clearance 
package (RCP) required by many countries, demonstrated by 
the fact that we already deploy more than 1 500 operational 
units in the field. This contract is an added endorsement of 
the quality of the Husky range, and of DCD’s engineering  
capability to deliver over the next three years,”  
said Grundling.

He said that, due to the changing threat in the  
asymmetrical warfare environment, the Route Clearance 
Doctrine has also changed significantly to provide an  
integrated solution that includes detection, interrogation and 
neutralisation.

“Due to the changing threat, route clearance has  
evolved into a mechanised approach where the sappers are 
now fully protected behind armour — which DCD provides in 
both its Husky and Springbuck range — to perform the  
detection, prodding and neutralisation function,” said 
Grundling. 

“Our exposure, as both DCD and CSI, to the present  
theatres of war has provided us the required operational feed-
back to adapt our designs and functionalities to meet  

DCD Protected Mobility awarded 
big US defence contract for 

Husky 2G landmine detection vehicle 

GPR (Ground Penetrating Radar) and Remote Weapon Station are packages offered for the Husky

DCD provides a route clearance package including 
an interrogation arm in both its Husky and Springbuck range 

to perform the detection, prodding and neutralisation function 
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the requirements of soldiers for a Route Clearance  
Concept.”

He highlighted that DCD Protected Mobility is the only  
company who manufacture this product and provide a full  
RCP solution.

The Husky 2G is a versatile sensor platform that can 
detect, mark and interrogate landmines and improvised 
explosive device (IED) threats. The CAN-bus (Controller Area 
Network) system developed for the Husky comprises two  
power management modules linking the man-machine  
interface with the engine, transmission and other nodes via  
a two-wire J1939 backbone. There are three separate  
CAN-buses. One services the critical systems and diagnostics, 
another services the non-critical peripherals, while the third is 
for inter-module communication. This allows for the capture, 
storage and analysis of in-time information, which is critical for 
operational decisions. 

Intense research and development at DCD has allowed 
the Husky to be fitted with a Route Clearance Platform 
Autonomous Control Kit (RC-PACK) so that the unit can be 
operated remotely for added safety.

The innovative and robust design of the Husky has meant 
that — in the time that the units have been in the field —  

operators have survived over 7 000 blasts, with only three 
known fatalities. In the event of a detonation, the Husky’s  
components have also been engineered so that they break 
apart in a predictable manner. This facilitates fast in-field 
repairs, while any damage to the system can usually be 
repaired in the field, increasing uptime and system  
availability.

DCD Protected Mobility, a member of the DCD Group 
whose roots in South African heavy engineering go back 
over a century, focuses on saving lives through its innovative 
Husky landmine detection range and its Springbuck family of 
armoured personnel carriers.

“The demand for these vehicles — which lead the route 
clearance effort in mined and insecure areas, and offer 
unparalleled protection to occupants — has risen steadily 
with geopolitical instability in various parts of the world,” said 
Grundling. “We were also able to demonstrate this capability 
at the African Aerospace and Defence exhibition in Pretoria 
last year, which raised plenty of interest among countries in 
Africa and abroad.”

For further details contact Cornelius Grundling,  
General Manager of DCD Protected Mobility on  
email Cornelius@dcd.co.za

3D printing technology has been on the rise in  
South Africa recently, and while the country isn’t one 
of the most commonly talked about in the industry, 

South Africa has been working on some advanced 3D printing 
applications for years. In 2011, a government-backed project 
called Aeroswift was launched in collaboration between  
aviation manufacturing solutions provider Aerosud and 
the South African Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research (CSIR). Funded by 
the Department of Science and 
Technology, the project’s goal is 
to build the world’s largest and 
fastest additive manufacturing 
system that can 3D print  
titanium aircraft parts from 
powder.

Right now, the largest metal 
additive manufacturing  
system on the market is the 
Xline 2000R from Concept 
Laser, a massive machine of 
which there are only five  
models in the world. With  
a build volume of  
800 x 400 x 500mm, the  
Xline 2000R dwarfs all other 
metal printers, but waiting quietly in the wings is the Aeroswift 
printer, with a build volume of 2000 x 600 x 600mm.

Last year, the Aeroswift team showed off three titanium 
parts printed by the machine: a throttle lever, a condition 
lever grip, and a fuel tank pylon bracket. According to Hardus 
Greyling of CSIR, who is working as Aeroswift’s contract  
coordinator, the printer has shown itself in proof of concept 

trials to print up to 10 times faster than other commercially 
available laser melting machines.

Now Aerosud and CSIR are gearing up for commercial  
production and are in talks with Boeing and Airbus about 
using 3D printed titanium parts in their aircraft, significantly 
reducing weight and lowering costs. Airbus already sources 
parts for their A400M military transport aircraft from  
South Africa, and is currently offering consulting and advice 

to Aeroswift in the interest of 
ensuring commercial success 
and creating jobs in South 
Africa, where the unemployment 
rate is currently at 25 per cent.

South Africa is in a good 
place, literally, to succeed in 
such an endeavor as the country 
ranks fourth in world titanium 
reserves, after China, Australia 
and India, according to the US 
Geological Survey. The Aeroswift 
team is planning to commence 
test flights with the first parts 
produced by the machine this 
year, with the goal of  
commercial application by 2019.

3D printing industry expert 
Terry Wohlers of Wohlers and Associates said he initially had 
his doubts about such an ambitious project, but after seeing 
the stage Aeroswift is at right now, he’s impressed.

The Aeroswift project is poised to become a huge  
3D printing news story as the team gets closer to marketing 
the technology, so we’ll be keeping a close eye on it as it  
develops further.

South Africa’s giant Aeroswift 3D printer 
gearing up for commercial production
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ShOPfRONT   fOcuS

BST is constantly pushing the envelope 
of development in carbon fiber 
and advanced manufacturing

In the automotive world, after-market 
wheels normally have limited  
performance. Generally speaking 

improvements over the OEM supplied 
and standard items are more for  
aesthetic purposes. However, this is not 
the case with Blackstone Tek’s (BST) 
range of carbon fiber motorbike wheels. 
They offer signification weight reduction 
over standard wheels and overall 
improvement of the rotational inertia 
that gives the biggest benefit to the rider.

Improvements are made not just in 
acceleration and braking but the force 
required to move or steer the bike is 
reduced significantly. The common 
theme when asking riders what the  
biggest benefit of a BST wheel is is that 
it allows a 1000cc motorbike to feel like 
a 600cc in the area of steering.

BST carbon composite motorbike 
wheels are made using the latest  
technology, materials and manufacturing 
processes. This lightweight and  
exceedingly stronger wheel is suitable for both racing and 
street use. The wheels have been through the Rim Technology 
and Eurotype Test Centre certification tests and passed all 
the tests for road certification. And most important of all, the 
wheels are a unique single unit therefore no bonding is used.

The fact that virtually 100% of Blackstone Tek’s product is 
exported, with most of them sold by aftermarket specialists in 
Europe, North America, Japan, Australia as well as now being 
specified by globally well-known original equipment  

manufacturer motorcycle brands, is a credit to the company 
and once again an indication that a South African company can 
compete in a highly competitive market. 

Some of the OEM bikes that have BST rims fitted include 
Aprilia, Benelli, Bimota, BMW, Ducati, Harley-Davidson, Honda, 
Kawasaki, KTM, MV Agusta, Suzuki, Triumph and Yamaha.

Iconic motorcycle brands and ones that produce  
ultra-exclusive motorcycles such as Norton, Motus, Vuhl, 
Confederate Motor Company and Arch Motorcycles — names 
that make motorcycling enthusiasts drool — are now sold with 
BST carbon fiber wheels as the specified original wheels. 

Managing Director Gary Turner’s passion for motor sport 
goes back to his teens. In the motorcycle industry since he was 
16, Gary left South Africa and headed for the European  
racing scene before moving on to the USA. In Europe, he  
headed up Pro Carbon and Pro Britten, both international 
motorcycle race teams, as manager and rider for six years. He 
has had as many years before that in both off-road and circuit 
racing. After acquiring the last available Britten V1000 in late 
1998, he formed and managed the Pro Britten Racing Team 
for the 1999/2000 seasons. This bike won at Daytona in the 
Sound of Thunder class. 

While living in the Netherlands in the 1990’s and racing 
one of his two Ducati Supermono singles in the hotly contested 
European Supermono Championship run as a World Superbike 

When an entrepreneur / marketing-guru and a former European motorcycle 
racing championships rider with a passion for engineering get together in business 

the recipe can only be one of success.

Some of the OEM bikes that have Blackstone Tek rims fitted include 
Aprilia, Benelli, Bimota, BMW, Ducati, Harley-Davidson, Honda, Kawasaki, KTM, MV Agusta, 

Suzuki, Triumph and Yamaha

Blackstone Tek have recently been exploring
adding colour to the rims
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support class, Turner was helping to pay for his racing by  
running a company called Pro Carbon, which basically  
manufactured and sold many different carbon fiber parts to  
Joe Average.

“During this time carbon fiber started appearing on  
factory superbikes. I hadn’t yet got round to thinking of  
designing and manufacturing a wheel yet. But then I was 
shown prototype Dymag carbon wheels that were being used by 
another racer on a Ducati Supermono, and that got me  
thinking. The Japanese maxi-singles like the Over Yamaha and 
BMR Suzuki were getting punched out to 750cc and more, and 
our 578cc Ducatis were struggling to keep up. So I thought 
we’ve got to get a bit more juice out of the bike, and hence I 
took to developing the carbon wheels as a way of reducing the 
rotational inertia, which helped improve acceleration and  
countered the extra torque those big singles had over us exiting 
a turn. That’s how I got started.”

“South Africa had already been active in developing the 
application of carbon fiber as a material, specifically in  
creating the Rooivalk attack helicopter with a largely carbon 
fiber airframe. The knowledge spun off from that project 
allowed Aerotek the aeronautical division of CSIR, South 
Africa’s government-run technological R&D operation, whose 
job is to seek other applications for technical advances made 
in aviation design, to produce a prototype carbon motorcycle 
wheel in 1991 in conjunction with Adept, a local wheel  
manufacturer. Attempts to commercialise that idea foundered 

when Adept went bankrupt in the mid-90’s.”
Turner found out about the Aerotek carbon wheels, and 

tried to track down the remains of the project on returning to 
South Africa in 2000. He discovered that crucial technology 
was still available that he was free to adopt it in developing his 
prototype BST wheels. 

“That has formed the basis of BST,” says Turner.
“I wanted to make a monocoque design, but hadn’t 

yet worked out the technique of doing the hollow spokes. 
Eventually I came up with the silicone idea, and then we had to 
get it all to work. One good thing is that composites as an  
engineering material offer you far more flexibility on what you 
want to do than any of the metals. It’s very difficult to forge or 
cast a piece of metal in your garage. But up to a certain point 
you can do a lot of experiments with laminates or composites 
in your home workshop, and that’s basically what I did to come 
up with the silicone idea.” 

In order to create a hollow interior for less weight, Turner 
developed a silicone jigsaw on the inside of each spoke, over 
which the carbon could be wrapped and shrunk. “There was 
only one company, in the UK, that made carbon fibre wheels. 
But the quality and design, for our purposes, was flawed and it 
was extremely expensive,” said Turner.

“I then met Terry Annecke — my business partner — in 2001 
when Terry was looking for something new in her life. Terry 
had worked internationally in executive positions for two of the 
world’s most influential companies — IBM and Microsoft.  

Each wheel is initially built in two halves, which are then joined 
together into a sturdy but light unit before baking

Blackstone Tek manufactures 
all its own moulds

Blackstone Tek manufactures a number of components that go
into the final production of the wheels. This includes the hubs,

fasteners, internal bearings, spacers, sleeves, seals, components for 
air valves, sprockets and sprocket carriers

The Blackstone Tek rims
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At Microsoft Terry started and led the highly successful  
corporate sales team and the consulting business, and  
completed her stay at Microsoft as Director of Marketing. Terry 
was a finalist for Businesswoman of the Year in 2000.”

“I had finalised the design of the wheels and realised I 
needed to start a business to manufacture and sell the wheels. 
That is when Terry came into the picture. We then established 
Blackstone Tek.” 

As Annecke says: “I responded to the offer to join BST in 
2001 because carbon-fiber material ‘was such a game changer 
back then’.”

“Initially we had some support from the Department of 
Trade and Industry’s Innovation Programme and in 2005 we 
won the SPII (Industrial Innovation) competition run by the DTI. 
We have developed the business over the last 15 years and 
now over 22 000 motorcycle wheels carry the BST name on 
multiple different sportbikes, superbikes, exotic vehicles and 
other custom creations,” said Annecke.

“Our unique 5 or 7-spoke carbon composite wheel is made 
using the latest technology, materials and manufacturing 
processes. This lightweight and exceedingly stronger wheel is 
suitable for both racing and street use. The wheels have been 
tested at Rim Technology and Eurotype Test Centre standards 
and passed all the tests for road certification. Our factory is 
fully ISO9000:2008 compliant, German TUV Approved with a 
fully documented production process, featuring part  
numbering, quality control and shipping,” said Turner.

“Because we can  
engineer with carbon 
fiber and maximise on its 
properties of high strength 
and low weight, we have 
reduced the weight in the 
spokes and rim without 
compromising strength.  
The weight is therefore  
concentrated in the hub, 
which means that rotational 
inertia is reduced, making 
the bike easier to handle, 
and allowing you to  
accelerate quicker and 
brake later. So not only  
is the wheel lighter,  
but it is engineered  
for maximum performance.”

“The carbon fiber we 
use is a combination of woven and unidirectional formats, and 
is embedded in a resin matrix made from toughened epoxy. 
Pre-preg is used as the machine application of the specific 
resin systems ensuring the most controlled and even  
application and therefore the highest quality material for use in 
all BST products.”

“We take this very seriously because of the critical safety 
orientated nature of the products that we manufacture. It 
starts off with all carbon fiber materials being stored under a 
controlled atmosphere — a minus 20ºC storage chamber. In 
this temperature, the material will remain durable for up to 
one year—but it must be removed from there once a day and 
warmed to 0ºC, to keep the resins fresh.”

“Our manufacturing area is also closely monitored and the 
one area where we manufacture components on a Victor CNC 
lathe and a Victor CNC milling machine is also atmospherically 
controlled in a clean room.”

“This engineering division is able to do prototyping,  
simulation, validation / verification, documentation and design 
using SolidWorks. We use Anysys software for the FEA. On the 
inspection side we have a fully CNC operated CMM machine 
that is also housed in a temperature-controlled room. We carry 
out batch inspection on at least 10% of the components and 
another 10% of the final product.”

“By performing in-house testing BST Engineering fully  
understands each product’s capabilities and constraints,  
allowing us to remain at the forefront of technological  

Blackstone Tek has four
Haas machines on the floor

Blackstone Tek has two Victor machines in the temperature
controlled room — a Victor Vcenter 70 CNC vertical machining

center and a Victor VTplus 20 CNC lathe

Rims waiting to be machined on 
the new Victor Vturn760

The mould store
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innovation. Each product’s key 
properties are characterised 
and optimised. This is then 
used to improve the accuracy 
of any future FEA.”

“For motorcycle wheel 
designs, the following  
standards are considered 
crucial: 

ISO 8644-2006,  
TUV No. 287 StVZO 1998, 
JASO T203-85 and BS AU 50.”

“For passenger car wheel 
designs, which is a relatively 
new development in the  
company, the following  
standards are considered cru-
cial: ISO 3006-2005,  
ISO 7141-2005, TUV No. 287 
StVZO 1998, SABS 1208,  
SAE J175-2016 and BS AU 52.

“The most arduous tests from each standard are  
performed, along with any other notable strength tests. For 
wheel testing, we have three tests that are carried out on our 
in-house equipment, namely impact and rotational bending 
fatigue testing and torsional fatigue testing. Only once the  
testing team is satisfied with the properties and strength of the 
product will it be approved for production.”

The process
“Fundamental to the creation of an accurate component is 

a well-defined scope. Through 
direct interaction, a project 
is developed into a workable 
and planned structure. With 
regular sign off intervals, our 
experienced engineering team 
will create or fine-tune your 
conceptual idea into an  
optimal composite solution.”

“The latest Solidworks 
CAD software is used to  
generate our 3D designs, 
which are evaluated and  
optimised using the  
FEA software. All designs go 
through a stringent approval 
process before manufacturing 
begins.”

“The cutting of the fiber 
material components is done 
on a 2D machine using the 

Nestfab software, for maximum use of the sheets. Because 
heat distortion causes problems when cutting the fiber material 
we only use a blade.”

“The material is then sent to the layup room where we have 
at least 60 different moulds that we have developed and  
manufactured ourselves. The materials used for the  
manufacture of the moulds are plastic tool steels DIN1.2378, 
DIN 1.2311 and DIN 1.2312. Aluminium is used for moulds 
with low volume production. We have a range of tooling at our 
disposal to machine the moulds. Years of experience in mould 

Blackstone Tek have a fully CNC operated CMM machine
that is also housed in a temperature controlled room. The company

carries out batch inspection on at least 10% of the components
and another 10% of the final product
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design enable us to create the moulds for any geometry, from 
basic to complex.”

Each wheel is initially built in two halves, which are then 
joined together into a sturdy but light unit before baking. Every 
step of the process is logged, and the entire history of each 
wheel is stored with its unique serial number, which means that 
BST wheels can be repaired or refurbished, even in the event of 
crash damage or a rim damaged by a careless tyre fitter.

Gary Turner’s insistence on the unitary hollow design of 
BST wheels, to reduce the weight in the spokes and rim without 
compromising strength, was made feasible by his invention of 
that jigsaw of specially shaped silicone intensifier inserts  
(originally starting as a liquid to which hardener is added) that 
are laid in the mould’s metal spokes, then wrapped with carbon 
sheet. The complete wheel is then wrapped in a special plastic 
bag, and baked for between four and five hours together with up 
to seven other wheels at a time, in one of BST’s two pressurised 
autoclave ovens at 257 degrees Fahrenheit and 87 psi of  
pressure. The silicone expands under heat and pressure to 
fill and shape the spokes, but then as it cools it shrinks back 
to less than its original size, which means the jigsaw can be 
extracted via the holes left in the wheel’s unstressed sections.

The cooked — as in finished — wheel is now removed from 
the mould and closely inspected for any visual defects, then 
weighed to ensure it meets specification. The rough wheel is 
then machined to spec and finished off, fitted with the hub unit 
and bearings, sprayed by a special South African made  
Aer-o-Mix automotive paint which is supposedly good for fifty 

years of UV protection, then inspected once again. The hub is 
attached to the carbon wheel using a unique fastening system 
combining high strength aerospace fasteners with mechanical 
locking mechanisms, as well as high strength aerospace 
adhesive. All rear wheels are then fitted with an appropriate 
size Metzeler tyre and pressure tested at 58 psi overnight, with 
absolutely no leakage. BST is now also making carbon fiber 
single-sided swingarms for the Ducati 1098 and MV Agusta 
models, including designing and making the complicated tool 
to wrap the carbon sheeting around it. Various other structures 
are continually in the works.

“We also have our own in-house anodising plant and where 
necessary components are sent for anodising.”

Machining
“CNC machining plays a big part in our manufacturing 

process. Besides rough and final machining on the rims of the 
carbon wheels and the manufacturing of all our own moulds, 
as I have mentioned before, we also manufacture a number 
of components that go into the final production of the wheels. 
This includes the hubs, fasteners, internal bearings,  
spacers, sleeves, seals, components for air valves, sprockets 
and sprocket carriers.”

“Most of these components are either made in aluminium 
or stainless steel.”

“We also design and manufacture all our own jigs and 
fixtures either used on the CNC machines, in the layup and 
prototyping rooms, in the ovens and autoclave and in the other 

areas of manufacture. We 
like to be self-sufficient.”

“Our equipment in this 
section includes 14 CNC 
machines and they include 
four Haas machines, four 
Victor machines, two 
Takumi machines, an 
old Gildemeister lathe, a 
Hartford machining center 
and a Robodrill.”

“The newest of these 
machines to arrive is the 
Takumi v18 CNC vertical 
machining center with  
XYZ travels of  
1 800 x 850 x 750mm, a 
table size 1 900 x 850mm, 
a maximum table load of  
2 000 kilograms and a 
spindle speed of 6 000 rpm.”

Blackstone Tek has their own in-house anodising plant Rims in the cleaning department



New machines on the floor include a Takumi v18 CNC
vertical machining center and a Takumi VC 1052 CNC vertical machining 

center, both supplied by F&H Machine Tools

All rims go through a
stringent testing process
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“People do not realise how big these machines are until 
they see an operator on the table inside the machine setting up 
the fixture for a mould. This machine has been supplied by  
F&H Machine Tools.”

“Also new on the floor is the Victor Vturn760 that has a 
maximum turning diameter of 760mm, a swing of 900mm,  
X axis travel of 380 + 40mm, Z axis travel of 780mm and a 
rapid traverse of 20 m/min.”

“We already have two Victor machines in our temperature 
controlled room — a Victor Vcenter 70 CNC vertical machining 
center and a Victor VTplus 20 CNC lathe — and another Victor 
CNC milling machine on the main machining floor.”

“Also new is the Takumi VC 1052 CNC vertical machining 
center with XYZ travels of 1 052 x 520 x 610mm, a table size 
1 000 x 520mm, a maximum table load of 650 kilograms and 
a spindle speed of 12 000 rpm, also supplied by F&H Machine 
Tools.”

BST moved into its current 5 000m² home in Northlands 
Business Park, North Riding, Gauteng in July 2002, and  
the first BST customer wheels left the Johannesburg factory  
in October that year. Production has gradually ramped up  
to 4 500 motorcycle wheels per year, 250 car wheels  
per year and between 7 000 and 8 000 components  
per year. 

The motorcycle wheels include six designs made up of  
30 different wheel moulds, in sizes ranging from a narrow  
2.5-inch-wide wheel for a  
125 GP bike, to an 8.5-inch-wide 
design for a custom cruiser. 
The range is split between sizes 
ranging from 12 to 23 inches in 
diameter.

All are built in the same 
way by BST’s team of skilled 
assemblers, around half of them 
women, working in two separate 
clean rooms with positive air 
pressure to ensure there’s no 
dust on any of the parts that 
might compromise the integrity 
of the finished product further 
down the line.

BST generic wheel
Traditionally motorcycle wheels are 

created for a specific motorcycle, however, 
the BST generic wheel allows for one wheel 
to fit many different motorcycles. This 
interchangeability is achieved using both 
a brake adaptor and sprocket carrier that 
can be changed, depending on the  
motorcycle.

In addition to the generic nature of 
the wheel, many of the aluminium parts 
previously used in the assembly of the 
carbon fiber wheels have been replaced 
with carbon fiber. This reduces the amount 
of aluminium in the wheel assembly by 
32%, allowing for a lighter and optimised 
structure.

Other carbon fiber structural  
components

“Because we can engineer with  
carbon fiber and maximise on its  
properties of high strength and low weight, 
we are now manufacturing other structural 
components. For example, in the wheels 
we have reduced the weight in the spokes 

and rim without compromising strength. The weight is therefore 
concentrated in the hub, which means that rotational inertia 
is reduced, making the bike easier to handle, and allowing you 
to accelerate quicker and brake later. So not only is the wheel 
lighter, but it is engineered for maximum performance.”

“We have now combined all this knowledge to create other 
components for motorcycles. These include the fuel tanks, tank 
covers, frames, sub-frames, fenders and fairings. These are for 
motorcycles that are used in road and race environments.”

“Again they are all our own designs and we have  
manufactured the moulds and tooling used to manufacture them.”

“Relatively new to the business is the manufacture of  
passenger wheels where we see a growth opportunity. This year 
we have an order for 250 wheels from one manufacturer. You 
can also find our wheels on the VUHL 05RR, Mexico’s most 
exhilarating export and precision-engineered lightweight  
supercar. Again it is all about reducing the weight so the vehicle 
can go faster without compromising the strength and safety.”

“Currently we are exploring the furniture and jewellry  
markets. An interesting project that we have manufactured 
components for is the Veloce range of coffee machines that 
look like a Formula One engine.”

Over the years the company has won a number of awards 
for the integrity and design of its products, the most recent 
being the JEC Europe Innovation Award in the sports and leisure 

category, for its generic carbon fiber rear 
motorcycle wheel.

Both Turner and Annecke are  
passionate about their business and have 
put together the vital ingredients in a  
winning formula that has made 
Blackstone Tek the first company in the 
world to create carbon fiber wheels in a 
repeatable and “handmade” industrialised 
process in a very competitive market. It is 
a credit to them and their staff that they 
have made significant inroads  
internationally.

For further details contact  
Blackstone Tek on TEL: 011 704 0026 
or visit www.blackstonetek.comTerry Annecke and Gary Turner

Rims waiting for packaging before
being sent to clients

BST is now also making carbon fiber
single-sided swingarms for the Ducati 1098 and 

MV Agusta models, including designing and 
making the complicated tool to wrap

the carbon sheeting around it

Finished rims
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Companies give 
various reasons 
as to why they 

have brought or kept 
machining in-house 
instead of  
outsourcing it to a 
supplier. One of the 
benefits of retaining 
control of  
machining is quality 
control or inventory 
control. There is also 
the potential to scale 
up for increasing 
demand and the fast 
introduction of new 
designs with little  
disruption to  
production and 
machining.

There is also 
the added benefit 
of manufacturing 
efficiencies that only 
come from knowing 
the product very well 
whereas an outside 
supplier will not have 
the passion for and 
the knowledge of 
your components or products. Of course, to bring machining 
in-house, a company needs staff to do the machining. 

Another reason to invest in machining could be the 
forward-looking value of expanding the range of services to 
customers. Or the strategy could be that in-house machining 
saves the company money and enables it to respond flexibly 
to changing market conditions.

However, one of the most compelling reasons why  

companies have brought or kept machining in-house instead 
of outsourcing it to a supplier is to keep intellectual property 
on the property. A company that operates under regulatory 
procedures operates in a disciplined manner and employees 
are trained to be mindful of the policies and procedures 
required to remain compliant with good manufacturing  
practices. Everyone from the quality department to the  
cleaning staff must share this mindset because there are 
numerous ways these regulations can cause a company to trip 
up. And non-compliance can be costly to companies in many 
respects.

Precision Separators is a good news story and one of 
many in our metalworking industry despite the reports about 
the metalworking industry being under pressure with  
companies closing or operating on shortened working weeks. 
Although we must acknowledge that a nagging shortage of 
trained workers and strong foreign competition has created 
some serious concerns and despite all the naysayers and the 
apathy within reports there is positive news out there  
notwithstanding the trauma that our government puts us 
under.

The company was only established as recently as the  
latter half of 2016 and was started with the mandate to  
supply machined components to its holding company  
Klydon (Pty) Ltd a company that develops and provides  
aerodynamic separation process (ASP) solutions - an isotope 
separation technology. The ASP Technology separates  
components of a gas mixture or different isotopes of a  

Keep intellectual property 
on the property

Components that are now machined
by Precision Separators

Companies give various reasons as to why they have brought or kept machining in-house instead of
outsourcing it to a supplier. One of the benefits of retaining control of machining is quality control or inventory
control. There is also the potential to scale up for increasing demand and the fast introduction of new designs

with little disruption to production and machining
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specific gaseous compound based on the mass difference of 
the gas components or the isotopes.

“It was not that we were experiencing outsourcing issues 
but there comes a time where every company has to look at 
in-house manufacturing as compared to outsourcing. There 
are a number of reasons that could influence the decision, 
some more pressing than others. Ultimately a company has to 
decide what is best for its operation,” said Christo Green who 
has been with the holding company for over 15 years and was 
tasked to establish Precision Separators.

“In our case there were a number of reasons.”
“The machining company now helps the holding company 

to maintain manageable inventory levels. There’s no need to 
purchase a large number of components at an attractive low 
cost when small batches can be produced in-house at a  
comparable price. Plus, the company doesn’t end up stuck 
with a lot of obsolete inventory if designs change or custom 
pieces are required.”

“Although most components were delivered within spec 
this was not always the case. With the type of equipment that 
we have to supply components for, whereby the process and 
technology of this equipment is of a critical nature, we  
cannot afford breakdowns. The quality of the components has 
to be carefully monitored. 
Therefore quality was 
another reason.”

“Production costs of 
the components were 
exceptionally high, due 
in part toothe low batch 
size. With in-house  
production we can reduce 
the cost per component 
and this will be even 
more enhanced because 
Klydon have embarked on 
an expansion programme 
and demand for more of 
the same component was 
an influencing factor.”

“We are certainly not 
a production machining 
operation but in our  
short history we have  
had to produce up to  
6 000 of the same  

component. Minimum orders 
that we are looking at is about 
250 of the same component 
and, at this stage, we are  
budgeted to produce about  
60 000 components per year. 
The mix is made up of  
30 different components.”

“The intellectual  
property of the production 
plants that Klydon develops 
was a key influencer to  
establish Precision Separators.”

“Klydon (Pty) Ltd is a  
private company that has  
business operations in the gas 
and solar energy markets as 
well as in the medical imaging 
field and in the development 
and production of  
pharmaceuticals.”

“Klydon owns proprietary technology that is classified 
as dual-use technology and is registered in terms of the 
Nuclear Act of 1993 with the Council for Non-Proliferation 
and Weapons of Mass Destruction that operates in the 
Department of Trade and Industry. 

“Klydon’s new technology enterprise has flourished  
in the new South Africa, benefitting from the nation’s  
pool of intellectual capital and positive environment for  
technology innovation. Klydon’s major achievement has  
been the development of a proprietary isotope enrichment 
technology called the Aerodynamic Separation Process or 
ASP.”

“Klydon’s ASP technology offers a low cost solution for 
myriad of applications in the energy, basic materials,  
semiconductor and medical sectors. As a leading edge  
developer of isotope separation technology for critical path 
applications, Klydon works with best-in-class industrial  
partners to commercialise and deploy the Klydon innovations 
on a global scale.”

“At this stage we are involved in manufacturing  
a small percentage of the components that make up  
a plant of this nature, which could take up to 18 months  
to erect.”

At this stage Precision Separators are involved in
manufacturing a small percentage of the components that

make up a Klydon plant

The company machines
stainless steel, aluminium, brass, 

copper and polymer

Precision Separators also designs and 
manufactures its own fixtures and jigs

Precision Separators’ management
is innovative. They have designed 

and manufactured their own 
air pressure fixtures for smaller

components
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Hurco machines
“We had the opportunity to start our own machining shop 

from scratch and this gave us the chance to decide, all at 
once, what the equipment list ought to be. Creating a new,  
in-house CNC machine shop does not come around often  
and with my experience more on the design side and  
building systems, we had to rely on the machine  
suppliers to offer us solutions rather than just supply us 
another machine.”

“In our books Hurco Machine Tools came out on top 
and this is why we have standardised on the one brand of 
machines.”

“So far we have invested in six CNC machines with the 
first two installed in November 2016. The last of the machines 
were installed in January 2017.”

“The machines consist of three lathes, one with live  
tooling, and three machining centers. Each lathe is setup next 
to a machining center creating mini cells. This enables us to 
allow one operator to generally operate a lathe and machining 
center simultaneously and where components require turning 
and machining operations there is very limited transfer time of 
the component between machines.”

   “The last machine to be installed was the Hurco VMX 42i 
vertical machining center. It is the largest of the machining 
centers on the floor and the machine has XYZ travels of  
1 067 x 610 x 610mm, a table working surface of  
1 270 x 610mm and can take a load of 1 360 kilograms. 
Like all our Hurco machines it comes fitted with a Renishaw 
probe.”

“What is special about this machine is that we have  
fitted it with a Renishaw NC4 laser tool probe and a  

Renishaw OMP40 part probe 
system. Renishaw’s NC4 uses 
laser technology for the  
high-speed high-precision 
measurement of cutting tools 
with diameters down to  
0.2mm and tool-breakage 
detection on tools as small 
as 0.1mm. The Renishaw’s 
OMP40 touch probe features 
advanced modulated  
optical transmission to provide 
360-degree signal  
transmission. The probe  
simplifies measurement and 
the calibration processes and 
achieve high-precision  
measurement for workpieces 
with complex profiles.”

“The other Hurco machines 
we have are the TM6, TM8 and 
TMM8 CNC lathes and VM10 

and VM20 machining centers.”
“From the start, Hurco machine tools have been the  

backbone of our company. If the spindles on our shopfloor  
are running we are making components. Hurco machines 
ensure that this happens. A majority of our components are 
programmed conversationally in WinMax at the controls on the 
shopfloor and are into production very quickly.”

“In the case of smaller, less complicated parts, the 
machines can be cutting metal in a matter of minutes. For 
more complex components, entire cutting cycles or the more 
difficult elements within them are prepared off-line and the 
program is then downloaded to the Hurco controls.”

“Going forward we are seriously looking at acquiring a 
5-axis machining center and a CMM machine is also a great 
possibility.”

“While we are not in the automotive industry, which is a 
fiercely competitive industry and where Tier One car suppli-
ers are constantly looking for breakthroughs in performance, 
safety and innovative design — all of which places ever stricter 
requirements on the processing of metal components — we 
still have to comply with the quality, dimensional stability and 
the precision requirements for metal products in our industry, 
which are extremely high.”

“This is whether we are processing stainless steel,  
aluminium, brass, copper or polymer products, all of which  
we machine.”

“Precision Separators will be supplying the components for 
Klydon’s future plants, therefore we have to gear up to cope 
with demand and quality. We also have to be flexible. Through 
my design experience and the use of SolidWorks we can make 

Precision Separators have
standardised on the one brand
of CNC machines — Hurco

The company has six Hurco machines 
including a TM6, TM8 and TMM8 CNC 
lathe and a VM10 and VM20 machining 

center

The last machine to be installed was the Hurco 
VMX 42i vertical machining center. The machine 

is equipped with a Renishaw NC4 laser tool probe 
and a Renishaw OMP40 part probe system

Quality is important to
Precision Separators. They have 

a Trimos vertical measuring 
machine to help them

Precision Separators also has a conventional lathe
on the floor — supplied by TH Machine Tools
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prototypes ‘on the run’. If we were still outsourcing we could 
not do this.”

Precision Separators has eight staff and operates from a 

240m² facility in Koedoespoort, Gauteng.
For further details contact Precision Separators on  

email admin@precep.co.za

Machinist Johnny Geske working the
Hurco VMX 42i vertical machining center

Christo Green of
Precision Separators

“We had the opportunity to start our own machining shop from scratch and this
gave us the chance to decide, all at once, what the equipment list ought to be.

Creating a new, in-house CNC machine shop does not come around often and with my
experience more on the design side and building systems, we had to rely on the machine 

suppliers to offer us solutions rather than just supply us another machine.”
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Still building for Southern Africa
80 years later

Fabricating over 100 000m² (equivalent to about 850 medium sized houses) 
of prefabricated building systems per year requires unstinting attention to detail 

and quality control in manufacturing.

Franz Janovsky was a pilot 
with the Austrian Air Force 
during the First World War. 

He completed his studies in 
1919 and then joined Elin — 
the largest electrical firm in 
Austria at the time — as an 
electrical engineer. In 1928 
Franz was sent to South Africa 
by the company to promote the  
relatively new technique of  
electric arc welding.

To demonstrate the  
advantages and practical 
aspects of welding, a number  
of welded structures were  
manufactured. The response  
to these demonstrations  
convinced Franz that there 
was a ready market for welded 
structural steelwork.

As a result Franz decided to establish his own business — 
naming it Fabricated Steel Manufacturing Company (FSM) — in 
1933. The site where the company is still based today — Linton 
Jones Street, Industries East, Germiston, Gauteng — was 
acquired and Franz Janovsky, an innovator and an engineer of 
great talent began manufacturing welded steel structures, most 
of which were for the gold mining industry. FSM also started 
producing welded steel hexagonal poles for Eskom, many of 
which still carry power across South Africa.

In those early pioneering days diversification came easily. 
Using the machinery purchased by Franz and welding expertise 
in the factory, FSM manufactured items as diverse as pressure 
tanks, safes, steel cupboards and steel kerbing to name but a 

few items. In 1941 FSM was 
involved in the construction of 
Everite’s factory for the  
production of fibre-cement 
products.

Anticipating the need for 
low cost and time-efficient 
buildings, Franz Janovsky  
registered a patent for what 
was South Africa’s first  
industrialised building system. 
This system called for the use 
of fibre-cement boards as wall 
panels, in conjunction with 
a steel framework. Today, a 
number of similar building 
systems — based on the same 
concept — are on the market. 
FSM’s first breakthrough in the 
field of industrialised housing 
was achieved in 1945, when a 

contact for the supply and erection of 30 prefabricated houses 
was granted by Iscor for the new Van der Byl Park township.

By the late 1950’s, FSM’s main focus became the  
manufacture of prefabricated buildings, even though the  
production of other structures, including the Eskom steel  
hexagonal poles continued for many years after.

The 1960’s saw the development of a lightweight  
relocatable building system. Quickly erected and dismantled, it 
was designed primarily to meet the requirements of the  
building and civil engineering industries, offering attractive, 
functional and easily transportable on-site accommodation.  
The system was dubbed the ‘Camp Hut’ and most construction 
companies began using the FSM green camp huts on their 

Fabricated Steel Manufacturing is not limited to housing,
offices and school classrooms — this is inside a bank

The new Durma plasma cutting machine with a
Hypertherm supply source and True Hole technology

Fabricated Steel Manufacturing manufacture 
prefabricated buildings and have often been contracted to supply 

the buildings for a whole ‘town’ 
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sites. In fact, these buildings are still produced today and are 
testament to the innovative design and longevity of this  
product.

The production of schools and classrooms, as well as  
industrialised housing, made up most of FSM’s product mix 
in the early history of the company. These FSM prefabricated 
buildings attracted favourable attention from the various 
authorities and other commercial organisations. This was the 
cue for the company to concentrate on manufacturing,  
supply and erection of various systems of prefabricated  
buildings throughout South Africa and Southern Africa.

The family business was taken over by one of Franz’s sons, 
Albert Janovsky who worked for the company for a total of  
49 years. Many of those years were under Franz’s watchful eye, 
before Albert handed over the reins to his son Peter Janovsky. 
FSM is currently managed by three executive directors — Felix 
Clemens (nephew of Albert Janovsky), Peter Janovsky and Thys 
Kloppers who has been with FSM for more than 35 years doing 
service in virtually all areas of the business before becoming 
a Director. Mahogany Private Equity (a majority black female 
owned company) purchased 25.1% of the company in 2010. 
The company currently employs over 400 staff, has been  
ISO 9001:2008 certified since 2012 and is currently certified a 
level 3 on the generic BBBEE codes. This is some achievement 
for what started out as a small family owned business.

Over the years FSM has since grown to be one of the largest 
single production facilities for the manufacture of prefabricated 

building systems in South Africa. The factory area exceeds  
4.8 hectares of land with approximately 25 000m² under roof 
in Germiston. FSM also has an additional two-hectare storage 
facility for rental units in Johannesburg and 2 200m² factory 
under roof on a 1.4 hectare property in Atlantis, Western Cape.

“While prefabricated buildings used to conjure up images of 
demountable school buildings providing additional classroom 
space, there is now a much wider range of products on offer, 
more players in the market and increasingly more sophisticated 
designs of the end product,” says Felix Clemens, one of three 
Executive Directors of Fabricated Steel Manufacturing.

“From a cost aspect we cannot compete with low-cost  
housing because of the type of building materials used for 
these projects. But in all other areas we are more than  
competitive.”

“When using prefabricated structures, there can be  
significant cost savings, even more so in remote areas where 
traditional building materials are not readily available and 
expensive to transport. There is also a greater need for  
coordination of build sequences to ensure that delivery and 
installation run smoothly and the speed of using prefabrication 
is optimised.”

“However, using prefabricated materials allows for the  
off-site process to take place simultaneously with site  
preparation activities, resulting in a significantly reduced overall 
construction period of a project. This reduced construction time 
can lead to less labour costs and delays due to bad weather 

Individual units, such as a site office, are also manufactured by 
Fabricated Steel Manufacturing

Fabricated Steel Manufacturing fabricate virtually everything in
their Germiston factory. In the main cut-to-length coil is supplied to 
them from various suppliers and then they process material through 

the cutting, bending, punching and roll form machines

Fabricated Steel Manufacturing has a number of machines
in the press brake department

A mobile prefabricated building
in the assembly department
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are minimised. There is also a 
faster time to occupation. We 
have completed new schools in 
anything from one month to six 
months depending on the system 
used. The equivalent size in brick 
and mortar structures traditionally 
take between 12 and 18 months.”

“Greater control over the  
finished product can be achieved, 
as on-site wet and electrical 
trades can be minimised or  
eliminated as they can be  
generated in a factory controlled  
process. The indoor  
environment allows for  
buildings and components to be 
protected from climate extremes, 
vandalism and theft. Safety is also 
easier to control in a factory and most of the work can be  
conducted at waist height, and workers know the machinery 
and systems of the factory. Furthermore, the environmental 
impact of the construction process can be minimised.”

“The cost and constraints of the shipment method must be 
taken into account, especially if the factory is located far away 
from the site. For example, mobile, completed structures  
transported on a flat-backed trailer will be limited in length, 
width and weight based on the capacity of the truck. Transport 
may also be affected by daytime traffic restrictions, maximum 
load capacities and height restrictions under bridges.”

“Ideally the site for placement or erection must not be more 
than 400 kilometres away from the factory, particularly in the 
case of mobile units, otherwise the transport costs start to 
impact. For sites further than this, one of our flatpack systems 
that are assembled on site would be more cost effective.”

“The various components of the prefabricated structures 
that we manufacture are fabricated in our own  
factory-controlled conditions. The structures are available in 
various sizes and internal layouts can be designed to  
customers’ requirements. In fact, in our experience, more than 
90% of our builidngs are custom designed to suit our  
customer’s requirements. The structures supplied are either 
assembled in our factory and delivered to site ready for use, 
fully wired and plumbed for immediate occupation or supplied 
in a knocked down form to be erected on site. They have either 
a bolted steel or chassis type structure and the flooring is 
generally 16mm thick magnesium oxide floor panels on steel 

supports covered with heavy-duty 
vinyl sheeting, or carpet can be 
specified as a floor cover or panel 
systems that  are erected on a 
concrete base. All of our systems 
can be relocated.”

“We currently manufacture 
seven different products; the 
modular building system which is 
our oldest product and carries an 
Agrément Board of South Africa 
certification, two polycore  
building systems one with a 
30 minute fire rating and an 
Agrément Certificate and one 
without, fast space mobiles,  
converted containers either in 
a kit form for conversion on site 
once the other materials have 

been unloaded from the container, our patented mobile folding 
unit, and the interlocking panel system. 

“There are two main types of walling system for our  
prefabricated buildings. The first type is where the inner and 
outer walling is a structurally insulated panel which in our case 
generally uses a polystyrene core and a external and internal 
skin made of chromadek. The second type of system uses a 
steel structure that is then clad with either fibre cement or 
magnesium oxide panels.

“The roofing and ceiling options are mostly client  
dependable.”

“The most popular systems that we supply are the mobile 
systems or fast space mobiles as we call them. The assembly 
of these units, in our factory, starts off with the chassis. They 
are manufactured from 2.5mm or 3mm steel lipped channel 
with heavy duty cross members welded together into a  
rigid ladder frame.”

“The walls are the sandwich panel design with a 60mm 
polystyrene core enclosed with a 0.5 to 0.6mm chromadek 
external and internal skin. Both exterior and interior skins are 
bonded to the polystyrene core by a special process resulting in 
an extremely strong panel. The panel has a patented  
interlocking profiled edge, which gives a flush, weatherproof 
joint. The internal panel can be specified as a wood print  
chromadek finish.”

“The 60mm thick polystyrene core has insulation properties 
(U-value = 0,6 W/M² ºC) that are superior to a 230mm brick 
wall, is fire retardant and does not give off poisonous gases in 

In the paint shopThe new Durma plasma cutting machine has given the company 
more scope for cutting operations

Cutting on the new Durma plasma cutting machine
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the case of a severe fire, as is the case with some  
polyurethane insulating materials.”

“The roof and ceiling are also made up of a sandwich panel 
design with 0.5mm galvanised or chromadek profiled outer 
skin, 60mm polystyrene core and 0.6mm chromadek inner skin 
which serves as the ceiling. The roof joints overlap to ensure a 
weatherproof finish and chromadek fascias are fixed  
externally.”

“The windows are made from either aluminium or steel  
that are either painted or galvanised depending on client 
requirements.” 

“All interior doors are 40mm hollow core construction 
with a decorative woodgrain finish. Exterior doors can be clad 
with a chromadek skin or solid timber doors can be specified. 
Single or double glass doors can also be specified for offices or 
stores. The rebated doorframes are made from 1.6mm steel. 
Exterior doors are fitted with a 3 lever mortice lock, which can 
be master keyed if required and interior doors with a 2 lever 
lock. The units are then transported to site on a flatbed and 
offloaded ready to use.”

“Our scope of clients covers many areas including  
government and the mining and construction industries. 
The more remote the location the more the prefabricated  
structures become attractive. We have erected or supplied  
individual accommodation units and ones for a whole village 
that can accommodate up to 5 000 people for permanent or 
long-term projects such as the Medupi Power Station situated 

at Lephalale in the Limpopo province. We supplied polycore, 
modular and mobile building systems at three different  
locations in Lephalale for skilled and semi skilled contractor 
accommodation consisting of buildings ranging from self  
contained houses with kitchens, shared accommodation,  
offices, dining halls, laundry, industrial size kitchens and  
recreational facilities.”

“Other types of structures we manufacture include from 
one to six bedroom accommodation, dormitories, ablutions, 
clinics, doctors consulting rooms, site offices, storerooms, 
canteens, schools and classrooms. We have customised our 
structures to meet client design specifications for buildings that 
are used as banks with bullet proof walls, buildings certified for 
high wind speeds to withstand cyclones, high level finishes for 
hotel rooms and restaurants and E-house units housing  
switchgear, auxiliary power units and transformers, which 
required each unit to have a loading capacity exceeding  
12 tons.”

“We are not limited to South Africa and depending on the 
projects we can have as much as 30% of our production  
exported. We have supplied product to all our neighbouring 
countries, which are generally delivered by road, and into 
Madagascar, Ghana and other West African countries generally 
by sea.”

Fabrication
“We fabricate virtually everything in our Germiston factory. 

Fabricated Steel Manufacturing has its own cut-to-length
and rollforming equipment

The company still makes use of its Trumpf Trumatic
punching machines

Chassis being welded together for
mobile prefabricated buildings

A recent contract involved manufacturing housing for
switchgear with a weight bearing of 12 tons. Each unit measured

12 by 4 metres and weighed 16 tons
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In the main steel  
sizing section  
cut-to-length coil is 
supplied to us from 
various suppliers and 
then we process it 
through our cutting, 
bending, punching 
and roll form 
machines. Other  
processes include 
sand blasting,  
painting, welding and 
assembly.” 

“As the company 
name says we 
fabricate steel. 
Components and 
products for 
plumbing, electrical, 
windows and other 
disciplines such as 
these are all outsourced although we do have our own wooden 
door-manufacturing department. The board for the flooring and 
ceilings is also outsourced as is the polystyrene core.”

New Durma plasma cutting machine
“Most of our cutting and bending equipment that we have 

on the floor is relatively old but still performs the functions 
according to the spec we require. In some cases the older 
equipment performs better than the more modern equipment 
we have but it all depends on the component that is required.”

“However, we have recently invested in a new 
Durma PL-C 2580 high definition plasma cutting system, 
Aurora - Beckhoff control unit and with a table size of 
2 500 by 8 000mm and a modular table loading system.”

“These rail type plasma cutting machines are designed to 
cut a wide range of mild steel, stainless steel and aluminium. 
The PL-C (Compact) series that we purchased is equipped with 
a Hypertherm supply source and True Hole technology. Dual 
precision rack/pinion guiding for the Y1, Y2 and X axis along 
with a synchronised dual side backlash free drive system with 
high precision planetary gears, allow high positioning speeds, 
acceleration and automatic torch height control to provide high 
quality efficient cutting.” 

“Modern plasma systems can do more than just cut. They 
can gouge, mark, remove welds, and more. And this applies 

whether plasma 
processing occurs 
using a hand-held 
torch or a machine 
torch mounted on a 
CNC table, robotic 
arm, or automated 
track.”

“Minimising 
waste and the speed 
of manufacturing 
components were 
the big reasons 
why we purchased 
the Durma plasma. 
Through the use of 
the CNC technology 
to manufacture 
components, we’re 
able to ‘nest’ these 
components for 
material 

optimisation, leaving as few off-cuts as possible. Basically, the 
computer programme chooses the most optimal arrangement 
for the components to be laid flat ready for CNC cutting. This 
method of automation saves both time and unnecessary 
material waste.”

“This is especially pertinent when you are processing 
between 200 and 300 tons of metal per month.”

Modern, affordable and comfortable
“Our digital processes (design and manufacturing) do allow 

for ‘custom’ prefabricated builds, providing flexibility and surety 
around the timing, cost and project delivery, all of which are 
fundamental for our clients.”

“Another advantage is that we are able to take our clients 
from design conception to build completion. This allows for 
communication between all parties throughout every stage of 
the process.”

“More importantly, the panelised systems that we offer 
these days are modern, affordable and comfortable. They can 
be manufactured and delivered in around a third of the time  
of traditional site based construction. Maintenance is  
minimal, they can be relocated and if permanent can last up to 
50 years.”

For further details contact Fabricated Steel Manufacturing 
on TEL: 011 821 5600 or visit www.fsm.co.za

Complete homes can be designed and manufactured
by Fabricated Steel Manufacturing

Fabricated Steel Manufacturing shows its versatility
by erecting structures in remote areas

Fabricated Steel Manufacturing were involved in manufacturing the housing and other 
accommodation and service buildings for the Medupi Power Station
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The literal definition of  
collaboration is: The action 
of working with someone 

to produce or create something. 
Which is the exact purpose of 
collaborative robots. However, 
the misunderstanding is not 
about the purpose or use of the 
robot, but its functionality or 
more precisely how it works. In 
fact, most people would think, 
a collaborative robot is a robot 
that is used without fencing and 
that can work around humans. 
Well, yes, this makes it collaborative, but no, it does not make 
it a collaborative robot! You should know that there are various 
types of collaborative robots and that only, uniquely, one type 
of collaborative robot can be used without any additional safety 
features. According the international standards ISO 10218 part 
1 and part 2, there are four types of collaborative features for 
robots. 

Safety monitored stop
This kind of collaborative feature is used when a robot is 

mostly working on its own, but occasionally a human might 
need to enter its workspace. For example, when a certain 
operation must be performed on a part while it is in the robot’s 
space. Take a heavy part that has to be handled by a robot and 
a worker needs to do a secondary operation on it while the 
robot is still handling the part. This way the person can work on 
the part and still be in the robot’s space. If the human enters 
the restricted area in the pre-determined safety zone, the robot 
will stop all movement altogether. Notice that the robot is not 
shut down, but the brakes are on. Notice also that these types 
of robots are most efficient when people work mostly apart 
from the robot, but might get closer for a small amount of time. 
Otherwise, a lot of time could be lost as the robot continuously 
stops for human interruptions.

Hand guiding
This type of collaborative application is used for hand  

guiding or path teaching. So if you want to teach paths quickly 
for pick and place applications for instance, you might use this 
type of application. However, you should notice that this type 

of collaboration uses regular 
industrial robots, but with an 
additional device that ‘feels’ 
the forces that the worker is 
applying on the robot tool. The 
most popular device to achieve 
such collaboration is a Force 
Torque Sensor. Notice that this 
type of device will simply read 
forces applied on the robot tool. 
This type of collaboration only 
applies to the robot while it is 
performing this particular  
function, which means that 

while the robot is functioning in its other modes, the robot still 
needs to have safeguarding in place. 

Speed and separation monitoring
Here the environment of the robot is monitored by lasers or 

a vision system that tracks the position of the workers. The robot 
will act within the functions of the safety zones that have been 
pre-designed for it. If the human is within a certain safety zone, 
the robot will respond with designated speeds (generally slow) 
and stop when the worker comes too close. So, when the  
workers are approaching the robot, it slows down, as the workers 
approach even closer, the robot slows down even more or stops. 

So if you are wondering what’s the difference between a 
Safety Monitored Stop and Speed and Separation Monitoring, it 
is quite simple. A Safety Monitored Stop is when the robot  
stops because someone or something has tripped its safety 
parameters. The robot must wait until the worker gives it the 
go ahead signal before it can resume operations. So it will wait 
until it receives feedback to continue. In the other case, the 
robot will constantly work at whichever speed is designated by 
the safety zones determined for it. The safety zones are  
gradated so that the robot produces different reactions  
according to the location of the worker within the different  
safety zones and might still result in a Safety Monitored Stop 
when the human comes too close to the robot. 

Power and force limiting
This is the type of robot that everybody calls a collaborative 

robot. So yes, this is probably the most worker friendly robot 
since it can work alongside humans without any additional  

What does a collaborative robot mean?

bETTER   PROducTION
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safety devices. The robot can 
feel abnormal forces in its 
path. In fact, it is programmed 
to stop when it reads an  
overload in terms of force. 
These robots are also designed 
to dissipate forces in case 
of impact on a wide surface, 
which is one of the reasons 
why the robots are rounder. 
They also don’t have exposed 
motors. A lot of these robots 
are certified by third parties 
who focus on industrial safety for human-robot collaboration. 
You should notice that technical specification ISO/TS 15066 
will be released sometime soon and will specify the maximum 
forces (N) and energy (J) that can be applied on a human  
without any harm. This technical specification will clarify the 
safety requirements for human-robot collaboration for both 
regular industrial robots and force limited collaborative robots. 

Force limited features
First of all the main feature of these robots is their ability 

to read forces in their joints. This allows them to detect when 
abnormal forces are applied on them while they are working. In 
these situations they can be programmed to stop or sometimes 
reverse positions mediating the initial contact. This means 
they can respond immediately if they come into contact with a 
human and perhaps dissipate some of the energy transferred 
from the impact.

This feature leads to 
another interesting feature 
that we have already  
discussed above; hand  
guiding. In fact, since these 
robots can feel forces, you can 
literally move them and show 
them positions or paths that 
they can repeat afterwards. 
While hand guiding helps with 
human-robot collaboration 
it does not make the robot 
intrinsically safe. The force 

limiting features are supposed to do this.
Marketed as being safe, these robots are definitely designed 

to be more responsive than their industrial mates. In fact, their 
geometry is rounder, they don’t have any kind of pinch point 
and most of the time they have internalised their motors and 
wires, etc. to make them more compact. Thus the term  
lightweight robot is sometimes applied to them. Some robots 
even have an external ‘skin’ that allows them to feel their  
environment but also gives an extra cushion in case of impact.

Finally economically a force limited robot is interesting 
because of its easy programming and integration. When you 
think about it, no need for fencing or other safety devices, the 
programming time is reduced because of hand guiding and 
finally you don’t need to change your production line since it is 
made to work alongside humans. 

Written by Mathieu Bélanger-Barrett.
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EMO Hannover 2017
to set new standards

INTERNATIONAL   NEWS

Pack your bag and  
get ready to attend 
this exciting  

B2B event, EMO Hannover 
2017 which exhibits a 
whole new range of  
products ranging from 
that of turning machines, 
drilling machines,  
boring machines, milling 
machines, flexible  
manufacturing cells 
and systems, transfer 
machines, grinding 
machines, tool grinding 
machines, planning,  
shaping, slotting and 
broaching machines,  
gear cutting and  
finishing machines, 
sawing and cutting off 
machines, screwing and 
threading machines. With 
the exchange of industrial 
knowhow and specialised networking events the highlights of 
the show, the entire business community benefits from it.

Exhibitors come to EMO Hannover from all over the world 
and from all segments of metalworking technology. With 
approximately 60% of exhibitors from outside of Germany, EMO 
Hannover is the world’s most international trade fair for metal-
working. Experts from the industry know and recognise that fact 
— which is another reason why no other trade fair can match 
the international character of EMO Hannover’s visiting public.

“EMO Hannover 2017 will be the highlight of the year 
for the metal-working sector,” according to Wilfried Schäfer, 
executive director of VDW (the German Machine Tool Builders’ 
Association). 

From 18 to 23 September 2017, the exhibition will once 
again be the international meeting point for trade visitors  
interested in production technology. Under the theme of 
‘Connecting systems for intelligent production’, the focus will be 
on networking and digitisation. 

Numerous supporting events will round off the EMO 
Hannover’s attractions

The EMO Hannover is not only the most important meeting 
point for all protagonists in the metalworking sector, manufacturers 
and users alike. It is also traditionally a forum for innovations 
and trendsetters. “We shall be organising numerous events 
designed to address and indeed progress important technical 
and commercial issues in the world of metalworking”, reports 
Wilfried Schäfer. They complement the manufacturers’ range of 
exhibits, and communicate to visitors a comprehensive picture 
of trends and issues themed around metalworking.

They are exemplified by the “Industry 4.0 Area” with its  

presentation forum 
addressing multifarious 
aspects of the motto 
embraced by the 
EMO Hannover 2017: 
“Connecting systems for 
intelligent production”,  
the “India Day”, the  
conference on the topic  
of “Additive 
Manufacturing”, the  
seminar on machine  
safety, or the special 
show on “Aerospace 
Technology”. The picture 
is rounded off by other 
activities themed around 
youth recruitment, a 
match-making initiative, or 
a special stand featuring 
international start-ups.

The VDW will shortly 
be publishing the  
provisional EMO  

exhibitors’ directory under www.emo-hannover.de. So far, 
around 2,000 exhibitors from 42 different countries have reg-
istered. That means that this year the event is well on the way 
to topping the record figures achieved by the EMO Hannover in 
2013. The major exhibitors in 2017 include DMG Mori, Mazak, 
Fanuc, FFG, Grob, Doosan, Okuma, Makino and Siemens. 

“The complete EMO exhibitors directory reads like a Who’s 
Who of international production technology manufacturers,” 
says Wilfried Schäfer.

Trade Fair Tours and Metalworking News tour to EMO 
Hannover 2017

Trade Fair Tours, a specialist travel agency for trade fairs 
internationally, have put together a very reasonable tour  
package to visit this exhibition. The tour includes return  
airfare from Johannesburg, airport taxes, airport/hotel transfer, 
accommodation, full breakfast daily and medical and travel 
insurance.

NB If you would prefer to book your own flight please do so 
and then come and stay with your fellow South Africans at the 
Andor Hotel Plaza. Trade Fair Tours has booked many groups 
into this hotel before and has had no complaints. The hotel is 
centrally situated in the Hannover town and has easy access for 
transport to the exhibition grounds — less than 400 metres to 
the U-Bahn. You will have the opportunity to network with  
like-minded South Africans and share your experiences.

Accommodation costs in Hannover during an international 
exhibition such as EMO are costly. Trade Fair Tours has secured 
a number of rooms at reasonable prices.

For a booking form contact Trade Fair Tours on email 
peter@tradefairtours.com or visit www.tradefairtours.com

Take advantage of the Trade Fair Tours and Metalworking News offer.
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The Kaltenbach Group has secured its long-term future 
by entering into a strategic partnership with the Swiss 
family office Zobel Values. Zobel 

Values AG has invested a two digit  
million amount in the Kaltenbach 
Group.

Kaltenbach Group is a German  
metalworking specialist with a long 
history of almost 130 years of being a 
family owned business. The group  
operates with 22 representation offices 
and 10 subsidiaries worldwide.

“The reorganisation together with 
Zobel Values AG as a new strategic 
partner offers a variety of possibilities 
and opportunities for Kaltenbach to 
strengthen our positioning as a quality 
leader and partner of choice for our 
customers,” said Valentin Kaltenbach. 

Zobel Values took over the entire 
corporate financing and bought out 
existing partners, which makes the Kaltenbach Group  
independent and more effective. Kaltenbach devised a 

restructuring programme in 2015 and will finalise the process 
in 2017.

Zobel Values AG is a Switzerland-
based family office of a leading family 
with a rich heritage in the engineering 
sector.

In future the Kaltenbach Group will 
be run by Managing Directors Jochen 
Hartwig and Wolfgang Manich and the 
new CSO, Michael Aupke, who joined 
the company in January 2017.

“Kaltenbach fits perfectly into our 
group with its extensive experience 
in the construction of machinery and 
plant systems, and as one of the few 
companies able to offer complete sys-
tems for steel construction and trade,” 
says Dr Magnus Göpel, spokesman 
for Zobel Values and chairman of the 
Kaltenbach advisory board.

The former majority partner, 
Valentin Kaltenbach, will continue to be involved with the 
company in a consultant capacity and as a minority shareholder.

Zobel Values AG acquires 
majority shareholding  in the Kaltenbach Group
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Optomec, a leading global supplier of production grade 
additive manufacturing (AM) systems for  
3D Printed Metals and 3D Printed 

Electronics, announced an agreement with Tongtai 
Machine & Tool Company (TWSE: 4526.TW), 
one of the largest machine tool suppliers in 
Taiwan. The agreement enables Tongtai to  
integrate the Optomec LENS Print Engine and 
add 3D metal printing capability to its AMH-350 
(Additive Manufacturing-Hybrid) vertical milling 
machine.  

Tongtai demonstrated this new, hybrid  
additive manufacturing machine at the TIMTOS 
show in Taiwan in March 2017.

The Optomec LENS family of 3D metal 
printers has been used in industry for over two 
decades to cost-effectively repair, rework and manufacture 
high-performance metal components in materials such as 
titanium, stainless steel, carbides and nickel based super 
alloys.  The LENS Print Engine delivers Optomec 3D Metal 
Printing technology in a modular format for rapid integration 
with metal working platforms such as CNC mills, lathes, robots, 
custom gantries, or even laser cutting and welding systems.  
Components of the LENS Print Engine include Optomec  
proprietary SteadyFlow™ powder feeders, LENS deposition 

head with SmartAMTM closed loop process control, 
fiber laser, and tool path generation software.

Tongtai will integrate the Optomec LENS Print 
Engine into its new AMH Hybrid product line. The 
AMH-350 is a high accuracy 5-axis machining 
center. 5-axis machining is an effective process to 
reduce setups and increase accuracy for  
multi-sided and complex parts.

“Partnering with one of Taiwan’s largest 
machine tool companies is a major milestone for 
Optomec in our efforts to expand the benefits of 
additive manufacturing,” said Dave Ramahi,  

president and CEO of Optomec.  “The new 
Tongtai hybrid additive manufacturing machine 
will lower costs to accelerate industrial adoption 
of metal additive manufacturing in Asia.”

“The brand recognition for LENS along with Optomec’s  
successful track record in metal additive manufacturing were 
key factors in our decision to integrate the LENS Print Engine 
into our machines,” said Chairman Yen Jui-Hsiung of Tongtai.   
“Our partnership with Optomec will enable our customers to 
cost-effectively integrate this functionality into their  
manufacturing processes.”

For further details contact PBS Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 914 3360 or visit www.pbsmt.co.za

Metalworking fluids experts Quaker 
Chemical Corporation and 
Houghton International are to 

combine their operations. Both Quaker 
Chemical and Houghton International are 
headquartered in the Philadelphia, USA, 
area, and both have expansive product 
ranges extending beyond metalworking 
fluids, taking in products that also 
include removal fluids, forming fluids, 
protecting fluids, heat treating fluids, 
industrial lubricants and greases.

“The proposed combination of Quaker Chemical and 
Houghton International represents the next phase of our  
evolution, and stays true to the vision of growing in our core 
specialties,” said Michael F. Barry, chairman and chief executive 
officer of Quaker Chemical.

“Joining forces with Houghton International combines two 
highly complementary businesses, each having a long history of 
building tremendous expertise, technology and customer-centric 
cultures dedicated to delivering long-term sustainable value to 
customers, shareholders and associates. The new company will 
capitalise on best practices and expertise from both  
businesses.”

“We are pleased to enter this agreement to unite these two 
distinguished and global companies. Together we will strengthen 
our capabilities and business models to better serve the global 

market and all our stakeholders,” said 
Chairman of Hinduja Group-owned 
Houghton International Sanjay Hinduja.

The official release also says that 
combining Quaker Chemical’s and 
Houghton International’s product  
solutions and service offerings will  
allow the new company to better serve 
customers in the automotive,  
aerospace, heavy equipment, metals, 
mining, machinery, marine, offshore, 
and container industries. And it adds 

that the business will have one of the world’s most expansive 
metalworking platforms comprised of specialty products that 
include removal fluids, forming fluids, protecting fluids, heat 
treating fluids, industrial lubricants and greases.

Under the terms of the agreement, Houghton International 
shareholders will receive $172.5 million of cash and 24.5% 
ownership of the combined company, representing  
approximately 4.3 million shares of newly issued Quaker 
Chemical stock. In addition, Quaker Chemical will assume 
Houghton International’s debt and cash, with net debt of 
approximately $690 million at year-end 2016. The agreement 
has been approved by both Quaker Chemical’s board of 
directors and Houghton International’s board of directors with 
full support of the Hinduja Group, which will become Quaker 
Chemical’s largest shareholder.

Quaker Chemical Corporation 
and Houghton International to combine operations

Tongtai AMH-350 Hybrid 
Additive Manufacturing Machine 
with integrated Optomec LENS 

3D Print Engine

Tongtai launches hybrid 
metal AM-subtractive machine
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According to the company, it is the world’s first panel  
bender, developed by Guido Salvagnini in 1977 in Milan, 
Italy. On September 19, 1977, the first Salvagnini patent 

was awarded for a machine entitled “machine for the 
production of rectangular sheet metal panels with bent edges.”

The Salvagnini P4 brought  
flexibility and automation to the 
bending process using a single 
bending tool, a pair of counter 
blades, a sheet manipulator and a 
mechanical programmer to  
orchestrate sheet and bending 
movements. This machine coupled 
with the S4 punching/shearing 
machine enabled the company to 

create, in 1985, the first lights-out flexible manufacturing  
system — an installation still in use today.

In the ensuing 40 years, Salvagnini panel benders have 
been continuously improved to take advantage of the latest 
advances in digital and mechanical technology. Meanwhile, the 

original P4 machine has grown 
into a broad family of panel  
benders, including stand-alone 
models, to accommodate a  
multitude of application needs.

For further details contact 
Potgieter Machine Tools  
on TEL: 011 022 4648 or  
visit the website  
www.industrialmachinery.co.za

Salvagnini celebrates 40th anniversary of its panel bender

The P4 was first introduced in 1977.

Mclaren-Honda extends 
exclusive machine tool partnership with Mazak

Celebrating 18 years of partnership.

McLaren-Honda has further extended 
its contract with Yamazaki Mazak, 
ensuring the manufacturer  

continues in its role as the sole official  
supplier of CNC machine tools to the 
McLaren-Honda Formula One team.

Mazak has supplied the team for 
18 years, and currently has a total of 
33 machines installed at the McLaren 
Technology Centre in Surrey, including 
multi-tasking and multi-axis machines from 
the Integrex and Variaxis series.  

This latest contract extension will see 
eight additional new machines installed, 
including three vertical center Primos 
machines, four UK-manufactured vertical 
center Nexus 530C machines and a  
single Quick Turn Compact 300 ML turning 
center.

Since starting the partnership with 
Mazak in 1999, the team has won two world championships 
and 62 grand prix, with the Mazak machines providing a vital  
in-house engineering support infrastructure, ensuring the cars 
are as competitive as possible. 

“Given the volume of precision metal cutting for materials 
such as titanium, aluminium and stainless steel required to 
deliver an F1 car to the starting grid, our machine shop sits at 
the heart of the McLaren-Honda engineering programme. Our 
partnership with Mazak is founded upon the outstanding  
production capabilities of Mazak machines and the close  
relationship that comes from working with a trusted supplier 
over many years,” said McLaren Group COO Jonathan Neale.

“For the 2017 season, we have changed every single 
Mazak-made component to accommodate the changes to  

F1 rules. Having a 33-machine strong  
line-up of highly precise, robust and  
reliable machine tools in-house gives us 
the confidence to make such changes 
between seasons.”

“To put the issue into context, in the 
first week of February alone we undertook 
560 machining jobs, each compromising 
of an order of up to six parts. This 
totalled nearly 3 000 parts in one week. 
Subcontracting that out would just not be 
feasible given the tight timescales we are 
working to between seasons, so we place 
a great deal of trust in our Mazak machine 
tools as we know they get the job done. 
2017 is already shaping up to be an 
exciting season and we are delighted to 
have Mazak on board once again.”

Marcus Burton, European Group 
Managing Director for Yamazaki Mazak, 

commented: “F1 is one of the most challenging sporting 
environments in the world, and the demands placed on both the 
driver and car in a race requires a sizeable engineering network 
to enable them to turn up on the starting grid week in, week out.”

“McLaren-Honda is one of the stand-out names in racing 
and to be able to continue our exclusive supply of machine 
tools to the machine shop at the McLaren Technology Centre 
is a huge honour. Both McLaren Honda and Yamazaki Mazak 
place an enormous emphasis on quality and precision in the  
manufacture of their respective technologies, and I feel these 
shared values are integral to the longevity of our successful 
working relationship. All of us at Yamazaki Mazak are very much 
looking forward to watching McLaren Honda in the 2017 F1 
season and we will be following their progress closely.”

Stoffel Vandoorne, McLaren Honda 2017 
driver; Maja Foster, European marketing 
manager for Yamazaki Mazak; Fernando 

Alonso, McLaren Honda 2017 driver; 
Marcus Burton, European group managing 

director for Yamazaki Mazak
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Finding the flow 
creates a new way to 3D-print metal

A team of engineers has developed a new way of 
3D-printing metals that could improve on existing,  
laser-on-powder based methods. It relies on using  

semi-solid metals that are solid at rest, but can flow when 
force is applied, making it possible to move through the  
nozzle of a printer. Researchers at Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory (LLNL) hope that the process could lead 
to higher-quality and lighter metal parts.

The team, along with collaborators from Worchester 
Polytechnic Institute, calls the new approach “direct metal 
writing.” Rather than starting with a metal powder as in  
currently popular 3D-printing techniques like selective laser 
melting (SLM), a block of metal engineered to be shear  
thinning is heated until it becomes semi-solid.

Being shear thinning means that it acts a little bit like 
paste when heated — solid metal particles are surrounded by 
a liquid metal and the solids clump up when at rest,  

but when force is applied, those solids break apart and flow 
along with the liquid metal. 

These properties allow the metal to flow through a  
nozzle. The printed object then hardens as it cools, leaving 
fewer potential defects than with other flash melting  
techniques like SLM, according to the researchers.

“The main issue was getting very tight control over the 
flow,” said LLNL engineer Andy Pascall. “Now we’ve gotten 
such good control that we can print self-supporting structures. 
That’s never been done before.”

There is still more work to be done, however. The 
engineers hope to refine the process to create higher- 
resolution objects using materials common to industry  
like aluminium and titanium. A paper the team published  

on the advance in the journal Applied Physics Letters 
describes how the process worked using a mixture of bismuth 
and tin. The combination has a low melting point and often 
led to slivers of solid metal getting stuck in the nozzle, forcing 
the researchers to go through several iterations before getting 
the process down.

The researchers have already moved on to working with 
aluminium, which they say will be challenging because of its 
higher melting point, but it could be potentially attractive for 
creating parts that can be used in aerospace and  
transportation.

The project is funded by the Laboratory Directed Research 
& Development programme.

For further details visit 
www.llnl.gov/news/lawrence-livermore-reinventing-metal-

3d-printing-new-direct-writing-process

Lawrence Livermore scientist Luke Thornley helped engineer the 
semisolid metal, a bismuth-tin mixture that can be extruded through 

the nozzle of a specially designed 3D printer

Unlike other metal 3D printing techniques that use
lasers to fuse metal powder, the direct metal writing approach

incorporates an ingot that is heated until it reaches a
semi-solid state before it’s forced through a nozzle. As it cools,

the material hardens to form a 3D metal structure

“The main issue was getting very 
tight control over the flow,” said LLNL 
engineer Andy Pascall. “Now we’ve 

gotten such good control that we can 
print self-supporting structures. That’s 

never been done before.”
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Robots could create jobs, research finds

Nearly two-thirds (63.3%) of 
industry professionals have 
never witnessed job losses as 

a result of the introduction of robots 
or automated processes, research 
has found. And, over a third (36.7%) 
think that robots have often resulted 
in job creation within the work place.

These are some of the findings 
from research conducted among 
more than 1 000 manufacturing  
professionals by The Chartered 
Institute of Ergonomics and Human 
Factors (CIEHF) in collaboration with CV-Library. 

Additional findings show more than seven in 10 (72.6%) 
manufacturing professionals feel society is scare-mongered into 
believing robotics and automation are a negative progression, 
and nearly eight in 10 (78.9%) feel more should be done to  
promote the benefits of this technology.

Meanwhile, 45.8% claim the business they work for does 
not communicate the benefits of automation to staff,  
particularly to those involved in first-hand production, and  
52% admit that there is resistance from employees when  
implementing new automated processes.

The study aimed to ascertain the perception and reality 
of automation and robotics during a time of ongoing fear and 

speculation that technology could 
steal British jobs. 

Steve Barraclough, chief  
executive of the CIEHF, said: “Robots 
and automation are regularly given a 
bad name. However, whilst  
automation might remove some 
mundane and repetitive jobs, it also 
makes a significant contribution 
to ‘upskilling’ employees, which is 
often overlooked.”

“Automation requires  
programmers and maintainers in 

areas where they may not have been previously necessary. This 
presents a real opportunity to businesses and manufacturers 
that are embracing change. It’s essential to keep people at the 
heart of new technology and to ‘on-board’ staff at the earliest 
opportunity. Human factors plays a significant role in the  
on-boarding process and is essential to ensuring employees are 
not resistant to change.”

Lee Biggins, founder and managing director of CV-Library, 
said: “These latest findings are good news for the UK’s labour 
market. Skills shortages are an ongoing concern across a  
number of industries, so it’s refreshing to hear that new  
technologies and processes in the workplace can help to close 
this gap and support businesses in upskilling their workforce.”
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Colin Chapman was onto something 
when he said “simplify, then add 
lightness.” After all, cars use less 

fuel and, as a general rule, are better to 
drive when all the excess fat is cut away. 
It might not be a track-focused weapon, 
but the new Audi A8 is set to benefit 
from some serious weight saving when it 
launches later this year, courtesy  
of a smart new mix of materials in its 
chassis.

The new A8 chassis has been 
designed with a new (very catchy) slogan 
in mind. Rather than fixating on one  
material as the solution to automotive 
weight saving, Audi is trying to use “the 
right material, in the right place and at the 
right time.” Along with more conventional 
steel, the fresh Audi Space Frame  
incorporates magnesium, aluminium and 
carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) 
throughout its structure.

The biggest single part of Audi’s new 
chassis is the rear part of the passenger 
cell. Made of CFRP, it’s responsible for 
providing around a third of the car’s total 
torsional rigidity. To make sure it can  
handle the load being transferred  

through it, the CFRP ranges wildly in thickness — something 
made easier by a new production process.

Each layer of the CFRP is made up of tape strips just 50mm 
wide. The strips of tape can be laid atop each other at almost 
any angle without much trimming, before being wet with resin 
and left to set. Audi calls the process “direct-fiber layering” and 
says it makes the carbon fiber production process significantly 
faster.

Audi has been a long-time advocate for aluminium, so it 
shouldn’t be a surprise to hear the material will make up  
58 per cent of the A8 body. The company says its new  
heat-treated cast alloy is significantly stronger than before,  
a development that will help in crash tests and, thanks to a 
new cold-forming production method, allows the door  
openings to be slightly wider than before. Sounds like a  
small thing, but it’s a small thing likely to be appreciated by 
celebrities trying to gracefully exit the car in front of hungry 
paparazzi.

Some conventional steel has snuck into the passenger  
cell as well. Along with the front bulkhead, hot-formed steel  
has been used for the side-sills, B-pillars and part of the roof. 
The steel varies in thickness based on where it’s being used, 
and extra heat treatment has been applied to areas critical to 
crash safety.

The final material in this smart new chassis is  
magnesium, which has been used to create a strut brace  
up front. It’s attached to the chassis with aluminium  

Looking ahead to the new Audi A8: 
Space frame with a unique mix of materials

Audi mixes-and-matches materials in lightweight A8 chassis.

Audi is writing a new chapter in its lightweight design success story. For the next generation
of the Audi A8, an intelligent mix of four materials is being used for the first time

in the weight-bearing body structure — more materials than in any of the brand’s previous
production models. The luxury sedan is thus once again rightfully claiming its role

as an innovation driver in automotive lightweight design: Its low weight and impressive rigidity 
offer greater performance, efficiency and safety
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bolts and weighs a handy  
28 per cent less than the  
brace used in the outgoing A8, 
in spite of the extra torsional 
rigidity it brings.

Audi isn’t alone in  
searching for a smart way  
to cut weight from its cars  
— that goes without saying  
— but its approach is novel.  
BMW has invested heavily in 
carbon fiber production,  

but hasn’t injected nearly as 
much aluminium into the  
construction of its 7 Series, 
and magnesium is nowhere  
to be found. Over at  
Mercedes, the S-Class  
uses a largely conventional 
construction.

The new A8 will be  
fully unveiled at the  
Frankfurt Motor Show  
later this year. 

For the past several years, Israeli aerospace firm Urban 
Aeronautics has been developing a VTOL (Vertical Takeoff 
and Landing) aircraft that was first known as the AirMule, 

and is now called the Cormorant. Although the vehicle is 
aimed mainly at military applications, the company has  
previously mentioned that its Metro Skyways subsidiary is 
exploring the possibility of a civilian aircraft based on the 
technology. 

The vehicle is known as the CityHawk, a play on Kitty 

Hawk, North Carolina, where the Wright brothers made their 
first flights.

It’s described as being similar in size and shape to the 
Cormorant, which is the product of another Urban Aeronautics 
subsidiary, Tactical Robotics. It will utilise that aircraft’s  
patented Fancraft technology — this means that its rotor 
blades will be internal, as opposed to sitting up top and 
exposed, like those of a helicopter. This feature will allow it to 
land and take off in close quarters, without risking damage to 
those blades.

The CityHawk will be capable of carrying four passengers, 
and will initially be flown by a human pilot. It will incorporate 
“a high degree of autonomy,” however, with plans calling for it 
to conduct fully robotic flights once the necessary infrastructure 
is in place — the Cormorant already flies autonomously.

Unlike the battery-electric Ehang 184 passenger drone, 
the CityHawk will at first be powered by jet fuel. That said, it 
will be possible to convert it to run on liquid hydrogen fuel and 
also 700-bar compressed hydrogen … again, this depends on 

waiting for the infrastructure and technology to mature. It may 
even employ a system in which hydrogen is fed directly into a 
specially-designed turboshaft engine, eliminating the need for 
fuel cells or electric motors.

Whatever power source it ends up using, should the 
CityHawk conk out while in flight, a rocket-deployed parachute 
will bring it “safely down to the ground.”

Don’t go looking for one in the skies overhead just yet, 
though. According to Urban Aeronautics, development of the 
aircraft	is	expected	to	take	at	least	five	years.	

Is this the flying car 
you’ve been waiting for?

The CityHawk will be capable of carrying four passengers, and will initially be flown
by a human pilot. It will incorporate “a high degree of autonomy,”

however, with plans calling for it to conduct fully robotic flights once the necessary 
infrastructure is in place — the Cormorant already flies autonomously
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Wohlers Associates, Inc., recognised 
widely as the leading consulting firm 
and top authority on additive  

manufacturing and 3D printing worldwide, 
has announced the publication of the Wohlers 
Report 2017. This edition marks the 22nd  
consecutive year of the industry leading report.

According to Wohlers Report 2017,  
97 manufacturers produced and sold additive 
manufacturing (AM) systems in 2016. This is up 
from 62 companies in 2015 and 49 in 2014. 
These manufacturers are providing  
interesting products and unprecedented  
competition in the AM industry. This wave of 
development and commercialisation is putting 
pressure on the established producers of  
AM systems.

The AM industry grew by 17.4% in 2016, down from 25.9% 
the year before, according to the new report. Much of the 
downturn came from declines by the two largest system  
manufacturers in the business. Together, they represent  

$1.31 billion (21.7%) of the $6.063 billion AM 
industry, according to Wohlers Report 2017. If 
these two companies were excluded from the 
analysis, the industry would have grown by 
24.9%.

Each year, the Wohlers Report is anticipated 
by industry insiders and knowledgeable  
observers because the analysis it provides 
is based on many years of data. For Wohlers 
Report 2017, input was collected from 100 
service providers, 61 industrial system  
manufacturers, and 19 producers of third-party 
materials and low-cost desktop 3D printers.

Separately, 76 experts and organisations 
in 31 countries contributed information and 
insight to the new publication. No other  

published analysis of the AM industry is supported by so much 
hard data, coupled with such a strong group of specialists 
worldwide. Together, they form the basis for computing growth, 
analysing trends, and forecasting the future.

For more information, visit www.wohlersassociates.com

Taiwan-headquartered Fair Friend Group (FFG) is  
acquiring Italian grinding manufacturers Meccanodora, 
Morara and Tacchella from IMT Spa, through its affiliate 

company Grinding Technology Srl, adding a further three 
European machine tool brands to the 14 it already boasts. 

The three grinding 
technology companies offer a 
broad range of grinding 
machinery and have been 
serving international industrial 
markets for almost 100 years. 
Their portfolios take in single 
machines and system solutions, 
with various technologies from 
cylindrical and non-cylindrical 
grinding to multi-tasking 
equipment for complete 
machining including turning and 
milling.

Applications include automotive 
powertrain, railway axles, energy and 
aerospace turbines for OEMs and their suppliers around the 
world, as well as flexible general engineering machinery.

Dr Gerald Weber, CEO of FFG Europe & Americas, says: 
“Meccanodora, Morara and Tacchella have earned a 
remarkable reputation in the international manufacturing 
markets. Our customers will profit from even further enhanced 

turnkey capabilities.”
COO Luigi Maniglio adds: “We are going to develop the 

potential of our new brands by integrating them into our group, 
fostering innovation and making use of our global sales and 
service structures.” 

With this acquisition, FFG is adding 
grinding technology to its metalcutting 
portfolio, amplifying its machining 
solutions for rotary parts. The previous 
portfolio already included turning, cold 
forming and gear making technologies 
for shafts and flanges. By enhancing its 
process coverage to include finishing 
operations, FFG says it will be able to 
pass on to its customers added  
value through full service  
capabilities.

FFG European machine tool brands 
already include VDF Boehringer, 
Hessapp, Honsberg, Hueller Hille,  
IMAS, JOBS, MAG, Modul, Pfiffner, 

Rambaudi, Sachman, Sigma, SMS and Witzig & Frank.  
FFG expects to produce 45 000 CNC machine tools in 2018 
and become the leading group in global machine tool industry.

Other machine tool brands in the Fair Friend Group  
include Feeler, Ecoca, Sanci, Leadwell, Ikegai and  
Equiptop.

Fair Friend Group 
adds to European machine tool collection 

Wohlers Report 2017 
shows vibrant new business activity in 3D printing
97 manufacturers produced and sold industrial additive manufacturing systems in 2016.
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American machine tool and  
controls firm Hurco has worked 
with honing specialists Bates 

Technologies to develop a high  
precision honing process that can be 
carried out on standard machining  
centers.

Compared to purchasing and  
operating a dedicated honing machine, 
benefits include cost reductions and 
the ability to combine general  
machining with honing on the same 
platform, eliminating a separate  
set-up.

For example, cylinder bores can 
be roughed, finish honed and brushed 
using the technique. The process is 
performed on a Hurco VMX-series BT40 
vertical machining center as follows. 
First, a touch-probe held in the tool 
magazine is deployed in the spindle to verify the bore  
diameter and ensure that the correct programme is loaded. 
The probe then takes another measurement further into 

the bore to ensure that it is straight 
enough to be machined. Assuming it is, 
the diameter is rough bored to the  
correct size for honing. A honing tool 
with a standard back end is then 
exchanged automatically into the  
spindle and through-coolant is used to 
activate and control expansion of the 
tool, pushing the stones outward while 
the hone reciprocates and rotates. An 
in-process air gauge system enables 
bore size to be continuously monitored.

Once the programmed diameter is 
achieved, a signal is sent from the air 
gauge to the Hurco Max control of the 
machining center to stop the honing 
cycle. Finally, the bore is brushed with 
a soft finish hone to smooth the high 
points and provide the required  
surface finish. Once again, coolant is 

used to control expansion and pressure.
For further details contact Hurco South Africa on  

TEL: 011 849 5600 or visit www.HURCO.com

Hurco develops honing on a machining center process

At German carmaker Daimler’s 
Kuppenheim plant, lasers and not 
dies are being used to cut sheet 

metal blanks for mudguards, side parts, 
roofs or engine hoods, with German 
press specialist Schuler the supplier of 
the technology.

Two laser blanking lines, called 
Dynamic Flow Technology (DFT) by 
Schuler, have been installed for the serial 
production of compact vehicles. They 
can be changed instantly to another 
cutting style at the touch of a button. 
Programming of the contours to be cut is 
undertaken offline and can be simulated 
for production optimisation. Without  
reliance on heavy dies, the pressing plant 
is said to be “optimally prepared for  
different types of upcoming car models 
in the next years”.

Three laser heads, working in  
tandem, cut contours in the system at 
a speed of more than 100 m/min from 
continuously coil-fed steel or aluminium sheet. A conveyor 
moves through the system at a speed of up to 60 m/min. Cut 
blanks are separated from scrap and stacked continuously. Two 
modern Schuler press lines in the same hall form these pre-cut 
blanks into chassis parts, which are then assembled in the 

adjacent Mercedes-Benz Rastatt plant.
With high flexibility offered via this 

laser process, Daimler has already 
started to exploit the potential for  
material savings and is also optimising 
the forming process. Better production 
efficiency can be achieved in future 
with the laser-cut optimised blanks. 
Indeed, Schuler says that options to 
save material and reduce coil  
differences often lead to lower  
production costs when using  
DFT versus conventional blanking  
systems.

Normally blanks are stamped by 
blanking dies that weigh upwards of  
25 tons. These may cost up to 
€200,000 each, with that not including 
storage, repair and maintenance. And 
when there is a model change, form 
changes require modification or the  
production of a new set of dies that 
may take months to make.

A key influence in adopting this laser-based process  
was the fact that there was no need for the expensive  
foundations or a basement required for traditional  
blanking presses; indeed, the coil hall was unable to  
accommodate this.

Daimler now uses laser beam technology
to cut blanks

Changes from traditional blanking press/die approach and opts for laser-cut 
blank technology from Schuler.
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CNC Software, Inc., developers of Mastercam, has  
partnered with Sandvik Coromant to bring the industry’s 
first automated CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) 

support to Sandvik Coromant PrimeTurning™ methodology. A 
new set of Mastercam turning strategies, scheduled for the 
upcoming Mastercam 2018 release in June, supports Sandvik 
Coromant CoroTurn® Prime inserts and the PrimeTurning tech-
nology. These automated strategies simplify CAM  
programming for these innovative inserts capable of  
increasing productivity 50-80%, achieving high material 
removal rates, and doubling tool life over conventional inserts 
currently in use.

Developers of Mastercam worked closely with the Sandvik 
Coromant product line management and technical specialists 
to implement their patent-pending PrimeTurning methodology 

for performing turning operations in all directions within 
Mastercam’s standard product. These specialised toolpath 
strategies take full advantage of CoroTurn Prime insert design 
to achieve high material removal rates and improved tool life. 
Mastercam 2018 supports both CoroTurn Prime A-type inserts 
designed for roughing, finishing, and profiling, and B-type 
inserts for heavy roughing applications. These automated  
toolpaths allow programmers to achieve high productivity 
gains in ISO P steels, ISO M stainless steels, and ISO S  
heat-resistant super alloy (HRSA) materials.

“The Sandvik Coromant PrimeTurning method and new 
CoroTurn Prime inserts represent a game-changing  

development for turning, and we’re thrilled to partner  
with Sandvik Coromant to help bring this innovation  
to the market,” says Meghan West, President of  
CNC Software. 

“We are excited that our users will be some of the first 
to benefit from this industry breakthrough. With the widest 
installed base of any CAM system, we’re eager to see the 
many ways Mastercam users will capitalise on this  
ground-breaking advancement.”

“It is not very often that real innovative solutions are  
introduced to the metalcutting industry. However, the 
PrimeTurning method is without doubt one of these things. 
After intense research and development and numerous  
testing, we can now proudly state that this is the biggest 
innovation in turning …since turning,” states Mia Pålsson, 

Senior Manager Product Unit Turning Tools. 
“To really benefit from the huge potential, this method 

requires correct and smart programming. We are therefore 
proud to work together with CNC Software to support our  
common end users.”

Scheduled for release in June 2017, toolpath strategy 
support for Sandvik Coromant PrimeTurning method will be 
included within the Mastercam 2018 release, free of charge, 
to all new seats and maintenance customers of Mastercam 
Lathe Level 1 and Mill-Turn products. 

For more information on Mastercam and PrimeTurning, 
please visit www.mastercam.com/primeturning 

Mastercam supports 
Sandvik Coromant PrimeTurning™ method      

“It is not very often that real innovative solutions are introduced
to the metalcutting industry. However, the PrimeTurning method is without
doubt one of these things. After intense research and development and

numerous testing, we can now proudly state that this is the biggest innovation in 
turning …since turning,” states Mia Pålsson, Senior Manager

Product Unit Turning Tools
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Feeler is releasing two innovative new five-axis machining 
centers. Designed to offer a cost-effective entry into  
five-axis operations, the Feeler U600 vertical machining 

center and U800-5AX gantry-type machining center offer speed, 
precision and performance based on an intelligent machining 
platform and a host of novel innovations.

By way of example, the Feeler U600 offers a patented  
configuration whereby the machining capacity allows a  
workpiece diameter larger than its axis travel. Furthermore, the 
machine offers access to the working area via sliding doors on 
two sides of its periphery for ease of operation, monitoring and 
load/unload.

Intelligent machining is at the core of the U600. For 
instance, a ‘Chatter Lobe’ programme is deployed to predict 
and prevent the occurrence of chatter during machining based 
on a few simple input parameters. In addition, due to the  
separation of the axes of linear and rotary movement, any 
curve tolerance or error that occurs during five-axis  
machining can easily be controlled and adjusted. Among  
those set to benefit are manufacturers in the automotive,  
telecommunications, medical, aerospace and mould-making 
industries.

The compact Feeler U600 offers travel in the X, Y and Z 

axes of 460 by 520 by 400mm respectively. A-axis rotation is 
possible from -40 to +110°, with full 360° rotation in the  
C axis. Also featured is a 600mm diameter table  
(manufactured by LCM of Italy that can support workpieces 
weighing up to 250kg. The BT40 direct-drive spindle rotates at 
10 000 rpm (12 000 and 15 000 rpm options), although a  

20 000 rpm built-in spindle is also available.
Rapid traverse rate in the linear axes is 30m/min, while  

an arm-type 24-station (30-station and 40-station options)  
ATC offers a tool-to-tool change time of 2.5 seconds. Among the 
options is linear scales and thermal compensation on all five 
axes.

Also released was the new Feeler U800-5AX gantry-

type five-axis machining center, which is designed for where 
ultra-high precision and extra-fine finish are required. This 
is facilitated by the machine’s gantry structure together with 
U-shaped base and column, helping bring stability to new lev-
els. Furthermore, the 800mm diameter swivelling/rotary table 
is capable of supporting loads up to 1 200kg. Tilt in the  
A axis extends from -120 to +120°, with full 360° rotation in 
the C axis.

Like the U600, the U800-5AX is configured to offer a  
separated design of the linear and rotary axes, thus making it 
easy to compensate for errors of radius in the rotating axes, for 
example.

A rapid traverse rate of 48m/min in the linear axes is  
supported by a 12 000 rpm direct-drive spindle, although an  
18 000 rpm built-in spindle is also available. Efficient chip 
removal, THK roller-type linear guides and a horizontal-type 
32-tool (48-tool and 60-tool options) magazine offering  
2.5 seconds tool-to-tool time are among additional features of 
the Feeler U800-5AX. Travel in the X, Y and Z axes is 800 by 
935 by 640mm respectively.

For further details contact Craft Machine Tools on  
TEL: 011 845 2030 or visit www.craftmachinetools.co.za

New Feeler 
five-axis machining centers

Also released was the new Feeler U800-5AX gantry-type five-axis 
machining centre, which is designed for where ultra-high precision and extra-fine finish are 
required. This is facilitated by the machine’s gantry structure together with U-shaped base 

and column, helping bring stability to new levels. Furthermore, the 800mm diameter
swivelling/rotary table is capable of supporting loads up to 1200kg. Tilt in the A axis extends 

from -120 to +120°, with full 360° rotation in the C axis
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Trumpf has introduced the latest generation of its TruDisk 
disk laser. The compact, energy-efficient machine offers 
the ability to carry out condition monitoring and  

predictive maintenance, a basic prerequisite for successful 
implementation of lasers in digitalised and connected  
manufacturing environments.

Condition-based services are a modular component of 
TruConnect, the company’s technology for connected  
manufacturing and Industry 4.0. They increase the availability 
and productivity of connected laser systems while identifying 
potential cost savings.

The built-in CPX control system collects all condition  
data and process parameters. During processing, sensors 
measure multiple parameters, including the actual laser  
output at microsecond intervals, all internal and external  
signal characteristics, the utilisation rate of the beam source, 
and the condition of additional components. The Precision 
Time Protocol feature synchronises all the sensors and  
provides them with an identical time stamp.

“The new TruDisk is not just the smartest, most advanced 
generation of disk lasers we’ve ever developed, it’s also 
the most compact and energy efficient,” says Klaus Löffler, 
managing director and head of sales at Trumpf Lasertechnik 
GmbH. 

“Combined with our Condition Based Services for  
condition and trend analyses, the new TruDisk lasers are the 
perfect production tool for superior Industry 4.0 production 
lines.” 

All-new control system, diodes, and cooling technology
The critical hub of the smart TruDisk beam source is the 

built-in control system known as CPX. This is the laser’s brain, 
where all the condition data and process parameters are  
collected. During processing, a broad array of sensors  
measure multiple parameters, including the actual laser  
output at microsecond intervals, all internal and external  
signal characteristics, the utilisation rate of the beam  
source, and the condition of additional components.  
The new generation of TruDisk lasers also incorporates a 
clever new feature that significantly enhances the quality of 
the data obtained from the readings. Known as Precision 

Time Protocol, this feature synchronises all the sensors and 
provides them with an identical time stamp. But perhaps the 
most impressive development of all is how Trumpf is  
planning to use Condition Based Services in the future. With 
the customer’s prior approval, the services will be used to 
analyse data parameters, carry out algorithm-based trend 
analyses, and take targeted measures to determine the risk 
of potential laser failure in advance and prevent unscheduled 
downtime.

The second major improvement inside the new-generation 
TruDisk lasers can be found in the new laser diodes, which 
Trumpf develops and produces at its U.S. plant in Princeton, 
New Jersey. The new laser diodes are both compact and  
energy efficient. That keeps running costs down while also 

Solid-state disk laser 
designed for Industry 4.0



reducing the laser’s footprint, 
which — at just 0.85 square 
meters — is currently the 
benchmark for multi-kilowatt 
high-power lasers. There is 
even room in this small space 
for the laser’s smart cooling 
system, which enables the use 
of cooling water at feed  
temperatures of up to  
26 degrees celsius. This  
eliminates the need for an 
external cooling unit in the 
majority of cases.

Now even better
To boost the energy  

efficiency of the new TruDisk 
lasers, Trumpf has not only increased how efficiently the 
lasers work, it has also equipped them with a new pulse  
function. This makes it possible to ramp the current of the 
pump diodes down to zero amps even during very short  
laser-off times between two processing steps. The new  
generation of lasers comes with a smart energy management 
system that switches the laser between different power-saving 
modes for each operation, reducing energy consumption to a 
minimum. The disk laser’s optics have also been redesigned 
to ensure optimum use of the diode pump light.

The Trumpf TruDisk laser has proven its worth thousands 
of times over in practical applications. Real-time power 

regulation ensures the power 
applied to the workpiece 
remains stable from one  
operation to the next and 
throughout the system’s entire 
service life. What’s more, 
TruDisk technology is built 
to withstand laser radiation 
reflected from the workpiece, 
making it an extremely robust 
disk laser that is ideally suited 
to tough industrial environments. 
It also offers a modular 
design, making it easy to 
upgrade the machines with 
individual components and 
functions at a later point 
in time. This is a disk laser 

designed to tackle a remarkable range of applications. From 
auto making, aerospace engineering, medical devices, and 
electronics right through to the supply sector and heavy  
industry, the high beam quality of a TruDisk laser makes it a 
reliable tool for joining, coating, additive manufacturing,  
hardening, and cutting with high quality and reproducibility.

The new generation of TruDisk lasers is available for laser 
outputs of between three and five kilowatts with fiber core 
diameters between 100 and 600 micrometers. Further models 
are due to be released this year.

For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za
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At the Iscar stand, which will 
emphasise the theme ‘Machining 
Intelligently’, leading-edge tools 

will be displayed. These tools help 
customers adapt to high-speed and 
high-feed machining, minimum quantity 
lubrication (MQL) and other modern 
machining strategies. Iscar continues  
to expand its existing array of  
products, which have established many 
benchmarks in the global metalworking 
industry. 

In today’s economy with tight 
resources, lean operations and  
challenging demands, manufacturers 
need more support from their supply 
partners. The new innovative tool  
families, under the IQ Startup  
campaign, assist the user to increase 
profitability by employing leading-edge 
engineering solutions. These new  
Iscar tools will enable manufacturers to 
continue to improve their efficiency in 
metalworking by using modern  
machining strategies.  

The new tools focus on increased 
productivity with smart insert locking 
mechanisms, which, therefore,  
create a more stable machining  
process. Iscar has responded to the 
new market demands that resulted from the trend toward 
high-speed machining and mill-turn machining centers, with 
upgrades in both tools and insert geometries, leading to less 
machine downtime and less labour.  

Some of the products that will be on display are:
•	 Dove IQ Turn: An innovative dovetail pocket combined 

 with a lever clamping mechanism provides very  
 firm and rigid insert clamping for heavy turning.

•	 Dove IQ Grip: This line of tools has a unique frontal 
 locking mechanism designed for deep heavy grooving 
 applications with unobstructed chip flow.

•	 Penta IQ Grip: This remarkable design of small  
 pentagonal inserts with five cutting edges is intended 
 for deeper and more accurate grooving and parting 
 applications.

•	 Heli iq Mill 390: Milling inserts with three cutting 
 edges and advanced cutting geometries function  
 with reduced cutting forces and lower power  
 consumption. This is an economical advantage  
 vs. inserts with two edges.

•	 Dove IQ Mill: Milling insert features a unique  
 design with 8 cutting edges for a wide range of  
 45o face milling applications, roughing and  
 finishing operations on a wide range of materials.

•	 FlashTurn: A wide range of IsoTurn small size inserts  

 that provide an economica 
 advantage regarding cost  
 per cutting edge. They are 
 available in a wide range of 
 geometries, corner radii,  
 chipformers and the most 
 advanced carbide grades. 

•	 Deca IQ Thread: This unique 
 geometry is a 16mm round 
 insert with five double-sided 
 corners that provide 10 cutting 
 corners. The new geometry 
 provides the most economical 
 price per threading corner 
 compared to three cornered 
 laydown inserts.

•	 Do-Grip Jet Line:  
 The coolant stream of the 
 JHP (high-pressure) tools is 
 directed precisely between the 
 insert rake face and the  
 flowing chip. This results in 
 superb chip evacuation which 
 provides extended tool life.

•	 Cham IQ Drill 700: Features 
 a unique design, utilising the 
 carbide flexibility for  
 self-locking, eliminating 
 the need for clamping  
 accessories. Extremely  

 accurate and provides high cylindricity due to an 
 advanced self-centering edge geometry.

•	 SumoCham IQ: Expanded SumoCham drilling head 
 options, featuring a revolutionary drilling head  
 geometry that features concave cutting edges which 
 substantially enhance the self-centering capability of 
 the drill. No pilot hole is necessary.

•	 Sumo Unicham: Drills without a flange, for adjustable 
 protrusion lengths and chamfering operations by  
 using the standard ChamRing modular chamfering  
 drill holders. 

• SumoGun: Based on the SUMOCHAM insert geometry, 
 for deep drilling applications of a diameter range of  
 10 to 25.9mm (total length of up to 800mm). 
 SumoGun enables replacement of the drilling head 
 inside the machine — no need to remove the drill for 
 head indexing.

•	 OneTap: A new family of taps that feature an  
 optimised cutting geometry for universal use on all 
 types of materials.

•	 Tang-Grip	IQ:		Single-ended	parting	inserts	with	 
 an unbeatable clamping method featuring a flat blade, 
 thus eliminating chip obstruction.

•	 Swisscut Innoval: Upgraded SwissCut line with  
 new inserts that feature an innovative oval-shaped 
 hole. The new clamping design uses a special  

Iscar to emphasise the theme 
‘Machining Intelligently’

at Machine Tools Africa 2017
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 screw that can  
 be accessed  
 and operated  
 from both tool 
 sides, preventing 
 the risk of falling 
 parts.

•	 MillShred P290: 
 The ideal  
 solution for 
 machining very 
 high shoulders. 
 The tools and 
 wavy edged 
 inserts reduce 
 chatter and  
 enable optimal 
 machining for a 
 large variety of 
 materials.

•	 Helido 690 Line: 
 New family of 
 tools for 90° 
 milling. The H690 
 features a triangular insert with six helical right-hand 
 cutting edges. The helical design provides extremely 
 high durability and very stable performance.

•	 SPINJET:  Coolant-driven HSM spindles 20 000,  
 30 000 and 40 000 rpm for small diameter tools. 

Iscar strives to  
work closely with  
customers, not only  
to develop new  
technologies that  
meet emerging  
needs, but also  
to maximise  
the value of  
investments in  
modern machinery  
by increasing  
equipment  
utilisation and  
optimising  
performance.  
Iscar’s IQ STARTUP  
tools and inserts  
are well-suited for  
the new generation 
 of machining  
centers, enabling  
high feeds and  
speeds for highly  

productive machining operations. These tools are a part  
of Iscar’s commitment to the ongoing success of its  
customers.

For further details contact Iscar South Africa on  
TEL: 011 997 2700 or visit www.iscar.com
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When it comes to the machining of hardened steel, 
Mitsubishi Materials already has a reputation that  
places the cutting tool manufacturer as the  

industry benchmark. Further cementing this market  
position, the company has now launched its new  
VFR Series of ball nosed end mills. 

Capable of machining extremely hard materials up to 
70HRc, this next generation of end milling tools is  
manufactured from an ultra-micro grain carbide  
substrate that has an AlTiSilN sub-layer coating 
that enhances wear resistance and improves 
adhesion strength for significantly improved 
tool life. Added to the sub-layer is Mitsubishi’s 
newly developed AlCrSiN multi-layered  
PVD coating. This innovative new layer  
technology offers unsurpassed oxidation  
resistance, improved lubricity and higher 
wear resistance. The result is tool life  
performance that extends machine utilisation 
whilst providing customers with the confidence to 
run unmanned machining on the hardest materials 
for periods that far exceed that of competitor  
products.

Branded as part of Mitsubishi’s ‘Impact Miracle Revolution’ 
line that is suitable for machining hard materials from  
50 to 70HRc, the new VFR Series gives end users a particularly 
wide application range for hard material machining. This  
makes the new VFR Series of ball nosed end mills the tool of 
choice for everything from rough to finish machining of hard 
materials. The VFR Series is available in two variants, the 
VFR2SBF for fine finish and mirror finish machining and the 

VFR2SB for 
rough,  

semi-finishing and  
finishing applications. The 

VFR2SBF finishing tool incorporates 
Mitsubishi’s Zero Micron surface technology and 

a unique radius geometry that demonstrates impressive 
centre cutting credentials whilst the polished 30 degree 

flute helix rapidly evacuates swarf. The two flute  
finishing ball nose has a short cut length for  

maximum rigidity that optimises performance 
when cutting carbon steel, alloy steel,  
pre-hardened steel and hardened steels.  
The finishing tool is available with a straight 
shank variant or a tapered shank for  
maximising access to difficult to reach  
geometries. The VFR2SBF is offered in  

diameters of 1mm through to 6mm  
diameters.

The more flexible VFR2SB Series for  
high precision pre-finishing and finish  

machining is available with four shank variants  
to suit the exact needs of the end user. This  
impressive new all-rounder is available in diameters from 
0.2mm through to 20mm with a cut length from 0.2 to 38mm. 
The straight and tapered shank options have been designed to 
maximise reach, rigidity, reduce vibration and optimise surface 
finishes and tool life under high speed and feed machining of 
extremely difficult to cut materials.

For further information contact Multitrade Distributors  
on TEL: 087 803 2377 or visit www.multicarb.com

Mazak’s VC-500A/5X vertical machining center features 
a trunnion-style rotary/tilt table for precise, cost-effec-
tive five-axis machining of intricate work and a Mazatrol 

SmoothX CNC for easier programming and faster part cycle 
times.

The VMC comes standard with a robust, high-performance 
CAT 40, 12 000 rpm spindle that delivers high metal removal 
capabilities in common materials including steel, aluminium 
and cast iron. 

Now with 60-tool capacity, the new tool magazine reduces 
setup time, allows for redundant tooling and enables more 
unmanned uninterrupted operations, the company says.  
An accompanying automatic toolchanger (ATC) speeds tool 
changes and reduces non-cutting time, while tool monitoring 
helps detect problems early.

XYZ axis travels measure 505 x 505 x 510mm respectively, 
accommodating part sizes ranging to 500mm in diameter and 
305mm high. Rapid traverse rates now reach 30 mpm.

The trunnion-style rotary/tilt table is made with high-speed 
roller gear cam drive technology for high torsional rigidity and 
positioning accuracy. The table tilts ±110 degrees in the B axis, 
rotates 360 degrees in the C axis and accommodates  
workpieces weighting as much as 200 kilograms.

The Mazatrol SmoothX CNC eases programme generation 
for highly complex parts, the company says. It has several 
advanced functions that help to reduce machining cycle times, 
especially in fine-increment programmes for simultaneous  
five-axis operations and free-form die/mould machining.

For more information contact  
Hi-Tech Machine Tools  
on TEL: 011 608 0088

Mazak’s VC-500A/5X vertical machining center

New Mitsubishi end mills have
a ball with hard materials
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TaeguTec’s highly successful RhinoRush line of small and 
strong family of inserts and holders includes a screw 
clamping type boring bar. The new range of boring bars 

with the screw clamping function is available to suit C, T, V  
and W shape RhinoRush inserts.

With the screw clamping type boring bar along with the 
current hook lever, T-Holder and wedge clamp types, the 
RhinoRush line of boring bars meets the needs of more  
demanding machining applications. 

The screw clamping type boring bar has a simple  
clamping structure, minimises chip evacuation interference 
during internal machining and is stable and durable during  
demanding operations. 

ML chip breaker
The ground type ML chip breaker generates less cutting 

force because of its very sharp cutting edge.
Other big advantages of the  
ML chip breaker are that it 

extends tool life and improves 
surface quality due to 

the minimal  
built-up-edge 

during 
machining

By 
combining 
the chip 
breaker’s 
sharp 

geometry and polished uncoated grade is the 
perfect choice for aluminium and super 
alloy machining. 

The ML chip  
breaker  
is a  
double-
sided 
negative 
ground 
insert  
with  
sharp  
cutting 
edges  
that  
generates  
low cutting forces.

RhinoRush’s mini turning inserts have gained a huge  
following across many sectors within the manufacturing  
arena due to the reduced machining cost, increased  
output and competitiveness while keeping an eye on the  
environment.

RhinoRush is characterised by a tough and smaller  
double-sided insert that enables improved machining time and  
better surface finish. Its unique two directional clamping force 
outperforms other ISO directional clamping force tools on the  
market.

For more information contact TaeguTec SA on 
TEL: 011 362 1500 or visit www.taegutec.com

RhinoRush screw clamp type boring bar 
and ML chip breaker — TaeguTec

The efficient FORM 20 die sinking EDM with optional 
System 3R WorkPartner 1+ robot is designed for  
manufacturers needing to maximise their die-sinking EDM 

operations while minimising their environmental footprint.
When paired with the FORM 20, the WorkPartner 1+  

provides automatic electrode and parts loading and  
unloading. Palletisation options can accommodate up to  
20 pallets to allow for unmanned production and maximise 
lights-out operations.

To provide enhanced performance, the FORM 20 uses  
GF Machining Solutions’ proprietary Intelligent Power Generator 
(IPG) technology that gives the FORM 20 one of the lowest 
energy consumption levels - just 3.7 kW/h at full power.

The FORM 20’s IPG features built-in quality-boosting,  
cost-saving intelligence. With every machine pulse, the  
70 amp generator continuously optimises the EDM process  
and reduces electrode wear as well as providing extremely  
uniform surface finishes. The machine generates surface  
finishes of Ra 0.1 micron. XYZ travels are 350 x 250 x 250mm.

For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

GF Machining Solutions’ FORM 20 
die sinking EDM
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DMG MORI has introduced grinding technology in its 
duoBlock machines to create a machining center with the 
ability to mill, turn and grind in a single setup.

After setting standards in technology integration with  
mill-turn technology for almost two decades, the machine tool 
manufacturer has now expanded its portfolio in this field to 
include a new variant with milling, turning and grinding  
(F-mill D-turn S-grind) capabilities. 

As of now integration of the grinding technology is available 
for the size 80, 125 and 160 machines of the DMU / DMC FD 
duoBLOCK® series, thereby guaranteeing 
surface qualities of up to 0.4 µm. Milling, 
turning and grinding are carried out in a 
single set-up, so deviations resulting from 
retooling are also eliminated. This complete 
machining capability including grinding is 
further supported by exclusive DMG MORI 
technology cycles.

DMG MORI supports the grinding process 
of the FDS models in the duoBLOCK® 
series with DMG MORI technology cycles for 
internal, external and face grinding. Truing 

cycles expand the range of functions. Also new is an AE sensor 
(Acoustic, Emission) that guarantees maximum reliability and 
accuracy by detecting the first contact between the grinding 
wheel and the truing unit. The first contact between the grinding 
wheel and the component is also determined via the spindle 
load factor. DMG MORI has equipped the 1 300 litre coolant 
unit of the FDS machines with a centrifugal filter that catches 
even the finest particles (> 10 µm) from the grinding process.

DMG MORI supports efficient and productive complete 
machining comprising milling, turning and grinding with the aid 

of exclusive DMG MORI technology cycles, 
especially where grinding is concerned.  
The calibration cycle, for example, enables 
calibration of the truing station. Cycles for 
internal, external and face grinding plus 
truing cycles for truing the grinding wheel 
round off the offer. In addition new grinding 
wheel diameters can be defined  
automatically.

For more information contact Retecon 
Machine Tools on TEL: 011 976 8600 or 
visit www.retecon.co.za

DMG MORI integrates grinding into its 
duoBlock machines
Milling, turning and grinding in a single set-up.
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AccuFast™ II, an economical laser-based 
seam finder for Yaskawa Motoman’s 
arc welding robot line, features 

improved sensor capabilities. The improved 
sensor offers increased performance by  
providing more reliable and repeatable  
feedback to the robot controller regarding 
part position. It also provides readings  
on a variety of materials and at angles of 
measurement that were not formerly  
possible.

AccuFast II utilises a non-contact,  
commercial point laser instead of “touch” 
sensing with the weld wire, which allows  
the robot to quickly and accurately locate  
welding seams. It greatly reduces cycle  
times not only by removing the need to  
cut the weld wire, but it also provides  
faster search speeds by eliminating wire  
deflection.

The AccuFast II laser seam finder is compact, mounted 
in-line with the welding torch and is compatible with Yaskawa 

Motoman’s industry-leading thru-arm torch 
design robots. The sensor uses the same 
input and output signals as traditional touch 
sense, allowing it to be easily retrofitted into 
existing robot installations.

Macro job routines simplify  
programming by providing a single  
instruction in the robot job for detecting a 
seam or feature. The laser sensor is housed 
in an enclosure with a pneumatic shutter  
to protect it from the harsh welding  
environment. An optional laser target aids  
in maintaining the sensor TCP and can 
adjust points if the sensor is serviced.

In addition to AccuFast II, Yaskawa 
Motoman offers sensing technologies, 
ranging from cost-effective thru-wire touch 
sensors to cutting-edge laser and vision 
systems.

For further details contact  
Yaskawa Southern Africa TEL: 011 608 3182 or  
visit www.yaskawa.za.com 

Yaskawa’s AccuFast II improves weld quality, 
reduces cycle times
Laser-based seam finder provides repeatable feedback to robot controller.

Widia’s Top Ream platform covers the majority of hole 
finishing needs, with diameters up to 42mm and a 
range of edge preps and geometries available The 

three keys to hole quality are diametral accuracy, form and 
position, and surface 
finish. Boring tools are 
the undisputed king in 
all of these areas, but 
they’re also one of the 
slowest methods of 
hole finishing, and in 
most cases are limited 
to 10:1 depth to  
diameter ratios or less.

Instead of four  
to eight (or more)  
individually brazed 
carbide tips, Top Ream 
uses a single carbide 
disc and brazed joint, 
providing a strong  
connection that is  
virtually immune to 
thermal effects during 

machining operations.
The Top Ream platform offers 

best in class carbide as 
well.  

Widia’s 
WU05PR 

advanced reaming grade 
was developed specifically for the demanding tool 
wear and surface finish requirements encountered 
in most hole reaming operations. For example, tests 
performed over a total cut distance 30 metres in 
length showed an ability to consistently maintain 
surface	finishes	of	32	μin	Ra	(0.8	μm)	in	4140	steel	
alloy	and	64	μin	Ra	(1.6	μm)	in	gray	cast	iron,	three	
times that of TiAlN-coated tools.

The Top Ream covers hole diameters up to 
42mm, with the TRF shank-style starting at  
14mm and the TRM modular tool from 20mm  
and up. 

For more information contact Widatech on  
TEL: 011 450 2108, email: info@widatech.co.za  
or visit www.widia.com

Widia’s new disc-style carbide-tipped
reamer offers modular flexibility and

top of the line performance
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Hexagon Manufacturing 
Intelligence has released a 
new camera-based portable 

coordinate measuring machine 
(CMM) for highly precise  
shop-floor measurements.  
The AICON MoveInspect XR8 
detects geometric conditions and 
changes in three dimensions to 
deliver highly accurate  
measurement data.

Based on the renowned  
AICON MoveInspect Technology,  
the MoveInspect XR8 is the only 
measurement system able to  
simultaneously capture multiple 
points. This makes the system  
significantly faster in many  
applications, and therefore  
capable of offering clear time-  
and cost-saving benefits.

The CMM consists of a camera beam with two  
high-resolution eight-megapixel cameras. Its calibrated  
cameras are equipped with invisible flashes that  
eliminate dependence on environmental lighting, and the  
system’s ruggedised housing makes it suited to almost any 
industrial environment. Measurement with total freedom of  
movement is delivered by use with the AICON MI.Probe  
handheld probing device, while the MoveInspect software 
determines the 3D coordinates of object points or the 

six degrees of freedom (6DoF) 
data of solid bodies at any time.

“We believe the new  
AICON MoveInspect XR8 is one  
of the most stable portable  
camera-based CMM ever to 
enter the market,” explains 
Carl-Thomas Schneider, General 
Manager of AICON 3D Systems. 

“With this system,  
shop-floor recalibrations are 
reduced to a minimum, removing 
unnecessary delays from the  
measuring process.”

Problems typically presented 
by vibrations, noise, and  
position changes are solved by  
the ‘Dynamic Referencing’  
function. This allows the system  
to automatically detect and  

compensate for disturbances immediately, ensuring  
reliable results in even unstable shop-floor environments.  
The MoveInspect XR8 system also simplifies and  
accelerates assembly and positioning processes, and  
can replace costly assembly gauges. The system monitors  
the process, guiding the operator in positioning the part,  
while immediate feedback serves as a final inspection  
of the positioning and assembly process.

For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence launches 
new camera-based portable CMM

AICON MoveInspect XR8 accelerates inspection, tracking and positioning  
applications in industrial environments.

Leadwell has introduced the Leadwell V-30iT CNC vertical 
machining center specifically designed for the  
manufacture of small multi-sided machine parts for the 

medical, aerospace and defence industries.
This versatile V-30iT features an 8.07 diameter  

integrated trunnion rotary table that holds a load of up  
to 35 kgs from 0-45 degrees and 25 kgs in the 60-90 degree 
range. The rotary tabletop surface is precision ground with 
10mm T-slots. The included standard flat worktable measures 
300 x 450mm and can be removed for any custom fixture 
required by the application.

The V-30iT features rigid cross roller linear ways in  
XYZ-axis, travels are 800mm X-axis and 460mm Y-axis,  
combined with 390mm Z-axis travel above the rotary table 
surface. Rapids are 48 m/m in X- and Y-axis and 36 m/m in 
the Zaxis. 

For further details contact WD Hearn on  
TEL: 021 534 5351 or visit www.wdhearn.co.za

Leadwell V-30IT 5-axis machining center
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Oxford Instruments launches 
Vulcan handheld metals analyser 

Oxford Instruments has launched 
Vulcan, the fastest metals analyser 
with the most advanced  

reporting tools on the market, the  
company says. Vulcan is an  
ergonomic, balanced handheld 
LIBS (Laser Induced Breakdown 
Spectroscopy) analyser with a  
simple user interface. Vulcan has  
been designed for the rapid  
identification of a wide range of alloys in 
manufacturing plants within multiple industries 
and the scrap metal processing/recycling  
markets worldwide.

Fast, accurate, durable
Oxford Instruments says its new Vulcan is the 

fastest metals analyser available, taking just one 
second to measure metal alloys — that’s faster 
than any XRF (X-ray fluorescence) analyser or any 
other laser product on the market. In quality control 
and quality assurance this means that large  
inventories of incoming raw materials or finished parts 
can be checked very quickly. Large quantities of scrap metal 
can be sorted in scrapyards easily and fast.

Vulcan offers high performance and guarantees very high 
accuracy and precision for its analysis results. For example, 
when analysing aluminium, it not only provides the  
commercial grade of aluminium but also its accurate  
chemical composition. As Vulcan is so simple to operate,  
possible user error has been significantly reduced if not 
almost completely eliminated, so the results obtained from 
analysis will be reliable and consistent.

Designed to be rugged and durable, Vulcan is splash 
water and dust proof (IP54 certified). In addition, Vulcan’s 
measurement window is protected by strong sapphire glass, 

meaning no punctured detectors and 
no expensive repairs. The instrument 
has been designed to withstand harsh 
environments and is tough enough to 
be used in a scrapyard. In fact it is so 
strongly built that it complies with the 
MIL-STD-810G military grade standard 
for ruggedness.

Advanced, flexible data  
management

Vulcan uses the most advanced 
reporting tools on the market. Connection 

via Wi-Fi, to the Oxford Instruments OiConnect cloud 
service allows secure storage of results and reports. 
Alternatively, data can be downloaded to a computer 
or laptop on a USB stick. This means that all your 
data including measurement results, measurement 
tags, camera images and more can be saved in 
one safe location and accessed from any computer, 
anytime, from any location. 

“Vulcan is a true revolution in the handheld 
metal analyser market. It delivers unparalleled 

speed, ease of use and ruggedness while still providing  
accurate and precise results for all common alloy types. 
Vulcan combines Oxford Instruments’ decades of experience 
in developing mobile and handheld elemental analysers with 
our market leading knowledge about handheld LIBS analysis,” 
said Mikko Järvikivi, Product Manager, Oxford Instruments.

Lower cost of ownership — no X-rays
XRF analysers require strict licensing and certification for 

training. As Vulcan is a laser tool, there is no need for staff 
to attend expensive and time consuming radiation classes 
meaning that users can start working with Vulcan quickly and 
easily. Running costs are also much lower than traditional 

handheld XRF units as there is 
no costly X-ray tube or detector 
replacements.

Smart cost-effective option
Vulcan Smart is a  

cost-effective option for the  
identification of steels and nickel 
alloys. It has been designed for 
ferrous applications and its  
performance is limited to stainless 
steels, tool steels, low alloy steels 
and nickel alloys. However, Vulcan 
Smart can be upgraded to include 
cobalt, copper, lead, tin, titanium 
and zinc calibrations.

For further information  
contact Jaco le Roux of  
United Scientific on  
082 338 0193,  
email jaco@united-scientific.co.za 
or visit www.unitedscientific.co.za  
or www.oxford-instruments.com
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Okuma’s Multus B300II is a one-saddle multi-tasking  
CNC lathe designed to reduce setup time and machining 
costs. This multitasking machine offers a variety of  

operations to improve machining efficiency while offering  
reliable accuracy and power to keep non-cutting time to a  
minimum.

Okuma says it’s excellent for machining process-intensive 
parts, such as those in the aerospace, automotive, oil/energy, 
medical and construction industries. 

It features a compact design, and a highly rigid bed and 
guideway system to provide powerful, stable machining.  
The optional W version with sub-spindle 
enables a part to be handed from one 
spindle to the other allowing complex 
parts to be machined on both ends  
without operator invention. Standard 
Collision Avoidance reduces operator 
mistakes in manual, MDI and auto 
modes. To further enhance efficiency, 
the base offering has a 40-tool 
automatic tool changer (ATC), with an 
optional 60-tool ATC available.

Key features and benefits include:
•	 225°	B-axis	range	with	6	000	rpm	H1-milling	spindle 

 with dual function (L/M)
•	 H1	dual	function	spindle	head	utilises	CAPTO-C6	 

 tooling and has a 11/7.5kW PREX milling motor spindle 
 (optional: 10 000 rpm — 15/11kW)

•	 H1	turret	has	a	0.001	degree	B-axis	and	 
 compound motion Y-axis for machining flexibility

•	 Main	spindle	is	equipped	with	a	full	contouring	C-axis

This multitasking machine is designed with ease of  
operation in mind and equipped with 

Okuma’s OSP-P300S control. With 
single mode operation and superior 
graphics, novice operators as well as 
professional machinists will  
experience a smoother, more  
effective way of producing parts.

For more information  
contact F & H Machine Tools on  

TEL: 011 397 4050 or visit  
www.fhmt.co.za

Okuma’s Multus B300II 
is a one-saddle multi-tasking CNC lathe
Machine combines lathe, vertical, and horizontal machining operations.

Doosan Machine Tools Puma TW-series

Doosan Machine Tools has introduced a range of  
twin-spindle horizontal turning centers into the market. 
The Puma TW 2600 series, which includes a machine 

model (the Puma TW 2600-GL) with an integrated servo-driven 
Gantry Loader, provides manufacturers with a high-productivity 
and flexible machining solution that enables the simultaneous 
machining of two of the same, similar or different parts. The 
Gantry Loader model also provides manufacturers with  
high-speed and reliable part load/unload capability.

The TW 2600 and TW 2600-GL machines are equipped with 
a 10” chuck as standard and boast rapid rates of 24m/min  
(X and Y axes) for increased productivity. The machines are 
compact yet still offer a maximum turning diameter of  
360mm and maximum tuning length of 170mm  
(for the standard TW 2600 machine); and 200mm and 165mm, 
with the TW 2600-GL.

Performance and flexibility are also assured via the 
machines’ advanced, high-torque (404Nm) spindle technology 
that provides power and speed up to 18.5kW/3 500 rpm and is 
ideal for heavy-duty machining operations.

The machines are also equipped with two 10-position  
servo-driven turrets that ensure fast tool indexing and minimise 
idle (non-cutting) time.

Whilst the TW 2600 delivers exceptional productivity the  
TW 2600-GL, with its integrated gantry loader, takes this to a 
whole new level.

The 3-axis, servo-driven gantry loader integrated on the  
TW 2600-GL minimises workload and unloading times,  
and can be configured to suit customers requirements  
(i.e. workpiece feeding, unloading and storing positioned left, 
right or on both sides of the machine).

The TW-series machines are also supplied with the  
Doosan Fanuc i control 
system and Doosan’s 
Easy Operation Package  
(EOP) for fast and  
easy set-up and  
programming.

For further  
details contact  
Puma Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 976 8600  
or visit www. 
pumamachinetools.co.za
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Kennametal is expanding its game-changing Mill 4  
family with a new cutting tool, the Mill 4-11. Designed for 
smaller machining centers, the Mill 4-11 accommodates 

40-taper CAT and BT, HSK50, and similarly sized spindles. Due 
to its free-cutting capabilities, it is ideal for successful metal 
removal in less-than-rigid setups and on light-duty machine 
tools, multi-taskers and live-tool lathes.

The Mill 4-11 enjoys the same strong insert design as its 
larger cousin, the Mill 4-15, but is 24% shorter and 34%  
narrower. With an 11mm maximum cut length, this addresses 
the needs of those job shops and manufacturers producing 
smaller parts and part features while still offering high metal 
removal rates and excellent tool life. 

Because of the insert design and precision, 
there’s very little mismatch between passes. For 
example, using a 63mm diameter tool and SGE 
geometry you can achieve less than 8µm deviation 
between successive 6mm deep passes. One 
of Kennametal’s largest automotive customers 
completely eliminated a finishing operation 
on a steel alloy housing because of it, saving 
them many thousands of dollars annually.

The Mill 4-11 platform offers a full  
complement of grades and geometries  
including KCPM40 for most steel  

applications and KCSM40 for aerospace and medical  
machining. Kennametal have cast iron and aluminium grades 
and a variety of edge preps and corner radii up to 1.6 mm as 
well. 

The Mill 4-11 is also easy to use. Each insert is securely 
locked in place with a single M3 screw, and marked with a 
series of dimples to indicate geometry and insert style. Keeping 
the tool clean and the screws lubricated with a small amount 
of grease and mounting all of the inserts with the dimples or 
markings facing the same direction improves accuracy during 
indexing, says Kennametal.

The cutter has uneven pocket spacing designed to break up 
machine harmonics and reduce chatter. Because of its complex 
insert geometry and positive placement in the pocket, it has 

an effective radial rake angle between 1° to 11°,  
depending on the cutter diameter, and an axial rake angle 

of 3°, this despite the Mill 4-11’s double-sided design. 
When taking cuts up to approximately 6.5mm axial 
engagement, the cutter is essentially “stepless”, 

although cuts up to 11mm deep are possible 
while still maintaining square, smooth walls. 
Best of all, it removes material quickly. 

For more information contact Kennametal 
South Africa on TEL: 011 748 9300 or visit 
www.kennametal.com

Kennametal introduces the Mill 4-11 — 
designed for smaller machining centers
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Altair offers new best-in-class technologies to design and 
optimise high-performance, efficient, and innovative 
products with its release of HyperWorks® 2017.  

This latest release sees several functionalities added in areas 
such as model-based development, electromagnetism,  
nonlinear structural analysis, modeling and meshing,  
multiphysics and multi-disciplinary analysis, lightweight 
design and optimization. New products and enhancement 
highlights include: 

Model-based development suite: solidThinking Activate®, 
Compose® and Embed® capabilities encompassing concept 
studies, control design, system  
performance optimisation and  
controller implementation and  
testing are now part of the  
platform.

Electromagnetics analysis 
and design: Flux™ for EM 
simulation of static and low 
frequency applications, and 
WinProp™ for propagation 
modeling and radio network 
planning are added as perfect 
complements to FEKO, focused on high frequency  
EM simulations related to antenna design, placement,  
radiation hazard and bio electromagnetics.

Material modeling and manufacturing: Multiscale 
Designer is a tool for development and simulation of  
accurate models for heterogeneous material systems  
including laminated composites, honeycomb cores,  
reinforced concrete, soil, bones, and various others. 

Manufacturing offerings now include solidThinking 
“Click2” products for extrusion, casting and metal forming 
process simulation.

Usability and efficient model management: HyperMesh® 
now offers a complete, robust solution for assembly and 
model variants management, expanding the part library 
and configuration management capabilities. Important new 

features for crash and safety users 
have also been implemented. A 
brand new desktop tool called 
ConnectMe™ has been developed 
to efficiently manage, launch and 
update all the products within 
the HyperWorks suite.

“HyperWorks 2017 adds  
key enhancements to the  
modeling and assembly  

capabilities of the software,” said 
James P. Dagg, Chief Technical Officer, 

User Experience at Altair. 
“Users can now communicate directly with their enterprise 

PLM system, storing libraries of parts and configurations 
of their models. Tasks like setting up a model with multiple 
configurations for different disciplines can now be done in 
minutes.” 

Multiphysics Analysis and Performance: Major speed and 
scalability improvements have been implemented for all the 
Altair solvers. In particular, structural analysis capabilities for 
OptiStruct® have been further elevated to support the most 
complex nonlinear contact and material models. For fluid 
simulation (CFD), new turbulence and transition models have 
been implemented in AcuSolve to capture laminar to turbulent 
flow regime change.

In terms of computational performance, FEKO,  
OptiStruct, and RADIOSS leverage the most modern computer 
architectures and latest parallelisation technology to generate 
solutions faster and make them more scalable on compute 
clusters.

“With the HyperWorks 2017 release we followed our  
vision to continue focusing on simulation-driven innovation. 
We are now able to simulate more physics with improved  
HPC performance,” said Uwe Schramm, Chief Technical 
Officer, Solvers and Optimisation at Altair. 

“In particular, with the addition of Flux for low-frequency 
EM simulation, we’re offering a complete multiphysics  
portfolio all linked through optimisation.”

For further details contact Fiona Richardson of  
Altair South Africa on TEL: 021 831 1500, email  
frichardson@altair.co.za or visit www.solidthinking.com or 
www.altair.com

Altair HyperWorks® 2017 released — 
comprehensive simulation platform for innovation

New functionalities added to open architecture CAE software platform. 
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In May 2017 Mastercam will unveil the latest 
in the line of its machining software — 
Mastercam 2018. Scheduled for 

release in June 2017 Mastercam 
2018 offers new 2D/3D milling 
features, design improvements, 
powerful turning and mill-turn 
enhancements, and so much more. 

New 2D/3D milling features
Stock awareness has been added to select 

2D toolpaths. The tool motion can now use the top, 
bottom, or both values of the stock, and 
all the linking parameters can be set to 
adapt to changing stock values. Finish 
passes now have more options 
to choose from. Now 
you can add or 
remove finish 
cuts, based 
on the  
number of 
rough depth 
cuts specified 
on the Depth 
Cuts page. The 
workflow for all  
3D high-speed  
toolpaths has been streamlined and gives you fine control 
over exactly where to cut. You can also assign variable stock 
to leave values on its walls and floors. 

Turning and mill-turn
Chip Break is now available for face and finish toolpaths 

when chip breaks occur. This is valuable when working with 
stringy materials such as aluminium or plastic, and allows you 
to set length and time conditions, 
retract, and dwell options.  
Mill-Turn machine definitions  
now contain tailstock and quill  
components. The new Tailstock 
Operation allows you to define  
how the machine’s tailstock is  
used. The tailstock options  
differ depending on the selected  
machine. 

Design improvements
Angle Sweep improves the  

creation of more complex wireframe 
functions and when creating or  
editing primitives, there are now  
on-screen sweep and rotate controls 
which can snap to the AutoCursor 
positions of existing entities. To 
make Roll and Unroll results easier 
to predict, Seam Control lets you  
visually rotate a seam to see how 
geometry will respond, as well as 

snap to AutoCursor positions. Hole Axis makes it easier to 
work with a large number of holes, especially holes with 

matching diameters that are selected as a group.

Also available in the Mastercam 
2018 release is:

•	 A	new	set	of	turning 
 strategies that automate  
 toolpath generation and 
 support for Sandvik 
 Coromant’s CoroTurn® 
 Prime inserts and 
 PrimeTurning™ method.

•	 My	Mastercam	gives	 
  you access to your profile, 

 Mastercam’s social media outlets,  
 your reseller information, the Mastercam Forum,  
 and other helpful information.

•	 Streamlined	workflow	with	improved	plane	 
 management, level and geometry control,  
 toolpath analysis and more.

•	 Model	Prep	and	Solid	Model	enhancements	such	 
 as Multiple Undo/Redo for up to twenty-five  
 functions and Solid Sweep have more options and  
 controls than ever.

•	 The	Collision	Control	and	the	Multiaxis	Link	 
 Safety Zone pages for Multi-axis toolpaths have  
 been redesigned for Mastercam 2018.

•	 Common	direction	has	been	added	to	the	Tool	 
 Axis Control page for Multi-axis toolpaths and  
 keeps the tool at a uniform tilt angle to reduce  
 tool and machine motion.

For more information contact the local agent  
Mecad Systems on TEL: 012 645 4300 or  
visit the website www.mecad.co.za

Mastercam 2018
brings efficiency and speed
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High performance milling has just been taken to a new 
plateau with the arrival of the new P76 vertical machining 
center from Victor CNC. 

Quality is assured with Victor CNC 3-axis VMC and this 
latest addition to the stable is the epitome of a high quality 
machining center. The new P76 incorporates a 30 tool ATC that 
can change tools in a blistering 1.6 seconds with a chip-to-chip 
time of 4 seconds. This speed is matched by the rapid feed 
rates of 48m/min in the X and Y-axes with 32m/min possible in 
the Z plane. 

Not only does the new P76 have the facility to speed around 
its X, Y and Z work envelope of 760mm by 500mm by 510mm, 
the machine also demonstrates rigidity and stability through its 
BBT-40 face and taper contact spindle configuration and the 
certified meehanite structure that has an extremely wide base 
of 1 166mm. Whilst the BBT spindle system enforces rigidity 
through the spindle nose and cutting tool to improve tool life, 
cutting speeds and feeds; the  
exceptionally wide casting base  
dampens vibration and adds  
stability. The result is the ability to  
conduct heavier cutting at higher 
speeds and feeds, which will certainly 
improve productivity. Furthermore, 
these characteristics will enhance  
surface finish and precision for the 
end user. 

To increase material removal rates, 
the P76 has an 18.5kW spindle motor 

that delivers high torque levels throughout the speed range that 
reaches a top spindle speed of 12 000 rpm. 

Accepting a maximum component weight of 500kg on its 
840mm by 500mm table, the new P76 machining center is 
loaded with a range of standard accessories that includes a 
fully enclosed splash guard, Fanuc 0i-MF CNC control unit with 
a user friendly 10.4 inch monitor and spindle oil cooler to  
maintain performance and longevity. Additionally, the  
P76 offers rigid taping, remote MPG, 3-step warning light, 
levelling pads, auto power-off and a screw type swarf removal 
system. 

The base model of the new P76 is very well equipped to 
meet the demands of the modern machine shop. However, 
for end-users looking for a higher-specification solution, Victor 
CNC can tailor the machine to the needs of the customer 
with optional extras that include a 40 tool ATC, coolant gun, 
automatic tool length measurement, auto part measuring and 

even a 4th and 5th axis interface. For 
enhanced precision and meeting the 
needs of high speed machining, the 
P76 can be configured with a  
15 000 rpm spindle, linear scales, 
rotary tables, oil skimmer, automatic 
doors, through spindle coolant, a 
Heidenhain TNC-620/640 CNC control 
and much more. 

For further details contact  
Victor Fortune on TEL: 011 392 3800 
or visit www.victor.co.za

Victor CNC takes milling to the next level 
with new P76 VMC series

Salvagnini has introduced a new fiber laser cutting system, 
the L3-30 fiber laser designed with a new air-cooled  
cutting head and 6 kW resonator.

The new fiber laser complements the company’s 2 kW,  
3 kW and 4 kW product lines. The machine is equipped with a 
new, air-cooled cutting head with 
adjustable optics for cutting both 
thin and thick materials.

Air-cooling is made possible 
by the addition of a Pelletier plate 
to the assembly, making nitrogen 
gas cooling unnecessary. A new 
collimator enables easy, fast 
adjustment for cutting materials 
of different thicknesses. The new 
Salvagnini cutting head assembly 
simplifies laser cutting production, 
making solid, clean and reliable 
cuts, with no contaminants to obscure the lens.

As with all Salvagnini machine systems, flexible automation 
is built into every L3 fiber laser. Salvagnini’s TraJust software 
automatically manages cutting parameters drawing upon a 
database for each material and thickness to achieve  
consistent, high quality cuts. Salvagnini technology allows 

sheets of different materials and thicknesses to be processed 
in sequence without stopping production and with setups 
occurring in masked time.

Salvagnini fiber laser systems can be accessorised with a 
full range of material handling systems. There is a Salvagnini 

storage tower to suit every  
application, including new,  
compact LTW and LTWC towers 
that require no additional floor 
space. An L3 features automatic 
loading and automatic skeleton 
removal. The addition of an  
MCL provides a pick and place 
capability so that no “shake and 
break” activity is necessary.

For a flexible  
manufacturing system setting, 
investigate Salvagnini OPS  

software that enables the fiber lasers to seamlessly exchange 
information with a company’s ERP software to optimise  
productivity, creating a lean factory that will maximise profits 
far into the future.

For further information contact Potgieter Machine Tools on 
TEL: 011 022 4648 or visit www.industrialmachinery.co.za 

Air-cooled cutting head on 6 kW fiber laser






